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Summary

The placement of high-level radioactive wastes in mined repositories deep underground is
considered a disposal method that would effectively isolate these wastes from the environment for
long periods of time. In the United States, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible,
and, within certain limitations, has the authority to implement the provisions of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, as amended in 1987, that provides the regulatory framework for development
of a mined geologic repository. However, before a repository can be used for the disposal of
nuclear waste it must meet standards established by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC 1985), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA 1985), and must be licensed by the
NRC. The Performance Assessment Scientific Support (PASS) program at Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) provides modeling capabilities to the DOE to assist in assessing the performance
of any potential repositories.

This report describes modeling performed at PNL between May and November 1991
addressing the performance of the entire repository system related to regulatory criteria established
by the EPA in 40 CFR Part 191. The geologic stratigraphy and material properties used in this
study were chosen in cooperation with performance assessment modelers at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL). Sandia modeled a similar problem using different computer codes and a
different modeling philosophy. Pacific Northwest Laboratory performed a few model runs with
very complex models, and SNL performed many runs with much simpler (abstracted) models.

The modeling presented here is substantially different from previous modeling attempts.
Models have been added for gas-phase movement of 14C, human intrusion, volcanic intrusion,
glass waste forms, and tectonic induced variations. When compared to earlier calculations, a much
broader set of conditions has been addressed. The new models consider thermally driven gas-
phase movement of radionuclides, and movement of radionuclides in the saturated zone. In
addition to model development, new information on radionuclide sorption has been obtained, and
new geochemical calculations have been performed to estimate the waste form solubility.

The modeling approach described in this report incorporated the latest known data and
conceptual model assumptions. However, definitive data from the site are not yet available for
many parameters. Consequently, many values were chosen for this exercise based on expert
judgment or modeling convenience. Unfortunately, this work did not receive the widespread
review within DOE required to ensure that the latest available data were used. For these reasons,
the results presented here are not sufficiently advanced to be useful in formulating prudent
judgments about site suitability or the expected risk of the potential repository. As a result, the
work reported here does not provide a sufficient basis to establish a "baseline" performance
assessment.

In addition to the cumulative release modeling, doses were estimated for several of the release
scenarios. Working Draft 4 of 40 CFR Part 191 (February 3, 1992) includes the possibility that
both individual and population dose limits may be established as repository performance criteria.
The dose results presented here indicate that the potential repository may be able to meet both
individual and population dose criteria. Substantial work is still required to define the exposure
scenarios and environmental radionuclide concentrations needed to complete a definitive analysis of
the doses that will be caused by postclosure repository operation.

iii



The scenarios modeled are not exhaustive of all possible scenarios that will have to be
considered for licensing. However, they were selected because they are believed to contribute the
largest releases of any scenarios to be considered. In summary, the analyses accomplished for this
report support the continued site characterization of Yucca Mountain as a potential site for a high- >
level nuclear waste repository and indicate that the limits established by the EPA relative to
cumulative release of radionuclides are not exceeded.

\K)
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1.0 Introduction

Certain background information, a brief history of performance assessment efforts for the
potential Yucca Mountain high-level nuclear waste repository, and the objectives of this total-
system performance assessment and its linkages to other similar tasks are discussed in this section.
Differences between this total-system performance assessment and previous calculations are also
discussed, and several important caveats regarding this study are presented.

1.1 Background

Operation of commercial nuclear reactors to provide electric energy yields the byproduct of
spent nuclear fuel. Additional high-level nuclear waste has also been produced by reprocessing
spent fuel and through defense-related activities. The placement of radioactive wastes in mined
repositories deep underground is considered a disposal method that would effectively isolate these
wastes from the accessible environment for long periods of time.

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible, and, within certain limitations, has the
authority to implement the provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982, as
amended in 1987, that provides the regulatory framework for development of a mined geologic
repository. However, before a repository can be used for the disposal of nuclear waste it must
meet standards established by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC 1985) and the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA 1985)(a), and must be licensed by the NRC.

The DOE, through the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM), is
responsible for implementing requirements of the NWPA. This includes DOE review, concur-
rence, and sign-off on activities identified as Secretarial actions (e.g., the Site Characterization Plan
[SCP], Environmental Impact Statement, and Safety Analysis Report). Because the NRC and
EPA regulations base the final determination of a site's suitability on a calculational projection of its
performance well into the future, the DOE must ensure that recommendations and decisions are
based on technically defensible, independently verified predictions of the performance of a
potential repository. The Performance Assessment Scientific Support (PASS) program at Pacific
Northwest Laboratory(b) (PNL) provides modeling capabilities to assist the DOE in assessing the
performance of potential repositories.

1.2 History

This is not the first attempt to model the performance of a potential repository at Yucca
Mountain, a volcanic-tuff site in Nye County of southern Nevada that is a potential host for a high-
level nuclear waste geologic repository. The earliest extensive modeling was reported in the
Environmental Assessment (DOE 1986). The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
also sponsored a study, performed by PNL and ending in 1987, to perform a preliminary

(a) Some sections of the EPA standard (40 CFR 191) were vacated by a Federal Appeals Court decision. A revised
standard has not yet been formally implemented, although Working Draft 4 of 40 CFR 191, dated February 3,
1992, has been issued for review and comment.

(b) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by Battelle Memorial Institute for the U.S. Department of Energy.
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assessment of Yucca Mountain as a repository site (Doctor et aL 1992). The performance measure
for that study was risk expressed as population dose. Subsequently, an SCP (DOE 1988) was
written to guide data collection and modeling activities in determining the suitability of the geologic
setting for siting a repository at Yucca Mountain.

In fiscal year (FY) 1990, DOE sponsored a total-system modeling effort, identified as
PACE-90 and, in FY 1991, sponsored activities aimed at developing the models and knowledge
required to establish a baseline performance-assessment estimate. To date, a baseline performance
assessment has not been established because the DOE has just initiated site characterization
activities that are scheduled to last several years. In addition to DOE-sponsored modeling, the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has completed a total-system performance estimate
(McGuire et al. 1990).

Models for evaluating the performance of Yucca Mountain are under development for the
DOE at PNL and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). In addition, the NRC has contracted
Southwest Research Institute (San Antonio, Texas) to develop modeling capabilities that will allow
them to evaluate the performance estimates developed by the DOE and its contractors.

Most of the total-system performance models for Yucca Mountain address the cumulative
release of radionuclides to the "accessible environment" A limit on the cumulative release of
radionuclides to the accessible environment for the first 10,000 years of repository performance is
one of the quantitative requirements set by the EPA (EPA 1985). In addition, the EPA regulation
addresses, for some sources of groundwater, the risk of a repository expressed as a maximum
dose from drinking water. Only a limited amount of modeling for the purpose of estimating doses
from the potential repository at Yucca Mountain has been sponsored by OCRWM.

On February 3, 1992, the EPA issued Working Draft 4 of the revisions to 40 CFR Part 191
(EPA, 1985). In this draft the EPA is considering a population dose criteria as an alternative to the
cumulative release criteria. In addition, the individual protection criteria is extended to 10,000
years after repository closure. These criteria require dose modeling for both individuals and
populations.

1.3 Objectives

This report describes modeling performed at PNL between May and November 1991 that
addressed the performance of the entire potential repository system. Specific objectives of the
modeling task were to:

* identify further conceptual and calculational model development needs

* refine and more fully prioritize identified data needs and help guide site characterization

* define relative sensitivities of total-system performance to the conceptual model, data
assumptions, and computational methods

* make a preliminary evaluation of the potential repository total-system performance.

All of these general objectives were met in the course of the total-system performance assessment
embodied in this report.
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1.4 Link With Other OCRWM Tasks

The geologic stratigraphy and material properties used in this study were chosen in
cooperation with performance assessment modelers at SNL. They modeled a similar problem
using different computer codes and a different modeling philosophy. The main difference between
the modeling philosophies was that PNL performed a few model runs with very complex models,
and SNL performed many runs with much simpler (abstracted) models. The PNL and SNL results
were simultaneously presented to the DOE in November 1991, for a discussion of the results and
comparison of the modeling techniques. SNL total-system performance assessment results are
reported in Barnard et al. (1992).

1.5 Differences From Previous Calculations

The modeling presented here is substantially different from previous attempts. Models have
been added for gas-phase movement of 14C, human intrusion, volcanic intrusion, glass-waste
forms, and tectonic-induced variations. When compared to the PACE-90 calculations, a much
broader set of conditions has been addressed. The new models consider thermally driven, gas-
phase movement of radionuclides, and movement of radionuclides in the saturated zone. In
addition to model development, new information on radionuclide sorption has been obtained, and
new geochemical calculations have been performed to estimate the waste form solubility.

1.6 Caveats

Four objectives for this modeling task were given in Section 1.3. The first three objectives
were accomplished. The final objective, to make a preliminary evaluation of the potential
repository performance, was not fully achieved. The approach chosen, and described in this
report, incorporated the most recent data and conceptual model assumptions available to the
modelers. However, definitive data from the site are not yet available for many parameters, so
many values were chosen for this exercise based on expert judgment or modeling convenience. In
addition, this work did not receive the widespread review within DOE required to ensure that the
latest available data and information were used.

To achieve a baseline performance assessment, several additional things must be done. First,
a complete set of nuclides of regulatory interest must be analyzed. This study analyzed 10 nuclides
out of a set of several dozen of interest. Second, additional site-specific data are needed to calibrate
existing models and other data are required to check the validity of the modeling assumptions.
Finally, the computer codes used must be subjected to formal Quality Assurance (QA)
requirements. The current models were used while still in the development and documentation
stages. Formal testing has not been completed.

For these reasons, the modeling results presented here are not sufficiently advanced to be
useful in formulating prudent judgments about site suitability or the expected risk of the repository.
Specifically, the work reported here does not provide a sufficient basis to establish a "baseline"
performance assessment.
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2.0 Overview of Modeling Approach

The location of Yucca Mountain, the site of a potential high-level nuclear waste repository in
southern Nevada, and the scenarios for radionucide release modeled in this total-system
performance assessment are discussed in this Section. The representative radionuclides chosen for
modeling in this study are presented along with the rationale for examining each. Finally, the
specific models used to predict each scenario considered in this study are presented.

2.1 Site Location

The Yucca Mountain site is located in southern Nevada about 160 kn northwest of Las Vegas
and is situated on land controlled by three federal agencies: the U.S. Air Force, the DOE, and the
Bureau of Land Management (Figure 2.1).

2.2 Radionuclide Release Scenarios

Four primary scenarios for release of radionuclides from the potential repository to the
accessible environment were modeled for this total-system performance assessment iteration: base
(expected conditions), human intrusion, volcanic disruption, and tectonic disruption. The
accessible environment for this assessment is taken to be the ground surface in the vertical direction
and a distance of 5 km from the repository in the horizontal direction, as defined in 40 CFR Part
191.12. Because the ground-surface is a physical boundary while the 5-km boundary is a
regulatory concern, these boundaries do not necessarily coincide.

The base scenario addresses waste container degradation and failure under expected
conditions in the potential repository, followed by waste migration through the unsaturated
(vadose) zone in liquid phase to the regional ground-water table and in gas phase to the ground
surface. Releases to the water table migrate to the 5-km accessible-environment boundary and are
assumed to be extracted by a water well for human-population dose calculations, while releases to
the ground surface contribute to dose calculations through atmospheric pathways.

The human-intrusion scenario is divided into four cases, all of which are based on
assumptions regarding future exploratory drilling by persons unaware of the repository's
existence. These cases are: 1) exhumed container waste, 2) an exhumed column of contaminated
rock, 3) deep injection of waste into the tuff aquifer, and 4) deep injection of waste into the
Paleozoic (carbonate) aquifer. The first two cases envision a driller intercepting rock with
migrating radionuclides from failed containers, or contaminated rock and a waste container by
means of a "direct hit," and exhuming these to the surface. The last two cases envision a driller
intercepting a waste container such that the container integrity is compromised, drilling on into an
aquifer below the potential repository, and ultimately causing the displacement of the container's
waste to the aquifer.

The volcanic-disruption scenario addresses the consequences of a disruption of the potential
repository and the uncontrolled release of radionuclides to the accessible environment because of
the subsurface and surface activity of a basaltic magmatic center. The subsurface activity would
comprise dikes, sills, and/or other intruded magma modes, and the surface activity is assumed to
be a Strombolian eruption of alkalic basalt and the construction of one or more cinder cones.
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The tectonic-disruption scenario addresses the possibility of coseismic water table change
because of a tectonic disruption. The chief impact of this disruption is assumed to be the
permanent elevation of the regional water table and subsequent change in the hydrology and massK> J transport of radionuclides in the unsaturated zone in the vicinity of the potential repository.

Figure 2.2 depicts the interaction of the four scenarios addressed in this total system
performance assessment iteration. All of the release paths by which radionuclides may be released
to the accessible environment that are addressed by this total-system performance assessment are
shown in Figure 2.2, beginning with inventory tracking of waste accounting for radioactive decay
of the inventory and container degradation, failure, and release. Container inventory as well as
release rates are necessary because four disruptive events accounted for in this assessment (three
human-intrusion cases and the volcanic disruption) involve displacement of the contents of an
entire container or containers. Ultimately, all processes modeled in this total-system performance
assessment lead either to a surface release or the arrival of water-borne contaminants at the 5-km
boundary. Hence, all processes contribute to the cumulative release calculation for radionuclides
or the human-dose calculation under a number of dose scenarios.

2.3 Choice of Radionuclides

One of the objectives for this analysis was to demonstrate the capability to conduct a total-
system performance assessment. It was felt that the analysis capability could be demonstrated
without analyzing all radionuclides of regulatory concern. Additional chemical and physical data
are needed to properly assess the impact of many of the nuclides excluded from this analysis. Ten
radionuclides were chosen for this analysis: 14C, 7 9Se, 99Tc, 26Sn, 129I, l3SCs, 234U, 237Np,
239Pu, and 243Am. Because of retardation in transport, only four nuclides from the uranium and
neptunium decay chains were chosen. The other nuclides chosen are expected to be transported
faster. Specific reasons for selecting these radionuclides are as follows:

* 14C - the only nuclide considered to have the potential for significant releases via gas-phase
pathways

* 79Se - moderate-inventory nuclide, moderately delayed in transport by sorption processes

* 99Tc - high-inventory nuclide, moderately delayed in transport by sorption processes

* 126Sn - moderate-inventory nuclide with a long half-life

* 129I - not delayed in transport by sorption processes, has a high concentration to dose-
conversion factor

* 135Cs - moderate-inventory nuclide, moderately delayed in transport by sorption processes

* 234U - uranium isotope with the highest 1000-year inventory

* 237Np - high-inventory nuclide with very long half-life and a high concentration to dose-
conversion factor
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* PU - high-inventory nuclide that has received significant press exposure, chosen over
the higher inventory 24Pu because it is in the decay chain for 243Am

* 243Am - high-inventory nuclide that is also highly retarded, providing an example ofK> radionuclide decay-chain modeling.

2.4 Models

The summary performance measure utilized in this study was the complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF) for cumulative release of radionuclides to the accessible environment
(Table 1 of 40 CFR Part 191; EPA 1985). The CCDF includes information from base-case results
and disruptive scenarios. The CCDF is based on releases to the accessible environment. A
number of parameters were varied stochastically to generate the required (example) distribution
function.

In addition, doses were estimated for many radionuclide-release scenarios. The doses were
estimated using models and scenarios that were designed to estimate cumulative release of radionu-
clides rather than dose. A careful study of the risk of the potential repository in terms of individual
or population doses would probably use different release and transport scenarios. The major
reason for this is that maximum dose results are determined by maximum radionuclide
concentrations rather than cumulative flux over a 10,000-year time period.

2.4.1 Radionuclide Source Term

Engineered-barrier source term release rates were computed for a total of 10 nuclides. The
nuclides were chosen to represent a cross section of physical properties and repository inventories
that emphasized large impacts in the dose models. Source terms were computed for spent fuel and
a representative glass-waste form. The spent-fuel inventories were taken from ORIGEN runs at

Ky/ SNL that incorporated recent fuel-bumup assumptions. Source terms were computed for base-
scenario analyses (incorporating a range of infiltration rates and rock saturation conditions) and
human-intrusion scenario cases involving deep injection of waste into the saturated zone.

2.4.2 Unsaturated Zone Hydrology and Specie Mass Transport

Based on the problem consensus, the unsaturated zone model was modeled as a two-
dimensional (East-West) cross section of Yucca Mountain that included the Ghost Dance fault, a
fault that transects the potential underground repository (DOE 1988). The vertical extent of this
cross section was from the regional water table to just above the repository horizon, except for the
multiphase model, for which the vertical extent was from the regional water table to the ground
surface.

A liquid-phase analysis considered the combined effects of matrix and fracture flow in an
equivalent-continuum model (i.e., fractures were not modeled explicitly). SUMO, a steady-state,
isothermal, liquid-phase ground-water flow model (Eslinger et al. 1990) was used to predict base-
scenario flow and dilute-species mass transport of the l-radionuclide inventory examined for this
total-system performance assessment for a range of recharge rates.

The gas-phase (multiphase) analysis was performed using the Multiphase Subsurface
Transport Simulator (MSTS) code to model dilute-specie mass transport of the single radionuclide
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14C in both the gas and the liquid phases, including the effects of thermal loading of the repository.
The air, water, and thermal-energy conservation equations for this model were solved in a fully
coupled manner. Exchange of carbon between water vapor and liquid water was also addressed in
the model.

2.4.3 Saturated Zone Hydrology and Specie Mass Transport

Saturated zone flow and transport was modeled for the human-intrusion scenario cases
involving injection of waste, and those base-scenario analyses that predicted contaminant
movement into the saturated zone. A two-dimensional domain and a steady-state hydrology
solution were used. Simulations were performed for transport in both tuff and carbonate aquifers.

2.4.4 Human Intrusion

Human-intrusion analyses considered four release cases. These cases were: 1) exhumed
container waste, 2) an exhumed column of contaminated rock, 3) injection of waste into the tuff
aquifer, and 4) injection of waste into the Paleozoic (carbonate) aquifer. The range of outcomes
depended on the time of occurrence and drill hole location.

2.4.5 Tectonism

The tectonism analysis consisted of a literature review of postulated tectonic activity at Yucca
Mountain and identification of several initiating events that may influence transport of
radionuclides. Transport models were evaluated for an event associated with water-table rise.
This effort was not as extensive as other aspects of the modeling because of the late start for this
sub-activity and budget constraints.

2.4.6 Basaltic Volcanism

The volcanic analysis modeled radionuclide releases due to mobilization of waste by a basaltic
dike. The models for basaltic dike formation are based on simplified analytic models. Transient
changes to the hydrological flow field were not modeled. The range of outcomes will depend on
such factors as temperature of the magma, size of the dike, and fraction of waste mobilized.

2.4.7 Dose

Doses were computed for all PNL release scenarios except basaltic eruptions. The dose
model is based on the International Commission on Radiological Protection's concept of committed
effective dose equivalent (ICRP 1977; 1979; 1984; 1991). Doses were computed for a "reference"
individual. In addition, PNL computed doses for some scenarios using radionuclide release
profiles provided by SNL. The dose calculations for SNL used the same exposure pathways as
PNL's dose model.
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3.0 Source-Term Analysis

The source-term for this total-system performance assessment analysis was calculated using
the Analytical Repository Source-Term (AREST) code (Liebetrau et al. 1987; Engel et al. 1989).
The AREST code can be used for estimating release rates from the engineered barrier system
(EBS) of an underground geologic repository for either spent-fuel or glass-waste forms. The
release rates from the EBS are then transferred to a hydrologic flow and transport model such as
SUMO (Eslinger et al. 1990) or MSTS to predict ground-water mass transport (see Section 4),
which is, in turn, used to calculate dose to humans (Section 10). The release rates were calculated
for a set of 10 nuclides (14C, 79Se, 99Te, 26Sn, 1291, 135CS, 234U, 237Np, 239Pu, and 243Am).
The 10 nuclides were chosen to represent a range of physical and chemical properties, inventories,
and dose-conversion factors as described in Section 2.3. This section briefly describes the AREST
code and the analyses performed for this total-system performance assessment analysis.

3.1 Description of Release Models

At the potential repository site at Yucca Mountain, high-level nuclear waste is to be stored in a
canister that would be overpacked with a container designed to assure compliance with regulatory
containment requirements. The container will then be emplaced in an excavated opening, leaving a
small air gap between the emplacement container and the host rock. After the containment barriers
are breached (containment failure), there are three general modes of radionuclide release from the
EBS: "dry," "wet-drip," and "wet/moist-continuous." The AREST code contains specific models
for these three modes.

3.1.1 Unsaturated Zone

Under anticipated conditions, no liquid should contact the waste form even after container
failure because of the air gap. These conditions are referred to as a "dry mode." Thus, gaseous
transport is the only available pathway for release, assuming a "dry" mode. For this analysis, the
AREST code models gaseous transport as a pulse release at the time of container failure.

As a result of local variations in rock permeability, water may drip onto the waste container
after temperatures have dropped below a rewetting temperature. Such conditions are referred to as
a "wet-drip" mode. After containment failure, it is assumed that there is a hole near the top of the
waste container, allowing the interior of the container to become wet and the waste to dissolve.
Release from the waste form can then be estimated based on assumptions about the remaining
containment capability. Two assumptions can be made with the AREST code. The first
assumption is that the container is still intact and that release from the waste container will not
occur until the container is filled with water. This assumption is known as a "bathtub" type mode.
The second mode, or assumption, is that the container no longer forms a barrier to transport and,
thus, release can occur at the time of rewetting. This type of release mode is known as a "flow-
through" type. The AREST code incorporates existing models for both solubility-limited and
reaction-rate limited release for the "wet-drip" modes (Sadeghi et al. 1990).

For the analysis in this report, the flow-through release models were used for the unsaturated
conditions. These models were selected to obtain release-rate estimates beginning at the time of
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failure, instead of waiting for the container to be filled. The time-dependent, solubility-limited
release rate due to convection in a wet-drip environment is calculated as follows:

MN(t) = C N Q t t3 (3.1)

where C, is the elemental solubility of nuclide i, Ni and Ne are the species and elemental
concentrations in the undissolved solid, respectively, Q is the volumetric flow rate of the water into
and out of the container, and t3 is the time when all the element has dissolved. The release rate A

after the element has all been dissolved is calculated using the following equation:

i Ne1t3) K P[-AV(tj )(t-t], I3 (3.2)

where X is the decay constant and V(t2) is the volume of water if the container were full.

The mass-transfer equations for calculating release rates under wet-drip, flow-through
conditions using a reaction-rate, limited-boundary condition at the waste-form surface are as
follows:

M(RIt) = faMN exp[-(a + ) t (eat- eat)], t < 1 (3.3)

where RI is the radius to the waste container/host rock boundary, f is the fractional alteration rate
of the waste form, MI is the initial inventory of the specific nuclide i, t is the time of first water
contact after containment failure, and x is defined as:

a= Q (3.4)
V(t2)

and

M(R1,t) =faMN? exp (+AX)t exp(at 1 + -exp(at))] t Ž (3.5)
[ ( far)) )] fa

3.1.2 Saturated Zone

The last mode for radionuclide release is for the "wet-continuous" condition. This may occur
when the waste container contacts the host rock either by physical displacement or by
sedimentation of the air gap, allowing a diffusive pathway to exist. The AREST code contains
models for the diffusive transport of radionuclides and assumes either a solubility-limited or
reaction-rate, limited-boundary condition at the waste-form surface. The models that have been
incorporated into the AREST code were developed by T. H. Pigford, P. L. Chambre, and their
colleagues at the University of California at Berkeley.

The diffusive mass transport release rates for either a spent-fuel or glass-waste form assuming
a solubility-limited boundary condition at the waste-form surface is (Chambr6 et al. 1985):
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M(r,t) = 4 ste1e1 Df Ro r CjI i(rt), Ro < r < R1 , t ( 0 (3.6)

where el = backfill porosity

al = backfill tortuosity factor

Df = diffusion coefficient for nuclide i in water

Ro = waste-form radius

C = surface concentration for nuclide i

R = radius to the waste container/host rock boundary

and xVi(r,t) is a complicated function of previously defined parameters el, al, Df, Ro, C, RI, A,
and the additional parameters

b = the backfill thickness (RI-R2)

K1 = retardation coefficients for nuclide i in the backfill

K2 = retardation coefficients for nuclide i in the host rock

The mass-transfer rate for highly soluble nuclides may be limited by the rate of reaction of the
waste form. For a planar geometry, the time-dependent, mass-transfer rate of nuclide i for a single
time step n, is (Kang 1990) as follows:

MK (R1,t) = 2 K1 , el V S' (i (t) (3.7)
V

where mi is the mass of nuclide i that is dissolved at the beginning of this time step (n), V, is the
interior volume of the waste container, S, is the surface area of the cylindrical waste container, and
W1(t) is a complicated function of el, e2, al, a2, K 1, K2, X, Df, b, V., and S,.

The total release into the host rock for radionuclide i over time is derived by summing over n
the series of terms for each series of 1; (R1,t) successive time steps:

M1(Rl,t) =X Mi(RIt) (3.8)

This summation is continued until the waste form is completely dissolved, or the inventory of
nuclide i is exhausted in the waste form as a result of radioactive decay, whichever comes first.
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3.1.3 Glass Dissolution Model

The AREST code also contains a mechanistic model describing a dynamic mass balance
between the production and consumption of silicic acid, coupled with a near-field mass transport
model to predict the dissolution kinetics of a high-level waste glass in a deep geologic repository
(McGrail et al. 1990). The kinetic model is used to transform radionuclide concentration-versus-
reaction-progress values, to concentration-versus-time values that are used to calculate the rate of
radionuclide release by mass transfer to the surrounding rock. The reaction-progress values are
predicted using a geochemical reaction-path computer code, such as EQ3/6 (Wolery 1983). The
model provides for both solubility-limited and kinetically-limited release, with the rate-controlling
mechanism being dependent on the predicted glass/ground-water chemistry.

The following equation describes the mass balance used for calculating the time-dependent
reaction progress (A):

V d_ = Ag(t) dX _ M(t, Ro, t) (3.9)
dt g dt -~Rt

where 0 is the volume fraction of the aqueous phase in the annular volume (V), A,(t) is the time-
dependent glass surface area, M is the mass-transfer rate at the waste-glass surface, 4 is the
reaction progress, and dX/dt is the rate at which the glass is dissolving, given by:

dX = K,( K) (3.10)
dt kKJ

where X is the amount of dissolved glass, K+ is the forward rate of glass dissolution, Q is the
activity of silicic acid, and K is the equilibrium constant corresponding to the reaction:

SiO2 (s) + 2H 2O <H 4SiO4 (aq) (3.11)

and

dX K (3.12)
dt

where Kr is the residual rate of glass dissolution under near-saturation conditons.

3.2 Source-Term Analysis Description

Four different scenarios were analyzed for the total-system performance assessment analysis,
as described in Section 2. These scenarios were: 1) base (undisturbed), 2) human-intrusion,
3) volcanic disruption, and 4) tectonic disruption. Source-term release rates were used for
estimating transport to the accessible environment (Sections 4 and 5) and for human-dose
calculations (Sections 5 and 10) for both the base scenario and the human-intrusion scenario. The
inventories calculated for the base-scenario analysis were also used (indirectly) for the volcanic-
and tectonic-disruption analyses (Sections 6 and 7).
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The waste-container releases for the base scenario were estimated by simulating several waste
containers located in an undisturbed, unsaturated media. Each simulation was based on time- and
temperature-independent infiltration rates (five different infiltration rates were used in the analysis;
refer to Section 4 for additional information). The containment failure time for each waste
container was assumed to be a realization from a uniform distribution between 2000 and 5000
years. A temperature profile was also simulated for each waste container. In the base-scenario
analysis, both spent-fuel and glass-waste forms were considered. The base-scenario source-term
releases rates were used by unsaturated zone models (Section 4) for the base-scenario (nuclide
migration in gas and liquid phases associated with ground-water movement in the unsaturated
zone). This indirectly provided the source term for the volcanic- and tectonic-disruption scenarios
also, which at random disruption times used the remaining inventory in waste containers for the
base scenario, together with the unsaturated-zone model predictions of nuclide distribution at that
time due to migration from failed containers.

The human-intrusion scenario included four cases that were defined in Section 2.2:

1. Exhumed container waste - a driller directly entrains a waste container in the drill rig and
exhumes the total inventory of a single container

2. Exhumed column of contaminated rock - a driller misses the waste containers but
exhumes rock that contains dilute waste that has migrated from failed waste containers

3. Direct waste injection into tuff aquifer - a driller intercepts a waste container with the drill
rig, compromising the container integrity without entraining the waste, which falls to the
bottom of the drill hole into the tuff aquifer after rig extraction

4. Direct waste injection into Paleozoic (carbonate! aquifer - same case as (3) above, but
waste falls into the carbonate aquifer rather than the tuff aquifer

The base-scenario source-term release rates were used for cases number 1 (exhumed container
waste) and 2 (exhumed-contaminated rock). The source-term calculations for cases numbers 3 and
4 (direct waste injection into an aquifer) are the same except that the flow and mass transport
calculations (Section 5.0) vary following the differences in physical properties of the tuff and
carbonate aquifers. Ten simulations of saturated ground-water flow and radionuclide transport
were performed each for the tuff and carbonate aquifers to model the two direct-waste-injection
human-intrusion-scenario cases (Section 5). These simulations are identified as tuff simulations 01
through 10 for the tuff aquifer and carbonate simulations 01 through 10 for the paleozoic
(carbonate) aquifer. The drilling time for the 10 tuff and 10 carbonate simulations was selected
from a loguniform distribution between 100 and 10,000 years. The hydraulic conductivity field
for the 10 tuff and 10 carbonate simulations was a stochastically generated, spatially correlated
field (Section 5). In addition to these stochastic simulations, two bounding simulations were
performed for both the tuff and carbonate aquifers using minimum or maximum hydraulic
gradients and a deterministic, constant-value conductivity of minimum or maximum value. The
minimum flow simulations are tuff simulation 11 and carbonate simulation 11, and the maximum
flow simulations are tuff simulation 12 and carbonate simulation 12. In all simulations, the
container is assumed to fail because of vertical displacement to the aquifer. Spent fuel was the only
type of waste form that was modeled for the direct-waste-injection cases of the human-intrusion
analysis.
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In short, two basic types of source-term calculations are required to meet the needs of this
total-system performance assessment: base and human-intrusion. The data required for both types
of analyses are presented in Section 3.3. The base-scenario releases are used to meet the
requirements of the base scenario, two of the four human-intrusion scenario cases, and the
volcanic- and tectonic-disruption scenarios. The results of the base-scenario source-term analysis
are discussed in Section 3.4. The human-intrusion release rates are used to meet the requirements
of the two direct-injection cases of the human-intrusion scenario. Human-intrusion source-term
analysis results are discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3 Source-Term Data Description

The data for this effort were compiled from several different sources and are shown in
Tables 3.1 through 3.7. Table 3.1 gives the waste-container parameters. These values are from a
preliminary site-suitability study performed at the University of California at Berkeley (Lee et al.
1991). The specific nuclide inventories, distribution in the spent fuel, and sorption are shown in
Table 3.2. The inventories were calculated using ORIGEN (Croff 1983), with decay referenced to
the year 2040, while the distributions in the spent fuel were taken from the Spent Fuel Report
(Apted et al. 1989). Table 3.3 contains the temperature-dependent elemental solubilities used for
the base-scenario analysis. The solubilities were estimated using the EQ316 geochemical code
(Wolery 1983). Table 3.4 shows the infiltration rates and resulting saturation values predicted by
unsaturated zone modeling (Section 4.0) for the base scenario.

The solubilities calculated from EQ3/6 tended to differ from values used in other analyses.
For instance, the solubility of 237Np (at 44C) used in this analysis is 3160 times greater than the
solubility used for 237Np in the preliminary site-suitability study mentioned earlier (Lee et al.
1991). On the other hand, the Pu solubilities were four orders of magnitude lower than those used
by Wilson (1991). The difference in solubilities lead to similar differences in the calculated release
rates. The calculated values were used instead of literature values in this analysis because the
purpose of this total-system performance assessment is to demonstrate current capabilities.

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 provide data used for the human-intrusion scenario deep-aquifer-injection
cases. A median darcy flow rate in the waste container was used for the 10 random drilling times
(tuff simulations 1 through 10 and carbonate simulations 1 through 10). The median flow rate was
estimated using Equation (3.13):

AHVelocity = Ks M (3.13)

where Ks is a median conductivity of the stochastically-generated hydraulic conductivity field
(Section 5.0) in imlyr (0.4418 rn/yr for the tuff aquifer and 98.7 rn/yr for the carbonate aquifer),
AH is an average hydraulic head (78.75 m for tuff and 265.24 m for carbonate) minus the
hydraulic head on the right end of the potential repository (50 m), and AL is the length of the
potential repository (7000m).

Glass inventories were estimated from an SRL-202 glass (Table 3.7). These were used with
the ground-water composition from well J- 13 for calculating reaction progress and concentrations
used in the glass-dissolution model contained in the AREST code.
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Table 3.1. Waste Container Data

Parameter
Waste Radius (cm)
Waste Length (cm)
Gap/Void Width (cm)
Container Thickness (cm)
Air Gap/Backfill Thickness (cm)
Diffusion Coefficient (cm2/s)
Reaction Rate (g/M2/dy)
Alteration Period (yr)
Number of Waste Containers
Total Amount of Waste MTU)
Waste-Container Loading fMTU/container)

Value
26.0

441.0
1.5
3.0
3.0
1.16 x 10-5
0.755

1000.0
35,000
70,000

2.0

Half Life
Nuclide (yr)

Table 3.2.

Inventory
(Ci/pack)

Nuclide-Specific Data

%in
Maix

%in
Gap

Kd (nIlg)
Tuff . Carbonate

14C
79Se
99Tc
126Sn
1291
135Cs

234U(b)

Ks"1-~ 2 3 7 Np

239Pu
2 4 3 Am

5.73 x 103
6.50 x 104
2.11 x 105
1.00 105
1.57 x 107
2.30 x 106
2.45 x 105
2.14 x 106
2.41 x 104
7.38 x 103

3.29 x 100
9.52 x 10-1
2.99 x 101
1.77 x 100
7.28 x 10-2
9.93 x 10-1
4.97 x 100
8.59 x 10-1
6.65 x 102
4.86 x 101

98.0(a)
98.0
98.0
98.0
98.0
98.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1.0
2.0
2.0
2,0
2.0
2.0
0.0
'.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
2.5
0.0

100.0
0.0

50.0
2.5
2.0

100.0
100.0

0.0
3.0
0.0

110.0
0.0

10.0
3.0
0.5

80.0
100.0

(a) 1 of 4 C in gas phase
(b) 234U = 234U + 23spu

-Table 3.3.

Element

U
U
Np

. Np
Pu

. Pu
Am
Am

Base-Scenario Solubilil

44.

100.0
44.0

100.0
44.0100.0
44.0

100.0
44.0

ty Data

Solubility gWm)

4.52 x 10-3
8.57 x 101
7.58 x 10-2
9.48 x 10-1
1.00 x 10-7
4.54 x 10-6
1.51 x 10-3
4.62 x 10-3
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Table 3.4. Base-Scenario Repository Liquid Saturation for Various Recharge Rates (refer to
Section 4 for additional information on saturation predictions)

Liquid Saturation

0.0
0.01
0.05
0.5
3.0

20.0

0.590
0.730
0.805
0.945
0.945
0.945

Table 3.5. Human-Intrusion Scenario (Deep-Injection Cases) Aquifer Data

Viable Radionuclide TuffAqUifer Carbonate Aquifer

Porosity 0.24 0.05
Density (g/cm3 ) 2.23 2.76

Kd (mWLg) 14C 0.0 0.0
7 9Se 2.5 3.0
99 Tc 0.0 0.0
12 6Sn 100.0 110.0
1291 0.0 0.0
135CS 50.0 10.0
234U 2.5 3.0
237 Np 2.0 0.5
239Pu 100.0 80.0
243 Am 100.0 110.0

Table 3.6. Human-Intrusion Scenario (Deep-Injection Cases) Drilling Times and Flow Rates

Simulation
Number

Ddlling Time (frw
Tuff Carbonate

Flow Rate (mn/yr
Tuff Carbonate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

357.9
2289.4

647.7
1108.9
3076.3
2530.6
9088.8
443.0
159.6
109.5
300.0
300.0

2465.6
146.8
589.2
259.1

1190.8
8336.1
3811.8

128.5
2615.6
1308.0
300.0
300.0

0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
0.00181
8.90 x 10-6
0.274

3.035
3.035
3.035
3.035
3.035
3.035
3.035
3.035
3.035
3.035
5.17 x 10-3

69.7

A
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Table 3.7. Glass Inventory(a) Data

Inventory
K> Suclide Qpfl ME) fit() (gnrky

79Se SeO2 111.0 0.7118 1.00 x 10-4 7.117 x 10-5 119.78
99Tc TcO2 131.0 0.7557 4.10 x 10-5 3.098 x 10-5 52.15
126Sn --- --- _ -

129I ---

l3sCs Cs2O 281.81 0.9581 1.23 x 10-3 1.178 x 10-3 1,983.0
234U U02 270.03 0.8666 1.96 x 10-2 1.698 x 10-2 28,585.0
237Np NpO2 269.0 0.8810 1.29 x 10-4 1.137 x 104 119.28
239PU PuO2 271.0 0.8819 5.70 x 10-5 5.027 x 10-5 84.60
243Am Am203 530.0 0.9170 5.64 x 10-6 5.172 x 10-6 8.704

(a) Glass Total Inventory = 1.683+06 (g/container)
(b) Fl 2 (Atomic Mass) / MW
(c) fi=FxWt% . .
(d) Inventory = (Glass Total Inventory)(d) x fi

3.4 Base-Scenario Source-Term Results

Results from the base-scenario source-term analysis are shown in Figures 3.1 through 3.10.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show 14C release rates for gas release plus waterborne release. Release rates

K> where spent fuel was used as the waste form are shown in Figures 3.3 through 3.6.- Figures 3.7
through 3.10 show release from a glass-waste form for the base scenario. For all spent-fuel
analyses, the nuclides were divided into two sets. The first set includes the nuclides that were
modeled using a solubility-limited boundary condition at the waste-form surface (234U, 237Np,
239Pu, and 243Am). The second set includes the nuclides that are highly soluble and were modeled
using a reaction-rate limited boundary condition (14C,39Se, 99Tc, 26Sn, 129, and 135Cs).

Gas release of 14C was estimated using a pulse-release rate, with all of the gas inventory
released in one year. The waterborne release of the 14C was estimated using a flow-through
release rate based on the alteration rate of the fuel. Two infiltration rates were used for calculating
release of 14C using both gas and waterborne release, 0.01 mnx/yr and 0.05 mmnyr. Figure 3.1
shows the release of 14C using an infiltration rate of 0.01 mmlyr, while Figure 3.2 shows the
release using a 0.05 mnx/yr infiltration rate. Failure times, for this analysis, were uniformly
distributed between 300 and 2000 years. However, no waterborne release of 14C begins before
1300 years because the repository is hot and has not yet reached the time of "rewettng."

The remaining base scenario calculations, Figures 3.9 through 3.10, were calculated using
either the flow-through release models, with an infiltration rate less than 10.0 mmyr (Figure 3.9
through 3.11 and 3.13 through 3.15), or the "wet-continuous" release models, with an infiltration
rate greater than 10.0 min/yr (Figures 3.12 and 3.16). The cutoff point of 10.0 min/yr for using a
flow-through release model versus a "wet-continuous" diffusive model was arbitrary.
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3.5 Human-Intrusion Scenario Source-Term Results

The source-term estimates for the human-intrusion scenario deep-aquifer-injection cases are
K..> shown in Figures 3.11 through 3.16. For the reaction-rate limited nuclides (14C, 79Se, 99Tc,

126Sn, 1291, and 135Cs), either the flow-through release model or the "wet-continuous" diffusive
release model was used. Only the flow-through release model was used for the solubility-limited
nuclides (234U, 237Np, 239Pu, and 243Am). The flow-through model was used for the alteration-
limited nuclides when flow velocities were less than or equal to 10 mm/yr (Figures 3.11, 3.12, and
3.15), while the "wet-continuous" diffusive release models were used when flow velocities where
greater than the arbitrarily-selected 10 mm/yr cutoff (Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.16).

Figures 3.11 through 3.13 show the results for the tuff aquifer. Figure 3.11 shows the
results for tuff simulation 1. For the analysis of tuff simulations 1 through 10, the flow-through
release models were used with a median ground-water velocity for the tuff aquifer (0.00181 m/yr;
Table 3.6). Because the water velocities are the same for tuff simulations 1 through 10, the release
profiles will be similar for all 10 cases. Hence, only the results for tuff simulation 1 are shown
(Figure 3.1). A minimum-flow velocity for the tuff aquifer was used to calculate the release rates
shown in Figure 3.12 (tuff simulation 1), while a maximum-flow velocity was used for
calculating the release shown in Figure 3.13 (tuff simulation 12).

The results for displacing a failed container into the carbonate (Paleozoic) aquifer are shown
in Figures 3.14 through 3.16. Similar to the tuff results, only carbonate simulation 1 is shown for
the representative release profile for the 10 simulations where a median flow velocity (3.035 m/yr;
Table 3.6) was used. This case is shown in Figure 3.14. The flow-through release models were
used for the minimum-flow simulation (tuff simulation 11), and are shown in Figure 3.15. Figure
3.16 shows the results of using a maximum-flow velocity in the carbonate aquifer (tuff simulation
12).
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4.0 Unsaturated Zone Hydrology and Transport

Two approaches were used to model the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain for the total-
system performance assessment exercise. For the liquid-phase approach, the unsaturated zone was
modeled as an isothermal, liquid-phase hydrogeologic system for the purpose of simulating
transport of 10 radionuclides from the potential repository to the regional water table. For the
vapor-phase approach, the unsaturated zone was modeled as a nonisothermal, multiphase system
while simulating transport of a single radionuclide (14C) from the potential repository to both the
regional water table (liquid phase) and to the surface (vapor phase).

Although the modeling techniques and conceptual models differ for these methods, both
approaches required the same hydrogeologic parameters. A general description of the unsaturated
zone at Yucca Mountain and the hydrogeologic parameters used to describe its physical behavior
are presented in Section 4.1. The liquid-phase modeling approach, results, and analysis are
presented in Section 4.2, and the vapor-phase modeling approach, results, and analysis are
presented in Section 4.3.

4.1 Unsaturated Zone Description

The current conceptual design for the potential repository at Yucca Mountain locates the
potential repository horizon approximately 300 m above the regional water table and approximately
200 m below the land surface. Low recharge rates and low hydraulic conductivities in this deep
unsaturated environment are expected to function as natural barriers to radionuclide transport from
the engineered barriers of the potential repository to the accessible environment. Once in the
unsaturated zone, radionuclides may be transported to the accessible environment by several paths,
e.g., to the saturated zone through liquid-phase transport (Sections 4.2 and 4.3) and from there to
the accessible environment (Section 5.0), or directly to the surface through vapor transport

K..> (Section 4.3). In addition, both unmobilized waste in the potential repository and waste
transported into the unsaturated zone may be subject to disruptive scenarios such as volcanic
activity or human intrusion events. Analysis of disruptive conditions is, therefore, dependent on
unsaturated-zone model predictions of the spatial and temporal distribution of water and waste.

Figure 4.1 depicts the generalized conceptual model of the unsaturated zone at Yucca
Mountain that was the basis for all unsaturated-zone modeling described in this report. This
system consists of a two-dimensional domain comprised of five stratigraphic layers as shown.
The potential repository location is represented in Figure 4.1 as a bold line that extends from
borehole USW H-5 at an elevation of 1030 m above mean sea level east 1972 m to 895 m above
sea level. The regional water table was assumed horizontal at an elevation of 730 m, its present
static position at boreholes USW G-4 and UE-25a#l.

4.1.1 Hydrologic and Transport Properties

The five lithological units included in both conceptual models are listed in Table 4.1. Key
hydrologic parameters are saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks), total porosity (nT), residual
saturation (Sr), and the van Genuchten curve-fitting parameters, a and P (van Genuchten, 1980).
The mean values for these five parameters for each layer and for fractures are tabulated in Table
4.2. Matrix parameter values in Table 4.1 are derived from Peters et al. (1984), which was
subsequently published in the PACE-90 report. Fracture parameter values in Table 4.1 are taken
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Table 4.1. Mean Hydrologic Parameters

Layer Ks (mis) nT Sr a (1/m) ji

Welded 2.00 x 10-11 0.11 0.080 0.0057 1.798
Vitrophyre 3.01 x 10-12 0.09 0.052 0.0033 1.798
Nonwelded Vitric 7.99 x 10-11 0.21 0.164 0.0265 2.223
Nonwelded Zeolitic 3.01 x 10-12 0.41 0.010 0.0220 1.236 >
Partially Welded 1.40 x 10-8 0.24 0.066 0.0140 2.640

Fractures 8.25 x 10-5 0.43 0.045 14.5 2.680

from Carsel and Parish (1988). All hydrogeologic parameter values for use in the total-system
performance assessment exercise were set forth in Kaplan et al (1991)(a).

Additional parameter values were required to model radionuclide transport in the
unsaturated zone. These parameters were the sorption coefficients (Kd) for each radionuclide with
respect to stratigraphic layers and isotope half-lives (tlp). The half-lives and the mean Kd values
are shown in Table 4.2. Transport of all ten radionuclides listed in Table 4.2 was simulated in
liquid-phase modeling, including decay of 24 3Am into 239Pu, while only 14C transport was
simulated in the vapor-phase modeling. Dockery (1991)(b) reports that the Kd values in Table 4.2
are derived from sorption data from the Culebra formation at the Waste Isolation Pilot Project

(a) Kaplan. P.. G. Gainer, H. Dockery, and R. Barnard. 1991. Distributions of Hydrogeologic Parameters for the TSA
Problem. This July 25. 1991 letter report is reproduced in Appendix A.

(b) Dockery. H. 1991. Additional Kj information from A. Meijer (9t26/91). his October Z 1991 memo is
reproduced in Appendix B.
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Table 4.2. Radionuclide Half-Lives and Sorption Coefficients

Sorption Coefficient
Nuclide tin (yr) Welded Vitrophyre Vituic Zeolitic P. Welded

234U 2.45 x 105 2.5 2 2 10 2.5
237Np 2.14 x 106 2 0.5 0.5 4 2
243Am 7.38 x 103 100 100 100 100 100
239PU 2.41 x 104 100 100 100 100 100
14C 5.73x 103 0 0 0 0 0
79Se 6.50 x 104 2.5 2 2 10 2.5
99Tc 2.11 x 105 0 0 0 0 0
126Sn 1.00 X10 5 100 100 100 100 100
1291 1.57 x 107 0 0 0 0 0
135Cs 2.30 x 106 50 50 50 2000 50

(WIPP) site. These values are for matrix rock only. Three radionuclides, 14C, 99Tc, and 129I, are
assumed to have zero retardation. However, carbon will probably be exhanged with stable carbon
or precipitated onto carbonate rocks. For additional geochemistry details concerning the selection
of sorption values used in this exercise, the reader is encouraged to refer to Dockery (1991), which
is reproduced as Appendix B.

4.1.2 Fracture/Matrix Equivalent-Continuum Model

Given the constraints of computer technology at present, it is impractical to explicitly address
fractures with apertures on the order of 10-5 m while modeling a flow domain on the order of
103 m. Therefore, we must rely on an equivalent-continuum approach that incorporates aspects of
both matrix and fracture flow into a single porous-media model. For both the liquid-phase and
multiphase approaches, the equivalent-continuum model was based on the assumption that fracture
and matrix pressures are in equilibrium at all points in the model's domain. Future work in this
field will probably expand to include non-equilibrium fractureAnatrix interactions, but the capability
was not available for this exercise.

The pressure-equilibrium assumption allowed us to compute a bulk-equivalent saturation (Sb)
at a given tension head () based on the matrix saturation (S.) and fracture saturation (Sf)
computed at that pressure:

Sf nf+Sm(l -nT) nTkm (4.1)

b nTf+ (1 - TIf) %i,,

where nTV and nobr are the total porosities in the fractures and matrix, respectively. Similarly, the
bulk-equivalent saturated hydraulic conductivity (Kspb) at a given pressure head is computed using
this general relationship for bulk-equivalent hydraulic conductivity (Kb):

Kb = Km(l - nTlf) + KfnT.Kb= Km(l - nT) + Kf (4.2)

where Km and Kf are the hydraulic conductivities in the matrix and fractures, respectively. The
equivalent-continuum conductivity curves can be generated for a range of pressure heads by
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computing the saturation and conductivity for both fractures and matrix regimes using their
respective characteristic parameters and then substituting those values into Equations (4.1) and
(4.2) to obtain the bulk-equivalent values. The resulting equivalent-continuum curve is then used
to describe unsaturated hydraulic characteristics to the numerical model that solves the flow
equation.

Kaplan et al. (1991) and Barnard and Dockery (1991)(a) specified that the Ghost Dance fault
was to be modeled both as a 14-m offset and as a zone of increased permeability (based on fracture
density and aperture differences). Fracture densities presented in Kaplan et al. (1991), based on
Spengler et al. (1984), are shown in Table 4.3 for the rock and fault zones.

The following example calculation illustrates how the equivalent-continuum characteristic
curves are generated and how fracture densities are used to differentiate between the properties of
the Ghost Dance fault and the surrounding rock. Fracture total porosity (nTif), the ratio of the total
volume of fractures to the total volume of rock, is computed as the product of fracture density,
mean fracture aperture, and within-fracture saturated moisture content (05str). Using values for the
welded unit (layer 1) rock, and the 210 m aperture specified by Kaplan et al. (1991), we
calculate

nTnf= (fracture density) (fracture aperture) OSIf

= (28.3 1) (210 gtm) (1 In (0.43) (4.3)
106 ,mJ

= 2.555 x 10-3.

This value is used in Equation (4.4) to calculate the fracture residual moisture content (ORIf),
expressed as a fraction of the total rock volume. We assume that the fracture residual saturation
(SRIf), computed as the ratio of residual and saturated moisture contents reported in Carsel and
Parish (1988), is constant.

RIf= (nnf) (SRIf) = (nf)

IDS, (4.4)

= (2.555 x 10-3) (0.04
( ) ( 0.43)

= 2.674 x 104.

Finally, substituting values for the appropriate terms in Equation (4.2), we obtain

(a) Barnard, R., and H. Dockery. 1991. TSA Problem Outline Consensus. This July 26, 1991 letter report is
reproduced in Appendix C.
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Table 4.3. Fracture Densities (1/m)

Layer Rock Fault

Welded 28.3 283
Vitrophyre 35.6 356
Nonwelded Vitric 2.0 20
Nonwelded Zeolitic 1.6 16
Partially Welded 4.4 44

KS5 = Ksl( lnT~) + KSIfljf

= (2.00 x 10-11 mis) (1 - 2.555 x 10-3) + (8.25 x dots m/s) (2.555 x 10-3) (4.5)

=2.11 x 10-7 n/s

where Ks~b is the value of saturated hydraulic conductivity used to represent the Welded unit (layer
1) in solving the governing flow equation with a numerical model.

Equations (4.3) through (4.5) illustrate how we calculated equivalent-continuum model
parameters using the rock properties of the Welded unit. The calculated rock parameter values for
all five units are summarized in Table 4.4. The parameter values for the Ghost Dance fault zone
are computed in the same manner using the higher fracture densities (Table 4.3) in the calculation
shown in Equation (4.3). The calculated fault parameter values are given in Table 4.5.

The values in Tables 4.1 through 4.5 are sufficient to permit the use of Equations (4.1) and
(4.2) to generate equivalent-continuum composite unsaturated-characteristic curves. For a
prescribed pressure head, which is the same for the matrix and fracture regimes under the pressure-

<_ equilibrium assumption, saturation and hydraulic conductivity are computed separately for matrix
and fracture regimes. The resulting values are then substituted into Equations (4.1) and (4.2) to
obtain the composite values for these variables. Repeating this process over a range of pressure
heads yields the unsaturated-characteristic curves. Figures 4.2 through 4.6 depict the water
retention and hydraulic conductivity curves for both rock and fault zones for layers 1 through 5,
respectively. For liquid-phase modeling, tabulated values based on approximately 200 points per
curve were used to represent the unsaturated curve to the numerical model. A better approach was
used for vapor-phase modeling, wherein the MSTS code was enhanced to solve the equivalent-
continuum relations directly. This eliminated the need for a separate computer program to generate
tabular values and greatly reduced preparation time, while offering a small increase in performance
because linear interpolation between tabulated values was not required.

4.2 Liquid Phase

The approach, results, and analysis for liquid-phase modeling conducted for the total-
system performance assessment exercise are presented in this section. he hydrogeologic and
contaminant-transport parameters used for this exercise were presented in Section 4.1.
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Table 4.4. Computed Rock Parameter Values for Equivalent-Continuum Model

Layer ORIf Kb (m/s)

Welded Nonlithophysal
Vitrophyre
Nonwelded Vitric
Nonwelded Zeolitic
Partially Welded

2.555 x
3.215 x
1.806 x
1.445 x
3.973 x

10-3
10-3
10-4
10-4
10-4

2.674 x 10-4
3.364 x 10-
1.890 x 10-5
1.512 x 10-5
4.158 X 10-5

2.108 x 10-7
2.652 x 10-7
1.498 x 10-8
1.192 x 10-8
4.677 x 10-8

Table 4.5. Computed Fault Parameter Values for Equivalent-Continuum Model

Layer fin ORIf Kb (m/s)

Welded Nonlithophysal
Vitrophyre
Nonwelded Vitric
Nonwelded Zeolitic
Partially Welded

2.555 x
3.215 x
1.806 x
1.445 x
3.973 x

10-2
10-2
10-3
10-3
10-3

2.674 x 10-3
3.364 x 10-3
1.890 10-4
1.512 x 10-4
4.158 x 10-4

2.108x
2.652 x
1.491 x
1.192 x
3.417 x

10-6
10-6
10-7
10-7
10-7
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4.2.1 Method and Assumptions

Several simplifying assumptions were made to constrain the liquid-phase problem for the
total-system performance assessment exercise. The assumptions are stated here to reflect the level
of detail of the analysis but do not comprise an exhaustive list of assumptions made. First, we
assumed that flow in the unsaturated zone of Yucca Mountain is described by Darcy's Law. The
hydrogeologic properties of the porous media that comprise Yucca Mountain are assumed to be
homogeneous and isotropic within the stratigraphic layers identified in the conceptual model.
Recharge is assumed to be time-invariant and spatially uniform at the depth of the potential
repository. All flow was treated as isothermal, single phase (nonisothermal, multiphase flow is the
topic of Section 4.3). Water pressure in the fractures and matrix was assumed to be in
equilibrium, permitting use of equivalent-continuum ("dual-porosity") characteristic curves
(discussed in Section 4.2.2). Treatment of the Ghost Dance fault relied on two principal
assumptions: first, that the fault is a 1-m-wide feature representing a 14-m offset in adjoining
stratigraphic units, and second, that the hydrologic properties of the fault differ from the
surrounding rock units only by an order-of-magnitude increase in fracture density in the fault zone.

4.2.2 Conceptual and Numerical Models

The generalized conceptual model was presented in Section 4.1. The significant change to
that model for liquid-phase analysis was that the vertical extent of the liquid-phase model was
reduced to extend from the water table at 730 m to an elevation of 1050 m, which is just above the
potential repository horizon. For liquid-phase modeling under the given assumptions it was
unnecessary to model the strata above 1050 m.

The governing flow equation solved by the SUMO computer code is based on the equation
of continuity and Darcy's Law for flow dynamics. The equation for conservation of a slightly
compressible fluid mass in nondeforming media is expressed as

atp) + V*(pV) - M = 0 (4.6)

where at = partial derivative with respect to time

0 = volumetric moisture content (m3/m3)

p = fluid density (kg/m3 )

V = vector differential operator

V = Darcy velocity vector (nVs)

M = fluid source/sink term (kg/s).

The Darcy equation for isothermal flow is

Y = k (Vp + gVz) (4.7)

where k = intrinsic permeability tensor (m2 )
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t = dynamic fluid viscosity (1/m s)

p = fluid pressure (kg/m s2)

g = acceleration due to gravity (/s 2)

z = vertical direction in cartesian coordinate system, taken as positive upwards (m).

Equation (4.7) is substituted into Equation (4.6) to obtain the governing equation for single-phase -

fluid flow under isothermal conditions that is solved in the SUMO code, expressed for the two
dimensions addressed in this exercise:

Ss D= Dx (R Kx axe + aA(R KzAEz + Mv (4.8)

where Ss = fluid storage term (1/m)

t = time (s)

H = hydraulic head with respect to reference fluid density (m)

x,y,z = directions in Cartesian coordinate system (m)

R = ratio of fluid density

K = hydraulic conductivity in the direction denoted by x or z subscripts (m/s)

Mv = fluid source term (m3 /s).

The fluid-storage term (Ss) is defined by the following equations: '

Ss = (as +nEaPg (4.9)

if =nE. If <nE,

as = - (4.10)

where a = compressibility of solid media (m s2 /kg)

nE = effective or flow porosity (m3/m3)

af = compressibility of fluid (m s2/kg)

AV = soil moisture potential or tension head, equal to -P when P < 0 (m).

The hydraulic conductivity tensor (K) is computed using
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K= pgk (4.11)

where all terms are as previously defined.

The above equations were written under the assumption that the principal directions of the
hydraulic-conductivity tensor coincide with the coordinate directions (xyz) such that only the
diagonal terms of the tensor are nonzero (Runchal and Sagar 1989; Sagar and Runchal 1990).

Hydraulic head (H) and pressure head (P) are related by

H = P + (z -Z*) (4.12)

where z is an arbitrary elevation datum, and the pressure head is defined by

P=_ p(4.13)
Pg

The pressure head (P) is larger than the atmospheric pressure head (and hence positive) for
saturated flow, and is less than atmospheric pressure (and hence negative) for unsaturated flow.
The volumetric moisture content () is equal to the effective porosity (nE) for saturated flow. The
soil moisture potential () and intrinsic permeability (k) are functions of the volumetric moisture
content ().

The governing equations are solved with an integrated finite-difference scheme by the SUMO
code for a rectangular grid mesh. The solution of the general equation for fluid flow and the
coupling equations leads to values of hydraulic head (H), relative saturation (*), and fluid velocity
(U, V, and W in the x, y, and z directions, respectively). The resolution of the rectangular grid
mesh was, in general, 5 m in the vertical dimension and 10 m in the horizontal. The only
exception was near the Ghost Dance fault, where the mesh was refined to accommodate the
1I-m-wide fault.

With respect to boundary conditions, we assigned no-flow (Neumann condition) constraints
to the eastern and western boundaries of the two-dimensional geometry. The 500 m eastern extent
of the model beyond borehole UE-25a#1 was included to prevent the no-flow condition imposed
on that boundary from introducing modeling artifacts into the flow domain near the repository or in
the regions where radionuclide migration might occur. The lower boundary is the regional water
table, a Dirichlet condition of zero pressure head. Finally, the upper boundary is a constant liquid
flux equal to the recharge rate to be modeled. It was the intent of this exercise to simulate flow and
transport for recharge rates of 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 3.0, and 20.0 mn/yr, but for reasons discussed in
the results and analysis sections (Section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4), only the 0.01 mm/yr condition was
successfully simulated, and the 0.05 and 0.1 mm/yr conditions were only approximated.

Steady-state hydrology conditions were assumed as the initial conditions for contaminant
transport simulations. For example, at a recharge rate of 0.01 mm/yr, a hydraulic head gradient of
zero was assigned to the entire model domain, which was then solved for the no-flow east and
west boundaries, for the water table lower boundary, and for 0.01 mm/yr flux at the upper
boundary until steady-state conditions were reached. The pressure field for steady-state conditions
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was then saved. The saturation in the repository horizon was noted for this recharge rate and
provided to source-term release models (Section 3.0). Finally, transport for 0.01 mm/yr recharge
was modeled using the saved pressure field as a constant condition and the release rates for
radionuclides generated by the source-term models (dependent on the saturation predicted from the
flow modeling).

4.2.3 Simulation Results

Simulation of the model was exceptionally difficult numerically. SUMO was able to solve the
governing flow equation for a recharge rate of 0.01 mm/yr until steady state was reached, as
measured by comparing total liquid flux across the upper and lower boundaries of the model.
Higher recharge rates proved more and more difficult to solve because of the contrast in bulk-
equivalent hydraulic conductivities between the upper three layers and the lower two. The contrast
was about one order of magnitude, as shown by the saturated bulk-equivalent hydraulic
conductivity values in Table 4.4. For any simulation, started at time zero, the wetting front that
began with the recharge flux applied at the upper boundary would be simulated with increasing
time steps until it reached the fourth layer, and then the simulation would either fail after a
maximum number of time-step divisions or it would proceed with very small, non-increasing time
steps for as long as the modeler would care to run the simulation. (We allowed one simulation to
run for 18 CPU hours on a Cray XMP.)

Because of the numerical difficulties experienced in solving the two-dimensional liquid-phase
problem with SUMO at recharge rates greater than 0.01 mm/yr, a series of simplified, one-
dimensional simulations based the stratigraphy of borehole USW G-4 were run using both the
SUMO and the MSTS codes (the MSTS code is discussed in detail in Section 4.3). The SUMO
code was unable to solve the governing flow equation in the one-dimensional domain at any
recharge rate using the direct steady-state solver or by transient simulation for a long time period.
The MSTS code (discussed in more detail in Section 4.3) did simulate the whole set of
simulations, however, and the results illustrate the nature of the flow regime defined by the
conceptual model and hydrologic parameter values. The recharge rates simulated by MSTS for the
one-dimensional model were 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 3.0, and 20.0 mm/yr. The liquid-pressure profiles
predicted by MSTS are shown in Figure 4.7, and the liquid-saturation profiles are shown in Figure
4.8. An important feature of these profiles is that the profiles coincide for all recharge rates greater
than 1.0 mm/yr. Also notice in Figure 4.7 that for recharge rates higher than 0.01 mm/yr, the
liquid pressure in the 730 m to 850 m elevation range also coincides with atmospheric pressure,
i.e., the domain is saturated. This violates the presumption that this range is in the vadose zone
and makes the problem exceptionally difficult to solve numerically because of the forced
atmospheric pressure boundary at the lower end of the domain. The problem is even more difficult
to solve for the two-dimensional domain that is both more complex geometrically and larger in
terms of the number of equations to be solved.

The SUMO simulations for lower recharge rates were enlightening, though limited. Figure
4.9 shows hydraulic head contours predicted by SUMO for steady-state conditions in the two-
dimensional model. Important features of this result are the vertical contour lines in layer 3 (vitric)
and the absence of contour lines in layer 5 (partially welded). Remember, in examining this and
the following figures depicting the model domain, that the vertical exaggeration is large,
approximately 10 to 1. Figure 4.10 shows the liquid-saturation contours for this solution. Note
that the repository horizon is approximately 80% saturated throughout its extent. Figure 4.11
shows the relative velocity vectors for the 0.01 mm/yr solution. This plot indicates a largely one-
dimensional
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flow regime, except for the interface between layers 3 and 4 (vitric and zeolitic) where the strong
contrast in hydraulic conductivities occurs. This contrast leads to lateral flow above the interface,
and hence some lateral diversion is expected. It is important to remember that this lateral-flow
effect, though not pronounced for the 0.01 mm/yr condition, is likely to become larger with higher
recharge rates. Unfortunately, the numerical difficulties mentioned with regard to simulation rates
higher than 0.01 mm/yr prevented us from demonstrating this.

Approximate solutions were obtained for recharge rates 0.05 mm/yr and 0.1 mIm/yr. These
were only approximations because the pressure field did not reach ultimate steady-state conditions
as indicated by global liquid-mass balance comparisons. Figure 4.12 shows the hydraulic head
contours for the 0.05 mm/yr condition and Figure 4.13 shows the same for the 0.1 mmyr
condition. These approximations are most in error in the lower two layers (zeolitic and partially
welded) where conditions were most difficult to model because of the conductivity contrast.
Observe as well that the fault zones representing the Ghost Dance fault begin to experience a higher
liquid pressure than the surrounding rock at 0.05 mn/yr, an effect not seen in the 0.01 mm/yr
condition. This may have contributed to the numerical problems.

In conjunction with tectonic analysis, simulation of the model domain under a 100-m water
table rise caused by coseismic water table rise (Section 7.0) was also required. To perform this
task, the liquid-phase simulations were repeated with the water table at 830 m, 100 m higher than
in the base scenario. Figure 4.14 shows the hydraulic head contours for steady-state conditions
and a recharge rate of 0.01 mm/yr. Figure 4.15 depicts liquid-saturation contours for these
conditions, and Figure 4.16 shows the velocity vectors for the same. Hydrologically, the
repository conditions do not change much as a result of the 100-m water-table rise. It appeared
that the most significant impact was simply the decrease in the travel path required for contaminants
to reach the saturated zone, now 100 m closer than in the base scenario.

Transport modeling depended on successful completion of flow modeling, so the numerical
difficulties encountered in the flow solution restricted our ability to model transport at higher

K... recharge rates as well. Radionuclide movement was modeled with the steady-state flow field for
the 0.01 mm/yr recharge solution and with the approximate steady-state solutions for 0.05 and
0.1 mm/yr recharge rates. Simulations of transport were performed for 10,000 years after emplace-
ment of the waste. For the 0.01 mm/yr solution and the approximate 0.05 and 0.1 mm/yr recharge
rates, no radionuclide mass reached the saturated zone within 10,000 years. We would expect,
based on one-dimensional travel-time calculations and results for the lower recharge rates, that
breakthrough would occur in simulations at higher recharge rates had we been successful with
those simulations.

4.2.4 Analysis

Water travel time from the potential repository to the saturated zone is often taken as an
indicator of the characteristic time for radionuclide travel over the same space. We tracked water
particle mean travel time over nine paths beginning in the potential repository and terminating at the
saturated zone. This was done only for the 0.01 mm/yr recharge rate as it was the only condition
for which completely steady-state conditions were predicted. For the higher recharge conditions,
the velocity fields in the lowest two stratigraphic units (zeolitic and partially welded) were too low,
and the computer CPU time required to achieve complete steady-state conditions for these recharge
rates was prohibitive. As a consequence, travel time calculations based on the near-steady-state
solutions for the 0.05 and 0.1 mm/yr recharge rates will be artifically long due to the low velocities
in the lower units.
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Figure 4.13. Hydraulic-Head Contours for SUMO Approximate-Steady-State Solution at 0.1
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Figure 4.15. Liquid-Saturation Contours for SUMO Steady-State Solution at 0.01 mm/yr
Recharge and Tectonic Disruption (100-m Water-Table Rise)
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Figure 4.16. Darcian Velocity Vectors for SUMO Steady-State Solution at .01 mm/yr
Recharge and Tectonic Disruption (100-m Water-Table Rise)

For the 0.01 mm/yr condition, the particle pathlines from the potential repository to the
saturated zone for all nine paths examined are shown in Figure 4.17. This plot reveals the degree
of lateral diversion present in the two-dimensional flow system at this recharge rate. The diversion
is most significant in the vitric layer, and least important in the zeolitic and partially welded units
where the paths are nearly vertical. Figure 4.18 shows the travel time for each particle as a
function of its path distance, that is, distance along the path shown in Figure 4.17 rather than axial
distance. The traces in Figure 4.18 typically have "elbows" where the particle crosses an interface
between stratigraphic layers. Travel times for this recharge rate are on the order of 5.0 x 106 yr.
As the recharge rate increases, which again we were unable to demonstrate because of numerical
difficulties, the travel times would decrease.

The travel-time analysis applied to the base scenario 0.01 mmn/yr condition was repeated for
the tectonic (water-table rise) scenario 0.01 mmn/yr condition. The particle paths are shown in
Figure 4.19 and the travel times for each particle as a function of its path distance is shown in
Figure 4.20 for the tectonic scenario. The hydrology is different for this scenario because of the
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higher water table, and the travel paths are shorter as can be seen in Figure 4.19. The same
starting coordinates were used for all nine particles as for the base scenario travel time particles.
Notice that the same vertical scale was used as for Figure 4.17, but the particles now terminate at
the elevation of 830 m (the elevated water table surface) instead of 730 m. In contrast to the base
scenario, particles 1 through 4 still experience lateral diversion in the vitric layer while particles 5
through 9 travel nearly vertical paths the entire distance.

4.3 Gas Phase

A principal concern of performance assessment involves the prediction of cumulative
radionuclide releases to the accessible environment and radiation doses received by individuals
within the accessible environment. Radioactive 14C has been included among the radionuclides
that will be considered for predicting cumulative radionuclide releases. Predictions of cumulative
radionuclide releases require predictions of radionuclide transport from the waste container to the
accessible environment. This section describes the simulations of 14C transport from the potential
repository horizon to the ground surface and water table. Because 14C exists in equilibrium as
gaseous carbon-dioxide and dissolved carbonates in the aqueous phase, 14C transport at Yucca
Mountain was numerically modeled as a two-phase system.

A primary difficulty in predicting 14C transport through the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain
stems from the requirement for a numerical description of the phase equilibrium for 14C. Ross
(1988) developed a conceptual model for 14C phase partitioning at Yucca Mountain that was
directly applied in the subject study. All assumptions taken in developing Ross' geochemical
model apply to the subject study, including the assumption of zero partitioning of 14C to the solid
phase. Ross' geochemical model expresses chemical equilibrium of the carbon species between
the liquid and gas phases through temperature-dependent retardation factors. These same factors
have been converted to a gas-phase-to-aqueous-phase partition coefficient for the present
application.

Three principal differences exist between Ross' conceptual modeling approach and our
approach. Ross' investigation restricted predictions of 14C transport within the vadose zone at
Yucca Mountain to steady-state conditions. Gas-phase velocity fields were computed for a series
of constant temperature fields. Gas-phase physical properties and water concentrations were
computed by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium and saturated moist-air conditions. Gas-phase
flows were generated by gradients in gas pressure and gas density, which result from elevated
repository temperatures. The investigations described in this section modeled 14C transport within
the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain as a transient process by addressing the transient thermal and
hydrogeologic response of the unsaturated environment to repository heating. Moreover, this
investigation considered the transient nature of 14C release from the containers. The second
principal difference between the simulation approaches involves the number of phases. Ross' gas-
phase-only approach was founded on the assumption that the liquid-phase advection contributes
negligibly to 14C transport This investigation addresses 14C transport by advection and diffusion
through both the gas and aqueous phases. The third principal difference between the approaches
pertains to the computational domain and tuff hydrogeologic properties. Ross' simulations
encompassed the entire length of the repository, whereas this investigation considers only that
portion east of Yucca Mountain's ridge. With respect to hydrogeologic properties, Ross used
intrinsic permeabilities for the tuff layers that were several orders of magnitude higher than those
used here. While the liquid relative permeabilities for this simulation were dependent on liquid
saturation, both investigations used unity gas-phase permeabilities.
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The following subsections give a brief overview of the conceptual model of the unsaturated
zone at Yucca Mountain, a review of Ross' geochemical conceptual model, and a synopsis of the
MSTS numerical model. The conceptual and numerical model subsections are followed by a
presentation of the simulation results, which include field values of temperature, liquid saturation,
gas saturation, and specie concentration along with phenomenological descriptions of the thermal
and hydrogeological response of the vadose zone to the repository thermal transient. These
subsections conclude with preliminary predictions of 14C releases to the water table and ground
surface. Section 4 concludes with a discussion of physical and numerical assumptions and a
perspective on future prediction techniques.

4.3.1 Conceptual and Numerical Models

The transport of 14C within the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain was computed with the
nonisothermal, two-phase, transport MSTS model. The conceptual model of the vadose zone at
Yucca Mountain was based on a two-dimensional, west-east transect from Yucca Ridge to 500 m
east of borehole UE-25a#1 through boreholes USW G-4 and USW H-5 (the transect depicted in
Figure 4.1). The vertical domain of the conceptual model extended from the water table to the
ground surface through the sloped repository horizon. Although the domain of the conceptual
model included the Ghost Dance fault, the fault was essentially ignored (except for an offset in tuff
layers). This section describes the complex numerical transport model, the conceptual model, and
the geochemical model with respect to the computational domain.

Computer codes that simulate transport processes in geologic media are typically classified
according to capabilities related to phases, components, saturations, transport, and dimensionality.
Under this classification strategy, MSTS would be classified as a two-phase, two-component,
three-dimensional numerical simulator, for variably saturated geologic media, with dilute species
transport capabilities. This classification arises because MSTS models two phases (liquid and
gas), two components (water and air), -and solves equations for dilute species transport through
variably saturated geologic media. MSTS uses a finite-difference-based numerical scheme to solve
a nonlinear system of conservation and constitutive equations. The conservation equations in
partial differential form for the conservation of water mass, air mass, thermal energy, and species
concentration (Equations [4.14] through [4.17]) appear as follows:

Mass Conservation of Water:

-Ind Yw psI+ nd XW Pgs5] = V [wk rI I (VPI+ Pig z)] (4.14)

+ V (V Pg+ P g 7) + c ndPzssDawVxwI
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Mass Conservation of Air:

[Ind Ya PI S +n d XaP S = Vt| P (VPI+PIZ)j (4.15)

+ V | _ (VPg+PggZ) - gndPgSgDawVxw] + l

Thermal Energy Conservation:

a (1 -n PU + dPIUI +nd SgPgUs]

at L [[ C antp ~]v ] + V [pjhIVI+pghgVg] = (4.16)

V [[. + nd PI c, B] VT] + q + hwm~w + haa

Specie Concentration Conservation:

ac
- + V[CVI +CgVg] = (4.17)
at (.7

V [sI snd d V CI + TgSgfnd DCg VCg] + SC -C

where the following subscripts indicate the phase or constituent;

I = liquid phase

g = gas phase

w = water phase

a = air

s = soil or rock

and variables are defined as

a = partial derivative

t = time, s

nd = diffusive porosity

y = liquid phase mass fraction
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p = density, kg/m3

s = saturation

x = gas phase mass fraction

V = gradient operator

M

k = intrinsic permeability tensor, m2

k1 = relative permeability

tL = viscosity, Pa s

P = pressure, Pa

g = acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

z = elevation

I = tortuosity

D~l^,, = air-water binary diffusion coefficient, m2/s

m = mass source rate, kg/s

nt = total porosity

u = internal energy, J/kg

1i = total water content

h = enthalpy, J/kg

V = Darcy velocity vector, ms

D = mechanical dispersion coefficient tensor, m2/s

= effective themal conductivity tensor, W/m K

cp = specific heat capacity, J/kg K

T = temperature, K

q = thermal energy source, W

C = specie concentration, Ci/m 3
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Dc specie diffusion coefficient, m 2Is

sc = specie source rate, Ci/m3 s
SC 

k = specie decay rate, 1/s

The mass conservation equations for water and air were written to include Darcy flow for
both phases and binary diffusion of water vapor and gaseous air for the gas phase. Molecular
diffusion of dissolved air in the liquid phase is ignored. The thermal energy conservation equation
includes heat transfer through advection of fluids for both phases and heat transfer by conduction
through the solid and liquid phases. A mechanical dispersion coefficient may be invoked to model
the phenomenon of kinematic dispersion, which occurs because of the heterogeneity of the pre
velocities within the porous medium. Heat transfer by conduction and heat transfer by binary
diffusion within the gas phase have been ignored.

The species-concentration conservation equation includes species transport by advection and
molecular diffusion for both phases. A primary assumption associated with the species-
conservation equation is that species-partitioning between the solid, aqueous, and gas phases
always exists under chemical equilibrium conditions. As with the thermal-energy conservation
equation, a mechanical dispersion coefficient may be specified to model kinematic dispersion in the
aqueous phase. Radioactive decay of the species concentration is modeled, but no accounting of
decay products is made.

The MSTS model allows for multiple porosities: total porosity, diffuse porosity, and
effective porosity. The total porosity represents the entire fractional pore space within the geologic
medium. The diffuse porosity accounts for the fractional pore space that is connected, and the
effective porosity represents the diffusive porosity less the fractional pore space occupied by the
residual moisture. Unconnected pore space is assumed to be filled with stationary water. The
thermal capacitance and conductance of unconnected pore water is considered, however, species
transport between connected and unconnected pores is ignored.

The primary dependent variables for the water-mass, air-mass, thermal energy, and species-
concentration conservation equations are, respectively, liquid pressure, gas pressure, temperature,
and species concentration. For desaturated conditions, the primary variable for the water-mass
equation is switched from the liquid pressure to the mass fraction of vapor in the gas phase. The
constitutive equations are complex expressions that relate the primary dependent variables to the
secondary variables. Secondary variables and constants make up the coefficients in the governing
conservation equations. In general, the relationships between the primary and secondary variables
are complex and nonlinear. These nonlinear dependencies of the secondary variables on the
primary dependent variables yield nonlinearities in the finite-difference-based algebraic expressions
of the governing conservation equations.

The constitutive equations may be lumped into two categories: physical-property
relationships and hydrogeologic relationships. The physical-property relationships provide
dependencies for the primary dependent variables for physical properties such as density,
viscosity, internal energy, enthalpy, saturation pressures, and component mass fractions for both
phases. Water physical properties are computed from American Society of Mechanical Engineers
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steam table functions (ASME 1967) while air physical properties are computed from empirical
functions and the ideal gas law. Gas-phase properties are computed by combining air and water-
vapor physical properties through either Dalton's partial pressure ideal gas laws or from the
relationships from the kinetic theory of gas mixtures. The hydrogeologic constitutive equations
relate the primary dependent variables to hydrogeologic characteristic and transport properties such
as liquid and gas saturations, phase-relative permeabilities, and effective thermal conductivity. The
hydrogeologic constitutive equations are generally based on empirical and semi-empirical
relationships.

The governing conservation equations are solved by discretizing their partial differential forms
with a finite-ifference scheme., Spatial discretization is currently limited to multi-dimensional,
regular and irregular, Cartesian or cylindrical grid systems, where the cylindrical grid systems are
limited to cylinders aligned with the gravitational field. Temporal discretization uses the fully
implicit method. Interface diffusion conductances, such as hydraulic and thermal conductivities,
may be specified with arithmetic, geometric, or harmonic means-or an upwind weighting
scheme. Phase densities for the water- and air-mass conservation equations are upwind weighted.
Geometric mean interface diffusion conductances were used for the reported simulations. The
advection terms of the thermal energy conservation equation are formulated with an upwind
weighting scheme for the advected properties, while the species-conservation equation combines
the advection and diffusion terms with a Peclet number-dependent power-law scheme (Patankar
1980) formulated for two-phase flow. The two-phase power-law scheme for combining the
advection and diffusion components of the species-conservation equation is shown in Equations
(4.18) through (4.20) for a single dimension, where a4 represents the transport coefficient for the
neighboring cell at the upper node index, a, represents the transport coefficient for the neighboring
cell at the lower node index, and ap represents the transport coefficient for the local cell.

ae = Di, [[0,( 1 - * I 1] + [O[,-Fl, +(4
D /. M ~ ~~~~~~~(4.18)

V> JDg. [[o(i I -j-gI) + 0 -Fag 

aw= Djffol+ 010,F D+ (4.19)

Dg o0 - D(i + R.)] + F. 

ap = ae + aw + Fl + Fg, - F 4 Fg. (4.20)

where

DI = liquid phase diffusion conductance, Ci/m3 s,

Dg = gas phase diffusion conductance, Ci/m3 s,
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F 1 = liquid phase advection conductance, Ci/m3 s,

F g = gas phase advection conductance, Ci/m3 s.

The dilute-concentration assumption associated with the species-conservation equation implies 4

that the species respond as a passive scalar with respect to the other governing equations. That is,
the physical and transport properties of the other governing equations are assumed to be
independent of species concentrations. This assumption allows the species-conservation equation
to be decoupled and solved independently from the other governing equations. The finite-
difference forms of the governing equations for water-mass, air-mass, and thermal energy are
solved simultaneously in an iterative scheme. The nonlinear finite-difference equations are
converted to a linear form and solved iteratively following the Newton-Raphson technique for
multiple variables. The computed gas- and liquid-phase flow fields, from a converged solution for
the coupled mass and heat transport equations, are then applied to the solution of the species-
transport equations. For single-phase, nonisothermal flow problems, only the water-mass and
thermal-energy-transport equations are solved in a coupled manner. Likewise, for single-phase,
isothermal flow problems only the water-mass transport equation is solved.

The physical and hydrogeological system relevant to the Yucca Mountain total-system
performance assessment exercises consisted of a two-dimensional domain divided into five
hydrogeologic strata, as shown in Figure 4.1. The physical domain extended vertically from the
water table to the ground surface, and horizontally as an east-west transect that extended from
borehole USW H-5 at the crest of Yucca Mountain to roughly 500 m east of borehole UE-25a#1.
The potential repository is illustrated by a downward-sloping line at elevations of 1030 m beneath
the crest of Yucca Mountain and 895 m at the eastern facility boundary. This hydrogeological
system differs significantly from previous gas-phase research (Ross 1988) because the different
tuff layers above the repository horizon were lumped into a single welded unit. Ross has
demonstrated, for steady-state flow fields, that gas-phase transport within the vadose at Yucca
Mountain is strongly dependent on the permeability contrasts between the Paintbrush Nonwelded
unit and the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Springs Welded units.

The computational model used to simulate the physical domain was structured on a uniform
two-dimensional Cartesian grid with 50 rows and 94 columns. The vertical and horizontal grid
dimensions were uniform over the computational domain, at 15 and 30 m, respectively. Of the
4700 nodes within the computational domain, 776 nodes were treated as noncomputational nodes,
which yields 3924 active computational nodes. The noncomputational nodes were used to generate
the irregular boundary of the Yucca Mountain ground surface with a stair-stepped approach. The
five lithological units were modeled on the computational domain as zones of differing
hydrogeologic and thermal physical properties. The sloped characteristic of the tuff layers was
modeled with "stair-stepped" nodes on the computational domain. The Ghost Dance fault was
ignored on the computational domain except for the 14-m offset in tuff layers.

The water table was modeled as a saturated boundary for the liquid phase, a zero-flux
boundary for the gas phase, a constant-temperature boundary (300C) for heat transport, and a
zero-14C concentration boundary for species transport. The ground surface was modeled with
"stair stepped" horizontal boundaries with specified uniform liquid recharge rates for the liquid
phase, with standard atmospheric gas pressures for the gas phase, with 10% relative humidity for
vapor-binary diffusion, with a constant temperature boundary (200C) for heat transport, and with a
zero-14C concentration boundary for species transport. Vertical boundaries were modeled as zero-
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flux boundaries. Initial conditions were those computed for steady-state saturation conditions with
the applied surface recharge and reported Yucca Mountain geothrmal gradient (Schelling 1987).

The potential repository horizon was modeled using the thermal and hydrogeological transport
properties of welded tuff with a decaying internal heat-generation source. Heat generation was
computed assuming a design repository loading (Schelling 1987) of 49.9 MTHM/acre composed
of 40% 27,500 MWd/MTHM BWR fuel and 60% 33,000 MWd/MTHM PWR fuel (5-year spent
fuel), thus producing an initial heat source of roughly 76 kW/acre. Radioactive decay heat
generation within the repository was modeled with a uniform source applied to the repository
nodes. The power decay time profile from time zero at emplacement to 10,000 years is shown in
Figure 4.21 in terms of areal power density.

Carbon- 14 releases were also assumed to occur within the potential repository horizon.
Although 14C release rates were computed separately for gas and liquid phases, the chemical
equilibrium assumption of the geochemical model partitioned the 14C species between the liquid
and gas phase according to phase-equilibrium relations. Carbon-14 release rates and cumulative
releases for the simulated recharge rates of 0.0 mm/yr and 0.01 mmlyr are shown in Figure 4.22.
For the 0.0 mm/yr recharge condition, 14C releases were assumed to occur solely through the gas
phase. For the 0.01 mm/yr recharge condition, 14C releases occurred initially through the gas
phase and subsequently with a lower release rate through the liquid phase. Values shown in
Figure 4.22 represent release rates and cumulative releases for the entire repository. The
cumulative release values account for radioactive decay of the 14C species.

The majority of the hydrogeologic and thermal transport properties for the subject simulations
were specified by SNL staff, the other major participant in the Yucca Mountain total-system
performance assessment exercise (Kaplan 1991). A description of the equivalent-continuum model
for lumping matrix and fracture properties and hydrogeologic property data were reported in
Section 4.1. Not included among the specified transport properties were the thermal physical
properties, gas-phase relative permeabilities, carbon dioxide gas-phase diffusion coefficients,
carbonate liquid-phase diffusion coefficients, and tortuosities. Because of the preliminary nature
of the subject simulations, the thermal transport properties were assigned constant values across
the five tuff layers. The solid-phase specific heat and density equaled 840 J/kg K and 2300 kg/n 3 ,
respectively. The combined solid and aqueous-phase thermal conductivity was linearly dependent
on liquid saturation and varied between the desaturated and saturated limits of 1.74 W/m K and
2.30 W/m K. Although the liquid-phase relative permeability was specified as a complex function
of both the fracture and matrix saturations, a constant gas-phase relative permeability of 1.0 was
chosen. A constant gas-phase relative permeability of 1.0 represents a conservative choice with
respect to predictions on 14C transport to the accessible environment. Diffusion coefficients for
carbon dioxide through the gas phase and carbonate through the aqueous phase were set to
constant values of 0.152 cm2/s and 1.77 x 10-5 cm2/s, respectively.

Liquid- and gas-phase tortuosities modify the diffusion-path lengths for binary diffusion of
water vapor and air in the gas phase and 14C diffusion in both phases. The liquid-phase tortuosity
was computed based on a semi-empirical model proposed by Millington and Quirk (1959), as
shown in Equation (4.21). Because precursory simulations to the subject simulations showed
significant sensitivity of 14C transport to the gas-phase tortuosity, two gas-phase tortuosity
functional relationships were considered. The subject simulations were duplicated, with one
simulation using a gas-phase version of the Millington and Quirk model, Equation (4.22), and the
other simulation using a gas-phase tortuosity function proposed by Penman (1940ab),
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Equation (4.23). Penman's model was based on experimental studies of carbon dioxide diffusion
through packed soil cores of varying moisture content.

= nd t3 Sil (4.21)

'g =nd103 Sg4 (4.22)

'g= 0.66 (nds) (4.23)

The Yucca Mountain tuff layers are characterized by small pore sizes and large matrix
potentials under low liquid-saturation conditions. Because of the local drying which would occur
around the repository after waste emplacement, the phenomenon of lowering vapor-pressure was
included in the reported simulations. Vapor-pressure lowering, as shown in Equation (4.24) is an
experimentally observed phenomenon (Nitao 1988) that effectively lowers the vapor pressure
above the pore water, i.e., raises the pore-water boiling point.

f-PC
P= Pssexp (4.24)

where Pv = vapor pressure (Pa)

Psat = saturation pressure (Pa)

Pc= capillary pressure (Pa)

p1 = liquid mass density (kg/n 3 )

RI= gas constant

T = temperature (K)

The geochemical conceptual model for 14C within the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain was based
on observed characteristics of the geology and aqueous chemistry as reported by Amter et al.
(1988). For the purposes of modeling 14C transport, the geochemical model describes the
equilibrium state of the 14C species; i.e., the partitioning of 14C between the solid, aqueous, and
gas phases. According to Amter, the geochemical system within the vadose zone at Yucca
Mountain is fundamentally dependent on the mineral phases that govern the aqueous-phase
chemistry. Moreover, the aqueous-phase chemistry for Amter's conceptual model is based on four
underlying assumptions:

* Calcium carbonate dominates the chemistry of the vadose zone.

* Calcium concentrations result from equilibrium with calcium carbonate.

* 14C concentrations are proportional to 12C concentrations.

* No isotopic exchange of 14C with the solid phase occurs.
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Amter's geochemical conceptual model describes isotopic equilibrium of 14C between
dissolved carbon and gaseous CO2. Equilibrium conditions are expressed with a retardation
factor, which is proportional to the ratio of liquid to gas-phase concentrations (Equation [4.25]).

B = 1 + _____ (4.25)
nd Cg

Retardation factors as a function of temperature were computed for three tuff layers with a reaction-
path model that used available chemical data concerning the reactions of carbonate species. The
model yields expected mineral-phase equilibria and changes in speciation with temperature. The
geochemical modeling was a two-step procedure. The initial step involved computing equilibrium
concentrations for carbonate species in the liquid and gas phase from limited chemical data at
ambient temperatures. The second step involved predicting speciation changes with temperature
based on the chemical model generated from the first step for ambient temperatures. The
retardation factor expressions reported by Amter et al. (1988) for three tuff layers are show in
Table 4.6. Because the hydrogeologic stratigraphy for the total-system performance assessment
exercises does not distinguish between layers within the Welded Unit, only the Topopah Springs
Welded retardation factors were used in the reported results.

4.3.2 Simulation Results

Carbon-14 transport was predicted for a 10,000-year period following waste emplacement for
two surface recharge rates. Waste-package failures and 14C releases for both surface recharge
rates were assumed to initiate 300 years after waste-package emplacement. During the initial 300
years of the simulation, only the coupled conservation equations for water mass, air mass, and
thermal energy were solved. Because the initial 300 years after waste emplacement are predicted to
be characterized with peak repository temperatures and heat flux rates, this period of the simulation
requires a majority of the computational effort. Drying of the repository horizon and counter-
current heat-pipe-type flow structures limit the computational time steps during the initial 300 years
of simulation time. Waste-package failures and 14C releases to the unsaturated zone environment
are simulated as a species source uniformly spread along the repository horizon. During the 300 to
10,000-year simulation period, both the coupled conservation equations and the species transport
equations are solved. Because the thermal and liquid-saturation gradients at 300 years have
decayed from their peak values, computational time steps during the 300 to 10,000-year simulation
period were only restricted by the Courant limit. Because waste-package failure times were not
coordinated with the thermal and hydrogeologic histories computed by these simulations, these 14C
transport calculations should be considered an example with respect to predicting total-system
performance.

The geochemical equilibrium model for the carbon element within the vadose zone at Yucca
Mountain predicts significantly higher 14C mass fractions for the aqueous phase compared with the
gas phase. Nevertheless, 14C transport through the unsaturated zone is strongly dependent on
both advection and diffusion through the gas phase. Because 14C diffusion through the aqueous
phase is drastically slower than through the gas phase, saturated or nearly saturated conditions
within the vadose zone behave as 14C transport inhibitors. Moreover, the strong dependence of
gas-phase tortuosity, e.g., the Millington and Quirk model, on water content emphasizes the
importance of liquid-saturation levels on 14C transport. These characteristics of 14C transport
through the unsaturated zone within Yucca Mountain suggest that accurate predictions of 14C
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Table 4.6. Temperature-Dependent Retardation Factors

Tuff Layer Retardation Factor EquatiK> JTiva Canyon Welded B(T) = 92.7 - (0.948) T
Paintbrush Non-Welded BM1) = 71.7 - (0.731) T
Topopah Springs Welded B(T) = 84.9 - (0.867) T

transport are partially dependent on accurate predictions of the liquid-saturation field with the
vadose zone and particularly in the region surrounding the potential repository horizon. Accurate
predictions of liquid saturations surrounding the potential repository after waste emplacement
require the coupled solution of the thermal and hydrogeologic response of the unsaturated zone to
the repository's release of decay heat.

The computational efforts required during the initial 300-year simulation period are justified
by the need for an accurate prediction of the liquid-saturation field surrounding the repository.
Simulation of 14C transport, therefore, actually starts with the emplacement of waste containers
and subsequent alteration of the ambient hydrogeologic conditions.

Initial conditions for the simulations were established for the liquid pressure, gas pressure,
and temperature fields through three partially independent code executions. The liquid pressure
initial conditions were determined from a steady-state solution of the single-phase hydrologic
conditions with surface-flux boundary conditions imposed along the ground surface and saturated-
boundary conditions imposed at the water table. Thermal initial conditions were established by the
solution of a steady-state, heat-conduction model with constant temperature boundary conditions
imposed along the ground surface and at the water table. The thermal conductivities were
computed as a function of the liquid-saturation field established from the steady-state hydrologic
simulation. The gas-pressure initial conditions were computed from a steady-state solution of the
air-mass conservation equation with the gas density dependent on the temperature and water vapor
mass fraction in the gas phase. Initial water vapor conditions were established from
thermodynamic equilibrium states based on the initial thermal, hydrological, and gas-pressure
conditions. Initial conditions were computed with this partially independent approach to conserve
computer execution time over a fully coupled steady-state solution. Comparisons between initial
conditions computed using the fully coupled and partially independent approaches for
computational domains with fewer horizontal nodes demonstrated the accuracy of the partially
independent approach. The only notable differences between the two approaches occurred in the
liquid-saturation profiles-where the maximum difference was roughly 2%.

Uniform repository heating occurs throughout the entire 10,000-year simulation period. This
approach to modeling the repository heating ignores the disproportionate heating rates and heat
losses through drift ventilation, which would occur during the repository-loading period. The
approach also assumes that the emplacement boreholes and access drifts have been completely
backfilled with native material. Because of the complex interaction between 14C transport,
container failure times, and the thermal and hydrogeologic response of the unsaturated zone, it
remains inconclusive whether these assumptions concerning repository heating are conservative or
unconservative with respect to 14C releases to the accessible environment. For example, reduced
heating rates result in lower gas-phase velocities, but could also yield earlier container failures
because of earlier contact with liquid water and reduced alterations to the liquid-saturation fields.
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Simulation results for the 0.0 mm/yr (zero recharge) condition will be described, followed by
those for the 0.01 mm/yr (low recharge) condition. Thermal and liquid-saturation contour plots
within the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain at 100 years are shown in Figures 4.23 and 4.24.
Peak potential repository temperatures of 109'C for the zero-recharge simulation occurred at 77
years. The temperature contours show relatively steep thermal gradients surrounding the potential
repository horizon with peak temperatures of 107.2C. The liquid-saturation contours surrounding
the repository horizon illustrate the steep gradients in moisture content adjacent to the repository.
Repository temperatures are sufficient to boil the ground water adjacent to the potential repository,
thus producing desaturated conditions. Water vapor formed near the repository condenses in the
lower temperature regions beyond the dried-out region adjacent to the repository, thus producing a
region of saturation greater than ambient. This structure characterized by a zone of above-boiling
temperatures and low saturations adjacent to a zone of condensing temperatures and high
saturations is commonly referred to as heat-pipe type flow. These counter-current flow structures
surrounding the repository differ from conventional heat pipes because the boundaries are
dynamic. Under high heat-flux conditions the counter-current flow region migrates away from the
heat source, i.e., the repository. Conversely, under low heat-flux conditions the counter-current
flow region moves toward the repository and eventually collapses when the heat flux is insufficient
to sustain the counter-current flow structure.

The thermal and liquid-saturation contour plots at 300 years are shown in Figures 4.25 and
4.26, respectively. The peak temperature at 300 years equaled 99.70C, which remained above the
boiling point under the local capillary pressure and gas-phase pressure conditions. The heat-pipe
flow structure continues to surround the repository, thus producing an oblong ring of nearly
saturated conditions slightly offset from the repository. Because of the repository's slope and the
higher permeability of the fractures to saturated liquid flow, the saturated zones surrounding the
repository drain along and off the lower end of the repository. The 300-year point in the
simulation marks the onset of container failures and the release of 14C into the unsaturated
environment.

The thermal, liquid-saturation, and 14C-concentration contour plots at 500 years are shown in >
Figures 4.27 through 4.30, respectively. Peak temperatures at 500 years equaled 96.60C, a value
below the boiling point. The liquid-saturation contours show a reduction in gradients surrounding
the repository horizon, which indicates the initial retreat and collapse of the heat-pipe flow
structure. The lower peak temperatures and collapse of the heat-pipe flow structure are a direct
result of the decay in internal heat generation produced by the repository through radioactive decay
of the waste isotopes.

The 500-year point marks 200 years of 14C release from the waste containers. Two plots of
14C-concentration contours are shown for 500 years. Figure 4.29 shows 14C-concentration
contours using the Millington and Quirk model for gas-phase tortuosity and Figure 4.30 shows
M4C-concentration contours using the Penman model for gas-phase tortuosity. Except for the heat-
pipe flow region immediately surrounding the repository, where gas-phase velocities are elevated,
the 14C transport through the unsaturated zone is dominated by diffusion processes. Carbon-14
transport is diffusion-donmnated primarily because of the relatively low gas-phase velocities, which
result primarily from the low permeabilities computed for the unsaturated zone tuff layers from the
dual-porosity conceptual model. Because the Millington and Quirk gas-phase tortuosity model has
a stronger dependence on moisture content than the Penman model, 14C diffusion with the
Millington and Quirk model is significantly retarded from that with the Penman model. Peak 14C
concentrations at 500 years for the Millington and Quirk model equal 1.17 x 10-6 Ci/m3 and for the
Penman model equal 9.82 x 10-7 Ci/m3.
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Figure 4.23. Temperature Contours (IC) at 100 yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.24. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 100 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.25. Temperature Contours (C) at 300 yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.26. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 300 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.27. Temperature Contours (C) at 500 yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.28. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 500 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.29. 14C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m 3) at 500 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Millington and Quirk Tortuosity Model

Figure 4.30. 4C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m3) at 500 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Penman Tortuosity Model
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The thermal, liquid-saturation, and 14C-concentration contours at the 1000- and 2000-year
marks are shown in Figures 4.31 through 4.38. Peak repository temperatures have fallen to
88.70C at 1000 years and to 65.60C at 2000 years. The reflected thermal boundary condition

i imposed on the vertical surface below the Yucca Mountain ridge significantly affects temperature
contour profiles. At 1000 years the heat-pipe structure that surrounded the repository at earlier
periods practically disappeared, as shown in the liquid-saturation contours of Figure 4.32. The
influence of repository heating on the liquid-saturation contours is nearly indiscernible at 2000
years, as shown in Figure 4.36. Peak 14C concentrations at 1000 years for the Millington and
Quirk model equal 3.19 x 10-6 Ci/m3 and for the Penman model equal 2.20 x 10-6 Ci/m 3. Peak
14C concentrations at 2000 years for the Millington and Quirk model equal 7.30 x 10-6 Ci/m3 and
for the Penman model equal 3.96 x 10-6 Ci/m3. For the zero-flux condition, 14C releases from the
containers were assumed to conclude at the 2000-year point; therefore, the 2000-year
concentrations represent the peak 14C concentrations during the 10,000-year period. Although
indiscernible in the 4C-concentration contour plots, 14C concentrations along the repository
horizon are lower than those in the regions immediately adjacent to the repository. This result
arises because of the non-linear aspects of combined advection and diffusion transport.

The thermal, liquid-saturation, and 4C-concentration contours at the 4000-, 6000-, 8000- and
10,000-year marks are shown in Figures 4.39 through 4.54. The temperature and liquid-
saturation profiles over the period from 4000 to 10,000 years, trend towards the ambient
hydrologic and geothermal gradient conditions imposed by the boundary conditions. The contrast
in 14C-concentration profiles between the Millington and Quirk and Penman gas-phase tortuosities
dramatically increases during this simulation time period. For example at 4000 years,
14C concentrations at the ground surface have become notable for the Penman model, Figure 4.42,
but ground-surface concentrations of 14C for the Millington and Quirk model remain below
1.0 x 10-11 Ci/m3, Figure 4.41. Because of radioactive decay of 14C and the low gas-phase
tortuosities predicted by the Millington and Quirk model, ground-surface concentrations of 14C
never reach the 1.0 x 10-1l Ci/m3 level. The Penman gas-phase tortuosity model, however, results
in significant fluxes of 14C across the ground surface and water table. Cumulative releases to the

I'> ground surface for the Penman model are shown in Figure 4.55. The total released in 10,000
years is 2.41 Ci. The maximum flux rate is 0.01 Ci/yr, and occurs at the end of the 10,000-year
period.

The simulation results for the 0.01-mm/yr-recharge condition qualitatively resemble those for
the zero-recharge condition. The primary difference between the two simulations results from the
generally higher liquid saturations from surface recharge. Higher initial liquid saturations,
computed from steady-state solutions, around the repository horizon resulted in lower peak
temperatures and increased migration of liquid water down the slope of the repository horizon.
Peak repository temperatures at 100 years were 100.30C compared with temperatures of 107.20C
computed for the zero-recharge condition. Peak temperatures are lower because of increased
sensible and latent thermal capacitance at higher liquid saturations and increased heat-transfer rates
from the repository.

Because higher liquid saturations decrease the gas-phase tortuosity for both the Millington and
Quirk, and Penman models, gas-phase transport of 14C were diminished, therefore yielding higher
concentrations and narrower ranges of 14C along the repository. Transport of 14C from the
repository to the ground surface and ground water were negligible for the 0.01 mm/yr condition,
because of the diffusion barriers produced by the saturated zones surrounding the repository and
the generally higher liquid-saturation values. At 200C carbon partitions between the aqueous and
gas phase with a 32.3-to-1 ratio by phase volume. Higher recharge rates could invert the dominant
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Figure 4.31. Temperature Contours (C) at 1000 yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.32. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 1000 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.33. 4C-Concentration Contours (Cin3) at 1000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Millington and Quirk Tortuosity Model

Figure 4.34. 4C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m3) at 1000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Penman Tortuosity Model
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Figure 4.35. Temperature Contours (C) at 2000 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.36. Liquid-Saturation Contours (at 2000 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.37. 4C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m3) at 2000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Millington and Quirk Tortuosity Model

Figure 4.38. l4C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m3) at 2000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Penman Tortuosity Model
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Figure 4.39. Temperature Contours (0C) yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.40. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 4000 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.41. 14C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m 3) at 4000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Millington and Quirk Tortuosity Model

Figure 4.42. 14C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m3) at 4000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Penman Tortuosity Model
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Figure 4.43. Temperature Contours (C) at 6000 yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.44. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 6000 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.45. 4C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m3 ) at 6000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Millington and Quirk Tortuosity Model

Figure 4.46. 4C-Concentration Contours (C/m3) at 6000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Penman Tortuosity Model
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Figure 4.47. Temperature Contours (C) at 8000 yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.48. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 8000 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.49. l4C-Concentration Contours (Ci/n 3) at 8000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Millington and Quirk Tortuosity Model

Figure 4.50. 14C-Concentration Contours (Cin3) at 8000 yr for Zero Recharge Using the
Penman Tortuosity Model
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Figure 431. Temperature Contours (C) at 10,000 yr for Zero Recharge

Figure 4.52. Liquid-Saturation Contours at 10,000 yr for Zero Recharge
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Figure 4.53. l 4C-Concentration Contours (Ci/m 3) at 10,000 yr for Zero Recharge Using
the Millington and Quirk Tortuosity Model

Figure 4.54. 14C-Concentration Contours (CifM3) at 10,000 yr for Zero Recharge Using
the Penman Tortuosity Model
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Figure 4.5. 14C Ground-Surface Releases Using the Penman Tortuosity Mode

transport mechanism for 14C from gas diffusion to liquid advection, thus producing increased
transport rates to the ground water and decreased transport rates t the ground surface. Releases to
the ground water could become significant if fracture pathways contribute to the aqueous-phase
migration.

4.3.3 Assumptions

Predictions made with numerical models about physical phenomena generally require
assumptions concerning the physical processes being modeled The complex numerical models
used to predict the transport of 14C within the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain require numerous
assumptions to make the problem tractable. Three types of assumptions may be identified. those
related to the physical data, those related to the conceptual models, and those related to the
numerical models. Physical-data assumptions are those assumptions associated with
hydrogeologic, thermal, or other physical data that are supplied as inputs to the numerical model.
Conceptual-model assumptions are assumptions that pertain to the application of the numerical
model to a particular problem. Numerical-model assumptions deal specifically with numerical
models, including the governing and constitutive equations, and numerical approaches. Because
most of the required physical data were supplied with the total-system performance assessment
exercise, only the more important conceptual-model and numerical-model assumptions will be
discussed in this section.

Yucca Mountain's topography, hydrogeologic stratigraphy, and proposed repository
composes a complex three-dimensional system. The surface of Yucca Mountain has differing east
and west slopes, with numerous washes. The mountain is composed of highly fractured tuff
layers with contrasting and heterogeneous properties, which are transeced with various faults that
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include local faults related to the formation of calderas and longer faults of the basin-and-range
type. The repository conceptual design involves a network of drifts, emplacement panels, and
boreholes large enough to accommodate the equivalent of 70,000 MTHBX The two-dimensional
system modeled here ignores all three-dimensional aspects of the physical system, and the coarse
mesh, designed for investigating far-field transport, is incapable of capturing repository-scale
phenomena. For example, reported peak repository temperatures of 1080C are considerably lower
than those reported from container-scale thermal and hydrogeologic models. These lower
temperatures are primarily due to the application of repository decay heat powers over larger
volumes than those for individual waste containers. Another critical modeling assumption was to
neglect the Ghost Dance fault.

The boundary conditions chosen actually represent a reflected mountain existing on both sides
of the zero-flux vertical boundaries. Because of the asymmetries in the ridge shape, the tilt of the
tuff layers, and the slope in the repository horizon, the vertical symmetry boundary condition at
borehole USW H-5 is not completely appropriate. From the simulation results it appears that the
eastern vertical boundary is enough removed from the domain of interest to be a satisfactory
boundary condition. The effects of the vertical boundary at the mountain crest on 14C transport
have not been addressed. The boundary conditions on the horizontal surfaces represent constant
ambient conditions over a 10,000-year period. It seems unlikely that the climatic and water-table
conditions will remain constant over the next 10,000 years. Sensitivity studies on climatic
parameters would be required to estimate their affects on 14C transport

The preliminary design for the potential repository involves nonuniform power distributions
throughout the repository. Nonuniform power densities will produce irregular saturation fields
and heat-pipe type flow fields during the thermal transient portion of the repository lifespan. For
the reported simulations the repository was assumed to have uniform power densities, thus
generating relatively smooth saturation fields during the periods of high thermal gradients.
Whether 14C transport would be retarded or accelerated by irregular saturation fields occurring
during the thermal transient period is unknown.

The conceptual model used for the repository ignores any details with respect to the waste
container design or emplacement For example, the resistance for heat transfer between the waste
container and the surrounding tuffaceous rock or backfill through air gaps or other mechanisms has
been ignored. Applying the repository thermal loads to the relatively large node volumes
effectively eliminates the thermal resistance between waste containers and the adjacent tuff. Zero
thermal resistance between the waste containers reduces peak temperatures and increases heat-
transfer rates from the repository. The same resistance arguments may be applied to species
transport It is uncertain whether lower peak temperatures with higher species flux rates are more
or less conservative with respect to predicting 14(C species transport within the vadose zone at
Yucca Mountain.

The reported simulations of rock properties and gas-phase transport of 14C are probably not
conservative. The only transport pathways for the migration of 14C from the repository to the
ground surface or water table were through tuff layers-where the properties of the matrix and
fractures were lumped into equivalent-continuum bulk properties. Inhomogeneities, such as the
Ghost Dance fault and highly rubblized shear zones found in G-tunnel complex at the Nevada Test
Site, were not considered as transport pathways. Because of the relatively high gas permeabilities
of faults and shear zones under unsaturated conditions, these pathways could significantly
contribute to, or even dominate, 14C release rates to both the surface and ground water.
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The primary assumption associated with the equivalent-continuum model for fracture and
matrix flow through partially saturated porous media is that pressure equilibrium occurs between
the fracture and matrix over times sufficiently shorter than the time constants for the flow
phenomena of interest. Recent research by Nitao (1989) and Nitao and Buscheck (1989) have
shown that this assumption may be inconsistent with the fracture-flow phenomena within Yucca
Mountain. One other assumption associated with the equivalent-continuum model that may prove
inconsistent with experimental data is that the fractures are sufficiently random in orientation to be
considered isotropic.

Because of the saturation-dependent tortuosities used for the reported simulations, gas-phase
diffusion of 14C was strongly dependent on the saturation fields. Simulations of repository
perform-ance at higher recharge rates predicted lower gas-phase transport of 14C, because of the
inhibition of gas-phase advection and diffusion by the liquid-saturation barrier surrounding the
repository. The accuracy of saturation-dependent tortuosities relative to gas-phase diffusion of 14C
in the vadose zone at Yucca Mountain is not completely known.

The spatial and temporal extent of the thermally driven liquid-saturation field surrounding the
repository is critical to predicting container failures and radionuclide transport Capillary hysteresis
has been ignored, but may prove to be a critical phenomenon for predicting saturation fields
immediate to the repository because of the drying and rewetting events produced by the thermal
transient. Vapor pressure lowering, a model used for the reported results, effectively lowers peak
temperatures and limits pore desaturation. Because the vapor pressure-lowering model was based
on experiments conducted at room temperature, it may significantly overpredict the amount of
absorbed water. To model this phenomenon accurately would require data about temperature-
dependent water-retention characteristics.
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5.0 Saturated Zone Hydrology and Transport

To characterize the water movement in the saturated zone below the potential Yucca Mountain
Repository, two sets of 12 simulations were done for each of two aquifer lithologies. The 12
simulations represent a statistical range that encompasses the conditions of the saturated zone as
they are presently understood.

5.1 Base Scenario

The base scenario with regards to the saturated zone requires modeling flow in the saturated
zone and the transport of radionuclides (if any) predicted by unsaturated flow models (Section 4.0)
to reach the water table. This section reviews the regional hydrogeology with special attention to
the aquifers that -underlie the potential repository site, the regulations that govern flow modeling
and, hence, this' assessment, the numerical and conceptual models employed in this study to
examine the saturated zone, and the data used with those models. With this background
established, the simulations performed for this study are described and analyzed.

5.1.1' Regional Hydrogeology

Previous investigations have shown that the unconfined aquifer encompasses two basic
lithologic units: Tertiary tuff and the underlying Paleozoic carbonate. The sequence of Paleozoic
clastics and carbonates was deposited in a thick miogeosyncline that contains a thickness of up to
12,000 meters of Paleozoic and Precambrian sediments. Tertiary ash flow tuffs of rhyolitic and
quartz-latitic'composition were deposited unconformably on the Paleozoic carbonates.
Approximately 1200 m of tuff unconformably overlies the Paleozoic Carbonates at the Yucca
Mountain crest (Craig and Reed 1991). Miocene tuffs are exposed at the surface of Yucca
Mountain. A thin layer of alluvium and colluvium exists on the tuffs in the drainages and this layer

\, thickens in the valley floors. The tuff that was modeled for this problem was divided into two
horizontal units: the overlying unit defined by properties of the zeolotized tuff (see Section 4.0),
and the underlying unit'by those' of the partially welded tuff. Flow within these units was modeled
as a two-dimensional flow regime to address the spatial variability of physical properties. The two-
dimensional cross section was aligned such that the x-direction was parallel to the hydraulic
gradient.

The regional water table is from 500 to 750 m below the ground surface in the area of the
potential -repository. Water movement in the saturated zone is generally from north to south below
Yucca Mountain. The desert climate of the Yucca Mountain area receives an average precipitation
of 150 to 220 mm per year (Quiring 1965). Of this, between 2 and 1 mm are thought to infiltrate
the unsaturated zone and recharge the aquifer (Montazer and Wilson 1984). The average gradient
directly below the mountain is 10-4, from north to south, as calculated from water-level
measurements reported by O'Brien (1991). However, the gradient increases sharply to the north
and west (upgradient of the potential repository location). Water discharges from the unconfined
aquifer to springs south of the Yucca Mountain area, in the Amargosa Desert and Oasis Valley, and
by evapotranspiration from playas in Death Valley. Water stored in tuffs also moves downward to
recharge the carbonate aquifer. In the simulations done for this analysis, water is assumed to move
from north to south. Because the volume of recharge from the surface is so small, vertical
recharge is not modeled for these simulations; vertical recharge is assumed to be small compared
with the influence of the hydraulic gradient on fluid transport
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5.1.2 Regulatory Controls

Simulations of saturated ground-water flow under the potential repository at Yucca Mountain
are motivated by federal regulations which specify limits for high-level radioactive waste release to
the "accessible environment," which is defined as a 5-km distance from the disturbed zone of the <
potential repository. The potential for radionuclide release to the accessible environment has been
defined (40 CFR Part 191.13) as the statistical probability of transport of a specific radionuclide
concentration (40 CFR Part 191.16) to a distance 5 km from the potential repository in parucu;ul
concentrations. To provide an adequate statistical description of the probability of radionuclide
transport, twelve simulations were performed each for the tuff and carbonate aquifers. Each of the
twelve simulations included two simulations that defined the limits of potential release: transport
under minimum and maximum hydraulic gradients and conductivities.

5.1.3 Conceptual and Numerical Models

Saturated flow in both the carbonate and tuff aquifers was simulated in two dimensions (x-y,
where x is west-east and y is south-north; vertical dimension z neglected)'using the Darcy
equation, which assumes pressure-driven fluid-flow through a continuous porous media.
Preferential flow through fractures or faults in the porous media composing the carbonate and the
tuff aquifers was not considered for these simulations. The equivalent-continuum model LIhaL was
used represented fracture and porous-media hydraulic conductivities as a single weighted value in
the minimum and maximum-flow field simulations, or a range of values for the stochastically
derived flow fields. Hydraulic conductivity fields were generated using the RFIELD code.

The two-dimensional hydrologic regime this problem simulates was defined by the hydraulic
properties of the fluid, the porous media, and the hydraulic gradient that drives fluid movement.
The fluid modeled was subject to a variety of simplifying assumptions, so that the results of these
simulations are a consequence of the properties attributable to the physical aquifer through which
the fluid moves. The saturated-fluid movement modeled was limited to that of a single liquid
phase; the fluid was assumed incompressible and isothermal. The porous media composing the ' 2
modeled aquifers was assumed in both cases to be continuous and isotropic; and the porosity and
density of the porous media were assumed constant. Porous media properties are listed in T:able
5.1. The hydraulic gradients imposed were unique for each of the twelve simulations and for each
aquifer. Gradients for the tuff aquifer were defined statistically using a uniform distribution of
hydraulic head values taken from Doctor et al. (1992), with limits of 2.018 x 10-3 and
6.196 x 10-3. Carbonate hydraulic gradients were derived from a uniform distribution of values
with limits of 6.089 x 10-2 and 6.089 x 10-4. Gradients and the deterministic hydraulic
conductivity values used for the tuff and the carbonate simulations are listed in Tables 5.2a and
5.2b, respectively.

The problem defined here was modeled with the integrated finite-difference SUMO code,
which calculated a numerical solution. SUMO generated a steady-state flow-field and calculated
particle travel times for a hydrologic domain defined by a constant hydraulic gradient and unique
hydraulic conductivity. The ten radionuclides considered for transport in the llunian-lnrusiuii
Scenario were introduced by direct injection with a drilling rig at a point in the simulated domain
shown in Figure 5.1. The AREST code generated a source term for radionuclide release into the
domain over time. Simulated radionuclide fluxes and concentrations within the aquifer were
calculated for the steady-state flow system simulated for each case. Fluxes at a plane 5 km
downgradient from the point source (from which dose calculations were made) are presented in the
following section.
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Table 5.1. Aquifer Physical Properties for Saturated Zone Modeling

Tuff
Aquifer Property Carbonate Zolitic Partially Welded

Porosity
Density
Longitudinal Dispersivity

(deterministic runs)
(stochastic runs)

Transverse Dispersivity
(deterministic runs)
(stochastic runs)

Diffusivity
Storativity

0.05
2.76

1
500

1
200

0.0365
0.0

0.41
2.35

1
500

1
200

0.0365
0.0

0.24
2.23
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Figure 5.1. Configuration of Hydrologic Domain for the Modeled TuffAquifer and the
Carbonate Aquifer (both dimensions are in the horizontal plane)
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Table 5.2. Hydraulic Gradients, Hydraulic Conductivities, and Time of Drilling Intrusion
Under the Human-Intrusion Scenario for Each Simulation for the (a) Tuff Aquifer
and (b) Carbonate Aquifer (simulation numbers correspond to Table 3.4b)

A. Tuff Aquifer

Hydraulic Conductivity (mn/yr)
Partially Welded ZeoliticSimulation Number Gradient (n/m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

5.200 x 10-3
4.710 x 10-3
3.143 x 10-3
5.174 x 10-3
2.400 x 10-3
4.871 x 10-3
6.157 x 10-3
3.014 x 10-3
3.029 x 10-3
6.086 x 10-3
2.017 x 10-3
6.190 x 10-3

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

4.418 x 10-3
4.418 x 101

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

9.499 x 10-?
9.499 x 10-3

B. Carbonate Aquifer
'

Simulation Number Gradient (nmu) Hydraulic Conductivity (mlyr)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

4.216 x 10-2
3.974 x 10-2
5.077 x 10-2
1.790 x 10-2
1.443 x 10-2
3.451 x 10-2
3.329 x 10-3
1.456 x 10-2
2.667 x 10-2
2.028 x 10-2
6.089 x 10-4
1.630 x 10-1

i!

8.500 x 100
1.148 x 102

* Stochastic; refer to Section 5.1.4 for a the statistical parameters used to describe the hydraulic conductivity of
the Partially Welded unit and the Zeolitic unit. Also refer to Figure 53 for an illustration of an example
stochastic hydraulic conductivity field.

# Stochastic; refer to Section 5.1.4 for the statistical parameters used to define the hydraulic conductivity of
Carbonate aquifer. Also refer to Figure 5.4 for an illustration of an example stochastic field hydraulic
conductivity field.
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5.1.4 Hydrogeologic Data

The twelve simulations each of ground-water flow in the two aquifers were divided intoK> stochastic and deterministic flow representations. Ten simulations for each aquifer used a
statistically derived description of hydraulic gradient, aquifer intrusion time, and radionuclide
sorption coefficients in the specific aquifer. The stochastic representations of the hydraulic
conductivity fields were generated using spatially correlated values derived from samples taken at
the Yucca Mountain Site. The hydraulic conductivity values for the tuff aquifer simulations are
from Kaplan et al. (1991), which is reproduced in Appendix A. The hydraulic conductivities for
the carbonate aquifer simulations are from McGraw et al. (1991). A lognormal distribution of the
reported values was used for both aquifers. Hydraulic conductivity values are reproduced in
Tables 5.2a and 5.2b. Examples of the hydraulic conductivity fields that were generated for a
carbonate aquifer and for a tuff aquifer for the stochastic simulations are shown in Figures 5.2 and
5.3, respectively.

The two remaining deterministic simulations represented the minimum and maximum-flow
fields for each aquifer, using the largest and smallest hydraulic gradient (values provided in Table
5.2). A constant value was used to describe the whole hydraulic-conductivity field from the
hydraulic conductivity values derived from a lognormal distribution of the values reported in
Kaplan et al. (1991) and McGraw et al. (1991).

5.1.5 Simulation Descriptions

For each of the carbonate aquifer simulations, a unique steady-state pressure field was
generated from the hydraulic gradients and hydraulic conductivity values shown in Table 5.2a. An
example of the pressure field generated for carbonate simulation 1 is shown in Figure 5.4. The
pressure field displays essentially one-dimensional flow because a hydraulic gradient was defined
only in the horizontal direction; no vertical recharge from the overlying tuff aquifer to the carbonate
aquifer was simulated. The variations in the pressure contours are a result of the variability in the

k hydraulic conductivity field.

The paths of the seven particles tracked through the simulated carbonate aquifer are shown in
Figure 5.5 for carbonate simulation 1, depicting an essentially one-dimensional flow field. An
inverse relationship between travel time and the hydraulic gradient can be observed if the gradients
shown in Tables 5.2 are compared with the particle travel times shown in Table 5.3. Relative
particle travel times can be interpreted from Figure 5.6 for carbonate simulation 1, where the
distance of particle transport is plotted as a function of the time of transport

Data for the twelve tuff-aquifer simulations were generated in a similar manner to those of the
carbonate aquifer, a unique steady-state pressure field was generated for each simulation from data
shown in Table 5.2b. One-dimensional flow is indicated by the pressure field simulated for tuff
simulation 03, illustrated in Figure 5.7.

Seven particle paths were tracked for each of the twelve tuff pressure fields simulated. The
minimum and maximum travel times for each simulation are shown in Table 5.3. Paths for the
particles tracked in tuff simulation 3 are shown in Figure 5.8. The plot of time versus distance for
the particle travel paths for tuff simulation 3 (Figure 5.9) shows a distinct bimodal distribution to
the travel times, a result of the hydraulic conductivity values of the two different lithologic units
that constitute the aquifer and the grid spacing of the simulated domain.
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Table 5.3. Particle Travel Time (yr)

Simulation Carbonate
Ma. Mimmum Maximurn

Tuff Partially Welded Tuff ZeoliticUnit
Minimum Maimum Minimum Maimum

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

34
15
18
62

791
14

72
15
41

9790
3.6

65
82
55

200
3020

162

281
145
122

9790
3.6

6.21 x
2.57 x
5.34x
2.10 x
5.47 x
5.11 x
1.49 x
6.37 x
2.34 x
5.20 x

104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
105
103

4.46 x 105
1.18 X 106
1.11 X 106
3.55 x 105
1.87 x 106
8.67 x 105
6.73 x 105
1.52 x 106
2.86 x 106
1.27 x 106

4.45 x 103

5.13 x 108
6.60 x 108
2.97 x 107
3.11 x 108
6.73 x 107
1.08 x 108
8.11 x 107
4.51 x 107
1.59 x 109
1.40 x 107
#

3.53 x 107

8.84 x 109
3.16 x 109
3.41 x 109
2.71 x 109
1.25 x 1010
4.83 x 109
5.05 x 109
4.16 x 109
4.56 x 1010
2.85 x 109
#

3.53 x 1074.45 x 103

* results not available
# travel time exceeds 10,000-year simulation period
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5.1.6 Analysis

The pressure fields simulating steady-state conditions in both the carbonate and tuff aquifers
are strongly dependent on the hydraulic gradient imposed and on the simulated hydraulic
conductivity field for the aquifer. The larger hydraulic gradient results in a greater hydraulic 
potential driving ground water movement and shorter particle travel times within the aquifer. 

Particle travel times are also influenced by the hydraulic conductivity values used. The
heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity fields generated by the RFIELD code followed strong linear
trends associated with grid cell size (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3) because of a coding error in
RFLELD. This coding error has since been corrected, but the runs reported here used stochastic
fields that were not aggregated properly with respect to cell size. Therefore, hydraulic
conductivities were not random with respect to spacing in either the xr or y direction; rather, they
were random with respect to the grid nodes themselves. In areas where the grid spacing had been
refined, heterogeneities in the hydraulic-conductivity values varied on a smaller scale than in areas
with larger grid spacing over an equivalent dimension. If the grid nodes were significantly smaller
in one dimension than the other, a linear trend to the hydraulic conductivity values was established
in the longer dimension. Consequently, hydrologic transport was governed by the grid spacing
instead of an intended random hydraulic-conductivity field. Figure 5.8 shows three particle travel
paths through the simulated tuff aquifer as a straight line in the x direction (particles numbered 2,
4, and 6). The odd-numbered particles (1, 3, and 5) show a more heterogeneous travel path,v
because the variations in the hydraulic conductivity values along those paths are more equally
spaced in the x and y direction. Particles numbered 2, 4, and 6 were routed along zones of
narrower grid spacing in the y dimension. The grid node dimension is thereby exaggerated in the x 
direction, creating a linear trend to the hydraulic conductivity in the x direction. The grid spacing is
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illustrated in Figure 5.10; zones of refined node spacing are evident along the y=-1000, 0, and
1000 planes, and along the x=0 plane. The y coordinates for the number 2, 4, and 6 particles
tracked are -1000, 0, and 1000, respectively. The more representative travel times are those of the
odd-numbered particles for both aquifers.

Travel times for particles tracked in the first eleven tuff aquifer simulations were significantly
greater than the 10,000-year period required by the regulations. These results indicate that
transport of radionuclides in the tuff aquifer to the accessible environment is not likely. The
maximum-flow simulation (T12) simulated a travel time of 4450 years in the zeolotized unit, the
only travel time less than the regulated 10,000 years. Consequently, the first 11 simulations were
not used to calculate the effects of human intrusion into the tuff aquifer. Results from simulation
T12 only are included in the following section on the human-intrusion scenario.
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Figure 5.10. Grid Node Configuration for Simulated Carbonate Hydrologic Domain
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5.2 Human-Intrusion Scenario

5.2.1 Method and Assumptions

The human-intrusion scenario considered a drilling operation in which a borehole is drilled <2
through the potential repository to an elevation below the water table. The drilling rig would, in
this scenario, intercept a waste container such that the container's integrity is compromised,
permitting the contents of the container to be transported directly to the saturated zone. At the point
of aquifer intrusion, radionuclides are released into the saturated zone for transport down-gradient.
The location of the drilling intrusion point in the tuff and carbonate saturated-zone models is shown
in Figure 5.1. The time of drilling intrusion was defined for each simulation using a lognornal
distribution of times between 100 and 10,000 years after repository closure.

Radionuclide release into the aquifer was calculated by the AREST analytical code (Section
3). For each of the ten radionuclides modeled, radionuclide mass was introduced at the rate
predicted by AREST (Section 3) from the time of intrusion until 10,000 years, or until depletion of
the source. Radioactive decay of the waste was accounted for by AREST prior to release, and by
SUMO after release into the aquifer. Transport was assumed to be in the aqueous phase only for
all radionuclides modeled. Radionuclide flux through the simulated domain was calculated until
10,000 years after potential repository closure.

Transport of the radionuclides in the saturated aquifer is calculated using the 12 steady-state
flow fields generated in the Undisturbed Scenario portion of this exercise. In addition to the
influence of the flow field on radionuclide transport, properties of the aquifer and the radionuclides
also determine how transport distributes radionuclides in the saturated zone. The dispersivity and
diffusivity of the aquifer were assumed to be constant for all radionuclides modeled in all the
simulations done. Storativity was assumed zero for all simulations. The porosity and density
were consistent for all the carbonate simulations and for the tuff simulation. The aquifer properties
and the values used to define them are listed in Table 5. 1.

Sorption of the individual radionuclides to the aquifer is another property governing saturated-
zone transport. Radionuclide sorption to the porous media that constitute the aquifer was modeled
as both a deterministic and a stochastic property for the carbonate aquifer and as a deterministic
property for the tuff aquifer simulated. These sorption values are listed in Table 5.4. Appendix B
reproduces Dockery (1991), which has additional comments on these values.

The potential for unsaturated-zone transport of 14C in the gas phase to the saturated zone was
considered as part of this modeling exercise. 14C may be released from the potential repository
and travel downward to encounter the underlying water table. The release profile of 14C from the
potential repository into the unsaturated zone, its concentration in the gas phase, and its transport in
the unsaturated zone concentration of 14C in the gas phase were calculated by the MSTS code in
the Unsaturated Zone Section. Those results are used as input into the maximum-flow simulation
for the tuff aquifer (T12) to model 14C aqueous transport.

5.2.2 Simulation Descriptions

Simulations were performed to describe tuff and carbonate aquifer responses to human
intrusion; each was defined differently. The carbonate aquifer travel times were short enough that
radionuclide transport resulting from human intrusion occurred for all but the minimum-flow
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Table SA. Deterministic and Stochastic Sorption Values

Carbonate Tuff
Element Determini stic Ntidc LA= PartiallR=e

U 3 1-6 2.5 2.5
Np 0.5 0-11 2 2
Am 110 25-235 100 100
Pu 80 60- 160 100 100
C 0 0 0 0
Se 3 0- 6 2.5 2.5
Tc 0 0 0 0
Sn 110 60-160 100 100
I 0 0 0 0
Cs 10 0- 135 50 50

simulation (Carbonate Simulation 11). Simulations were repeated for the first 10 cases (Carbonate
Simulations 1 to 10) for five realizations to obtain a statistical description of the radionuclide
transport to 5 km from the point of intrusion. Of the tuff simulations done, only the maximum-
flow simulation (Tuff Simulation 12) had a travel time short enough to simulate radionuclide
transport Because the tuff aquifer overlies the carbonate aquifer, 14C infiltration from the
unsaturated zone was also simulated for the maximum-flow tuff aquifer case.

Steady-state flow in the 12 aquifer hydraulic-conductivity fields generated for the carbonate
aquifer was simulated using SUMO for the Human-Instrusion Scenario Direct-Injection Case for
the carbonate aquifer. A single value was used to represent the sorption coefficient for each of the
10 radionuclides injected into the aquifer, these values are shown in the deterministic column of the
carbonate sorption values listed in Table 5.4. Longitudinal and transverse dispersivity were both

K...-' assumed to be equal to 1 for these simulations. Radionuclide flux, in units of Ci/yr, across the
5-km boundary as a function of time was calculated for each simulation. These fluxes are shown
for Carbonate Simulations 1 through 12 in Figures 5.11 through 5.22, respectively, and for Tuff
Simulation 12 in Figure 5.23. The cumulative release of each radionuclide at 10,000 yr across the
5-km boundary from the carbonate aquifer is indicated in Table 5.5, along with the ratio of each
flux to the EPA limit for that radionuclide. EPA limits for a 70,000-MTU repository (the approxi-
mate size of the current design for the potential repository at Yucca Mountain) are shown in the
second column of Table 5.5.
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\K>Table 5.5. Cumulative Radionucide Releases at 10,000 Years Across the 5-km Boundary for
Carbonate-Aquifer Simulations of Human-Intrsion Scenario Direct-Injection Case

EPA Release
limit for

Radio- 70,000 MTU
nuclide R12sitory (i) i EPA Ratio L EPA Rado Qi EPA Ratio i EPA Ratio

nate 3 Carbonate 4Carbonate 1 Carbonate 2 Carbo

14C
79Se
1 2 6 Sn

99Tc
1291
1 3 5 Cs
234U

237Np
239Pu
2 4 3 Am

7000
70000
70000
700000
7000
70000
70000
7000
7000
7000

3.48
6.15E-01
2.66E+01
0
6.54E-02
1.70E-03
1.42
1.07E+01
0
0

4.97E-04
8.79E-06
3.80E-04
0
9.34E-06
2.39E-08
2.03E-05
1.53E-03
0
0

3.34
7.45E-01
2.66E+01
2.OOE-07
6.53E-02
1.59E-01
2.93
1.46E+01
l.OOE-08
2.OOE-07

4.77E-04
1.06E-05
3.80E-04
2.43E-13
9.33E-06
2.27E-06
4.19E-05
2.09E-03
1.79E-12
2.17E-l 1

1.26E+01
1.98
8.06E+01
2.OOE-07
1.98E-01
1.46E-01
5.88
4.06E+01
1.OOE-08
2.OOE-07

1.80E-03
2.83E-05
1.15E-03
2.44E-13
2.83E-O5
2.09E-06
8.40E-05
5.80E-03
1.97E-12
2.94E-l 1

3.66
3.30E-01
2.67E+01
0
6.55E-02
1.44E-02
9.79E-02
1.27E+01
0
0

5.23E-04
4.71E-06
3.81E-04
0
9.36E-06
2.06E-07
1.40E-06
1.S1E-03
0
0

Carbonate 5 Carbonate 6 Carbonate 7 Carbonate 8

14C
79Se
12 6Sn

99Tc
129I

135Cs
234U
2 3 7 Np
239PU
243Am

7000
70000
70000
700000
7000
70000
70000
7000
7000
7000

5.54
0
2.71E+01
0
6.69E-02
0
0
6.23E-03
0
0

7.91E-04
0
3.87E-04
0
9.56E-06
0
0
8.90E-07
0
0

3.61
1.00E-04
1.99E+01
0
4.98E-02
0
2.OOE-04
1.44
0
0

5.16E-04
2.10E-09
2.84E-04
0
7.11E-06
0
2.94E-09
2.06E-04
0
0

2.27
3.70E-03
2.54E+01
0
6.31E-0I
2.OOE-09
5.40E-03
1.50
0
0

3.24E-04
5.23E-08
3.63E-04
0
9.01E-05
2.16E-14
7.64E-08
2.14E-04
0
0

3.48
1.30E-01
2.67E+01
0
6.45E-02
3.OOE-08
2.35E-O1
1.22E+01
0
0

4.97E-04
1.86E-06
3.81 E-04
0
9.21 E-06
3.90E-13
3.36E-06
1.74E-03
0
0

Carbonate 9 Carbonate 10 Carbonate 11 Carbonate 12

14C

79Se
126S n

"Tc
129I
135Cs

234U

237Np

239Pu
2 4 3 Am

7000
70000
70000
700000
7000
70000
70000
7000
7000
7000

3.40
4.26E-01
2.64E+01
0
6.30E-02
8.00E-OS
7.99E-01
1.O1E+01
0
0

4.86E-04
6.96E-06
3.77E-04
0
8.93E-06
1.08E-09
1.14E-05
1.44E-03
0
0

3.44
8.1OE-01
2.60E+01
0
6.43E-02
9.0SE-01
3.91
1.18E+01
0
0

4.91E-04
1.16E-05
3.71E-04
0
1.86E-05
1.29E-05
5.59E-05
1.69E-03
0
0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

2.81
8.27E-01
2.70E+01
2.OOE-07
6.61E-02
9.92E-01
1.12E+02
3.54E+02
l.OOE-05
3.00E-06

4.01E-04
1.18E-05
3.86E-04
2.49E-13
9.44E-06
1 A2E-05
1.60E-03
5.06E-02
2.03E-09
4.66E-10
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The first ten carbonate simulations (Carbonate Simulations 1 through 10) were then repeated
for two realizations to allow definition of a statistical distribution of the transport in the saturated
zone. These calculations were made using a broader grid spacing than the previous 12
simulations, although the size of the simulated area remained the same (4000 m by 7000 m). A
distribution of sorption values, shown in the stochastic column of the Carbonate values in Table
5.4 were used to describe the retardation effects of sorption in these simulations. Chain decay
from 243Am to 239Pu within the simulated domain was modeled. All Americium was assumed to
decay to 239Pu, with an Americium half-life of 7380 years. The dispersivity was defined as 500 in
the longitudinal direction and 200 in the transverse direction for all simulations. The cumulative
releases for each radionuclide over the two realizations are shown in Table 5.6, along with the
respective drilling times.

Only the tuff maximum-flow case (Tuff Simulation 12) was used for transport simulations
because the remaining 11 simulations were calculated to have transport times significantly larger
than the 10,000-year period defined by the regulatory controls. Calculation of radionuclide flux
for the maximum tuff flow simulation used a single sorption value for each radionuclide in each
tuff lithology, a longitudinal dispersivity of 500, and a transverse dispersivity of 200.

Saturated-zone transport of 14C released from the repository in the gas phase was also
modeled using Tuff Simulation 12. 14C was introduced at the water table (the upper boundary to
the simulated hydrologic domain) along a plane 1 km in length, and transported through the aquifer
in dissolved form. It was assumed that all 14C in contact with the upper boundary dissolved into
the saturated zone, and that thermal equilibrium between the gas and the porous media had been
attained before the gas was in proximity to the water table. A sorption value of zero was used for
the 14C reaction with the porous media, and a longitudinal and transverse dispersivity value of 1.
14C flux at the 5 km boundary was calculated as a function of time over 10,000 years. The result
is shown in Figure 5.24.

5.2.3 Analysis

Radionuclide fluxes across the 5-km boundary show a strong dependence on the sorption
values chosen for the individual radionuclides, and the gradient driving the water flow in the flow
field. The plots of radionuclide flux for Carbonate Simulations 1 through 10 (Figures 5.11
through 5.20) show values for only seven radionuclides. The remaining three radioisotopes (Pu,
Am, and Tc) have high enough sorption values that there is no significant flux of these nuclides
across the domain boundary. Within the maximum-flow regime shown in Figure 5.22, all
radionuclides modeled eventually exceed fluxes of 10-10 Ci/yr at the 5-km boundary. A range of
hydraulic gradients was imposed on the simulated carbonate aquifer between 0.1630 to
6.089 x 10-4. The smaller the hydraulic gradient, the longer it takes for the radionuclide flux
curves to reach a peak in concentration. It appears that the influence of the hydraulic gradient on
the flux concentration is not as significant as that of the sorption coefficients. A better definition of
how the radionuclides sorb to the aquifer material will improve our capability to accurately predict
their transport.

The tuff simulation showed only three radionuclides transported through the saturated environ-
ment. The hydraulic gradient in the tuff aquifer is approximately an order of magnitude less than
those modeled for the carbonate simulations. In addition, the hydraulic conductivities of the two
tuff lithologies were smaller by at least two orders of magnitude than those of the carbonate. As a
result, the flux curves are attenuated substantially in the time period simulated, and only the
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Table 5.6. Cumulative Release of Radionuclides (Ci) to the Saturated Zone at 10,000 Years
with Sorption Defined Stochastically

Drilling
Time

Sim (years) 14C 79Se 126Sn

1 2465 3.48 0.615 26.6
2 147 3.34 0.745 26.6
2(a) 147 4.88 0.844 27.2
3 589 12.6 1.98 80.6
4 259 3.66 0.33 26.7
4(a) 259 2.05 0.123 4.84
5 1191 5.54 0 27.1
5(a) 1191 2.25 0.786 25.6
6 8336 3.61 1.47E4 19.9
6(a) 8336 3.62 0.654 19.8
7 3811 2.27 3.66E-3 25.4
8 129 3.48 0.13 26.7
8(a) 129 3.13 0.82 26.5
9 2616 3.4 0.426 26.4
9(t) 2616 2.63 0.81 26
10 1308 3.44 0.493 26.6
10(a) 1308 2.68 0.812 26.2
11 300 0 0 0
12 300 2.81 0.827 27

99Tc 129I 135Cs 234U 237Np 239PU 243Am

0 0.0654 0.0017 1.42 10.7 0 0
1.70E-7 0.0653 0.159 2.93 14.6 1.25B-8 1.52E-7
1.23E-4 0.0666 92.7 5.24 15.8 0 0
1.71E-7 0.198 0.146 5.88 40.6 1.38E-8 2.06E-7
0 0.0655 0.0144 0.0979 12.7 0 0
0 0.012 0.193 4.03 12.1 0 0
0 0.0669 0 0 6.23E-3 0 0
0 0.0632 0.897 4.25 12.8 0 0
0 0.0498 0 2.06E-4 1.44 0 0
0 0.0499 0.654 0.878 2.68 0 0
0 0.631 1.SIE-9 5.35E-3 1.5 0 0
0 0.0645 2.73E-8 0.235 12.2 0 0
0 0.065 0.919 5.23 15.7 0 0
0 0.0625 7.59E-5 0.799 10.1 0 0
0 0.0643 0.905 3.91 11.81 0 0
0 0.0655 4.85E-3 1.21 12 0 0
0 0.645 0.912 4.61 13.9 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.74E-7 0.0661 0.992 112 354 1.42E-5 3.26E-6

0 0 10 3 O.5 80 110Sorption 0 3 110

(a) sorption represented by the
stochastic distribution with limits =

0-0 0-6 60-170 0-0 0-0 0-20 0-6 0-1 25-135 60-160

radionuclides with a zero-sorption value cross the 5-km boundary of the simulated domain with
fluxes in excess of 10-10 Ci/yr.

Introduction of 14C into the saturated zone was assumed to be a result of complete dissolution
of the gaseous phase of carbon into an aqueous phase. The actual concentration that is capable of
being dissolved and the chemical reactions of precipitation and sorption are likely to influence the
simulation of 14C transport in the saturated zone. A better model of 14C dissolution and reaction in
the aqueous phase and with respect to the tuff lithologies will facilitate a more realistic model of
that radionuclides transport in the saturated zone.
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6.0 Volcanic Intrusion Model

The goal of this element of the total system performance assessment is to evaluate the
consequences of disruption of the potential repository and the uncontrolled release of radionuclides
to the accessible environment because of the subsurface and surface activity of a basaltic magmatic
center. The subsurface activity would comprise dikes, sills, and/or other intruded magma bodies,
and the surface activity is assumed to be a Strombolian eruption of alkalic basalt and the
construction of one or more cinder cones. This scenario is based upon an interpretation of the
Quaternary volcanic record in southwestern Nevada and surroundings (Luedke and Smith 1981;
Crowe et al. 1983a; Smith and Luedke 1984). In the context of the general total system
performance assessment, PNL was asked to model the consequences of this scenario under
physical and volcanological rigor and to examine the assumptions, expert opinions, and
simplifications used in "abstracted" consequence modeling. The input data and parameters were to
be consistent with the results of the investigation described in the Yucca Mountain Site SCP (DOE
1988) or analogous systems.

Because of the limited FY 1991 scope, PNL did not complete these goals. However, the
team made important preliminary steps. Modeling of eruptive probability was conceptual, and this
report will only present a discussion of future quantitative activities necessary to the total system
performance assessment programmatic objectives. Consequence modeling was advanced slightly
further and an exploratory physical model was constructed. The results are preliminary and should
only be used to scope out further investigations.

6.1 Approach

Physical modeling of magmatic and volcanological processes is not developed (Jaupart and
i - Tait 1990; Luhr and Williams 1991) such that general predictions of eruptive behavior at a given

site are justified. Because of this, the general modeling of contaminant fate along a volcanic-
transport pathway can not produce the level of statistical significance of, for example, a ground-
water pathway. In some cases (some examples; Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, Mt. St. Helens,
Washington, and Plosky Tolbachik, Russia) where numerous data have been collected, limited
predictive modeling or "forecasting" (Tilling 1989) is tenable. Even in these cases, data validation
and verification is commonly not statistically significant. This condition exists because of both the
infrequent historic occurrence of eruptions and limited extent of data collection and analysis.
Given this condition, however, the modeling of eruptive events can be instructive if certain aspects
are explicitly considered:

* The physical parameter appropriate to a problem may be both temporally and spatially scale-
dependent and can not be generalized.

* The parameters can be both coupled and nonlinear, requiring a solid theoretical and intuitive
understanding of the relevant processes and geologic record.

* Volcanic eruptions are not a random process.
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In brief, these considerations define the clear need for site-specific, complex physical model-
ing of the "most likely" scenario, and these problems are not unique to either the total system
performance assessment or to Yucca Mountain.

For this first iteration of total system performance assessment work, we decided that these
fundamental problems compounded the anticipated difficulty inherent in creating a model from
scratch. For this reason, the PNL team used a simple, but well-described, research model that had
undergone peer review and publication in open literature. The model was coupled to a well-
verified, Monte Carlo-based, parametric model. The mass fraction of inventory released was to be
used as input to the general CCDF consequence model used for base and human-intrusion
scenarios. Again, because of its exploratory nature, this work does not carry quantitative
significance. It does demonstrate the need for a better understanding of the parameters and
objectives of magmatic modeling.

The following sections 1) present the basic rationale and construction of the basaltic
volcanism consequence models, 2) describe the results achieved and the qualitative conclusions, 3)
discuss some general aspects of current eruptive prediction estimates, and 4) present our findings
and recommendations for the next iteration of total system performance assessment calculations.

6.2 Basaltic Volcanism-Consequence Model Selection

The primary objective of this part of the project was to locate and adapt a realistic but simple
dike-emplacement model and attempt to generate a stochastic set of magmatic emplacement
parameters. This activity would test our ability to couple complex physical models to the larger
CCDF computational regime.

In defining the details of the basaltic volcanism scenario, the studies of Crowe and Sargent
(1979), Crowe et al. (1983a, 1983b, 1986, 1989), Faulds et al. (1991), and Wells et al. (1990)
comprised the primary reference sources. These reports suggest that the intrusion of alkalic basalt
magma was episodically active throughout the Yucca Mountain area (the area shown in Figure 6.1)
over the last 8.5 million years. The conduits fed Strombolian and, rarely, Surtseyan eruptions that
constructed small-volume (from 106 to 107 n 3) cinder cones, limited lava flows, and equivalent
vent-proximal pyroclastic deposits. Dikes are the most common intrusive bodies. There is no
indication that conduits or dike alignment (weakly NNE elsewhere in the region) favored any
surface structural lineament (but see below regarding deep structures). It is unclear whether the
cones are monogenetic, representing a single eruptive episode (Turrin et al. 1991), or polygenetic,
comprising repeated injections and eruptions within the same conduit (Wells et al. 1990). Because
of this, the rate or time trend of magma supply is not well constrained.

Eventually it may be necessary, for dose calculations, to model a complete eruptive cycle
including the effusion and dispersal of lava and pyroclasts. The general energetics and mechanics
of basaltic eruptions have been modeled (Wilson and Head 1981) and tested against actual
eruptions (Head and Wilson 1987). Volcanic plume dynamics have been used to model the impact
of basaltic components on the atmosphere (Stothers et al. 1986). The inclusion of eruptive
dynamics in the problem generates theoretical complications and requires a computational effort
beyond the scope of the FY 1991 work. For these reasons, the modeled scenario treats the
emplacement of a dike within the accessible-to-human-intrusion, site-wide subsurface. The event
does not disperse lava or pyroclasts. By explicitly ignoring eruption, we sacrificed generality and,
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Figure 6.1. Volcanic Centers Near Yucca Mountain

perhaps, an important degree of physical actualism. Despite this, the purely intrusive scenario is a
fundamental disruptive event in its own right and represents a useful limiting case.

The mechanics and energetics of dike emplacement have also been examined from a variety of
angles; for example, Delaney and Pollard (1982), Rubin and Pollard (1987), Reches and Fink

Ho- 1988, and Baer and Reches (1991). The model selected was developed by Lister and Kerr (1991).
An important contribution of this study is the demonstration that the elastic forces, remote from the
crack tip, and the strength of the rock are of second-order importance relative to the balance
between the pressure gradient and the viscous forces. This suggests that preferential orientations
based upon fault zones or other vertical planes of weakness are not required in dike formation and
may be insignificant This result has been verified by field work, in particular Faulds et al. (1991).
It also implies that the coupled thermal and mechanical behavior of the magma is of highest
importance to the vitality of the eruptive episode. Another advantage to this model is its relatively
simple solution that can be used in an analytical subroutine and later compared to numerical results.
Thus, this first calculation has focused on a limited, yet useful, scenario that tests our basic
approach to consequence modeling and can be expanded during the development of a more general
model.

Several critical assumptions are implicit in using this model. The model assumes that the flow
within the dike is steady-state and isothermal. This says, in effect, that the developing portion of
the conduit flow, where thermal and mechanical boundary layers are less than the conduit half-
width, is insignificant relative to its full length. This may not be true. Delaney and Pollard (1982)
demonstrated that this scaling can be resolved for a dike by computing the "thermal and mechanical
entry effect." Murphy and Marsh (1989) describes the entry lengths z(m) and z(T) as,

z(m) = 0.01 ReD D (6.1a)
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z(t) = z(m) Pr (6. lb)

where

Q
ReD D v

V
Pr = ic

D = conduit half width

Q = volumetric flow rate

v = kinematic viscosity

C = thermal diffusivity

Note that the Reynolds number ReD is defined where the boundary layer, 8, is equal to the conduit
half-width, D. Calculating the thermal entry effect in this simplistic manner results in a value that
requires non-steady-state conditions throughout [(z() >> L, similar to Delaney and Pollard
(1982)]. The analysis, however, assumes constant viscosity, independent of temperature. This is
clearly wrong, but can not be resolved without further information. As a first cut, we have
assumed steady-state isothermal conditions; future efforts will require a fuller understanding of the
particular volcanological and physical conditions of the scenario.

Returning to the model, Lister and Kerr (1991) set up a force balance in which,

p=-gApz-mH{!aW} (6.2)

where:

p = fluid pressure

Ap = density gradient

z = depth

m, an elastic parameter, is defined as the shear modulus divided by one minus Poisson's ratio (see
Equation [6.6]). The Hilbert transform, Hf-), is used to represent the elastic pressure field over
the medial plane of the dike. Expressions for continuity and global conservation of fluid are
substituted into (6.lb) with some manipulation to give,

3aan=-gdApzaw m a w3 a Hw) (6.3a)

and
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fb wdxdz=Q (6.3b)

where Qta is a magmatic discharge rate. For the case in which the magma discharge rate is
constant (a = 0), the flow regime and dike geometry will reach steady state and similarity variables
can be defined,

x= bN ( QLm3z3) 1Ot (6.4a)

w(xz) =b( Q 27 ) 10 W( (6.4b)
8 M(g Ap) Z

Using the similarity expressions, rewriting Equations (6.3a) and (6.3b), and solving for dike
width results in,

270 3 1o
wtx~z)=O.904( 8 mg 2R ) W(E (6.5a)

W(XZ) ~ m090 (g /vp)2 WR

Q 2 p W3 dx (6.5b)
3 il fbhC-

with

W=(l 2

4=0.381x QgAP J1O0

all other notation as before, and from which dike widths and lengths can be found. Lister (1990)
and Lister and Kerr (1991) can be consulted for the details of this derivation. Lister and Kerr
(1991) also develop expressions for sill-like magma bodies and eruptive conduits. However,
Equations (6.5a) and (6.5b) are the only results used to date.

A stochastic determination of dike widths and lengths was made by solving Equations (6.5a)
and (6.5b) as a subroutine within an in-house-developed, Monte Carlo-style simulator. The range,
mean, and distribution of input parameters is discussed below. The dike widths and lengths are
distributed at random over the chosen domain. In simulation, a ground-water/contaminant
distribution field was computed by the SUMO code (see Section 4.1). An entrainment factor was
used to quantify the amount of contaminated solid medium mechanically mixed into the magma, or
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Cmrm Ci (6.6)
mm~

where,

Cm = concentration of radionuclide i released

= concentration of radionuclide i in medium

mm = ratio of mass rates (mass fraction entrained)
m

Finally, the mass of radionuclide released was incorporated into the CCDF code as described
elsewhere.

6.3 Input Parameters

The input parameters to the model are listed in Table 6.1. The mass fraction entrained was
also an input parameter but was not stochastically modeled. Each of the parameters is discussed
below.

6.3.1 Discharge

This parameter gives the steady-state magma supply rate, Q, volumetrically required to
emplace the dike. The appropriate value for Q is not obvious for a dike-emplacement and can not
be observed in nature. Nevertheless, this parameter is the single most important variable for
scaling the dynamics of a magmatic event (Delaney and Pollard 1982; Wilson and Head 1981). K.
The interpretation of geophysical data collected during Kilauean, Hawaii eruptions permits an
estimate on dike-emplacement supply rates during eruptive repose periods (dormancy). Based
upon gas emissions, Greenland et al. (1988) estimate the discharge rate across the feeder dikes at
Pu'u O'o, Hawaii to be 74 to 158 m3/s, and Hardee (1987) independently derives a value from
recharge-driven, surface-tilt data along the East Rift zone to vary between 10.6 and 69.4 m3/s.

Direct observation of eruptions suggests a volumetric flow rate of 140-400 m3/s for the
1969-71 Mauna Ulu, Hawaii eruption and 20-300 m3/s for Pu'u O'o (Wolfe et al. 1987). These
are clearly maximum values because of the acceleration of magma in the vent. Magma supply rates
associated with the Hekla eruption are estimated at 8700 m3/s, maximum, and 1500-2000 m3/s,
average (Murphy et al. 1991) and estimates of eruption rates associated with the Roza Member of
the Columbia River Basalt Group (Swanson et al. 1979) exceed 105 m3/s. In fact, there are
thermal constraints on the discharge rate implied by the geometry of the conduit (Wilson and Head
1981). These dimensions may, however, differ greatly from field measurement because of post-
eruptive subsidence and relaxation (Walker 1987). Without a full treatment of the coupling
between the conduit geometry and the thermal and mechanical dynamics of the system, the full
range was used in the Monte Carlo simulator with a mean of 100 m3/s and a lognormal
distribution. Future work will not require this restriction and will allow a more physically
plausible distribution for discharge.
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Table 6.1. Parameters Used in Basaltic Dike Simulations

Parameter Units Man Range Distribution
Q, discharge m 3 /s 100 10 <> 105 lognormal
h, viscosity Pa s 100 10 <> 103 lognormal
m, elastic factor MPa 10 9 <> 11 normal
Ap, density kg/m3 300 102 <> 103 lognormal
z, source depth km 10 n/a fixed

6.3.2 Viscosity

Viscosity measures the displacement rate of the magma in response to shear stress and
includes two components. The first component is compositional and is dependent to first order
upon the major element and volatile composition of the melt. Anhydrous basaltic viscosities
generally range from 103 to 107 Pa s when directly measured at their liquidus temperature
(Bottinga and Weill 1972). Water and fluorine greatly lower the viscosity of a silicate liquid, up to
4 orders of magnitude (Dingwell et al. 1985). Pure liquid viscosities appropriate to a Yucca
Mountain magma, if assumed similar to the "Rift Basalts" of Crowe et al. (1983b), may be about
100 Pa s, depending upon water contents.

Another variable that greatly affects viscosity is the percentage of solids (either crystals or
entrained fragments) present. Experiments have repeatedly demonstrated (Shaw et al. 1968) that
crystallization increases viscosity. Power-law or Bingham-body behavior in silicate melt has been
observed in actual eruptions (Sparks et al. 1976) and has been explained as a crystallinity-
dependent phenomena (Marsh 1981; McBimey and Murase 1984). Several theoretical approaches
(Marsh 1981; Murphy and Marsh 1989), which utilize suspension rheology, have proven
effective. In some cases, viscous heating of magma has been demonstrated to be important to the
emplacement of dikes (Hardee and Larson 1977).

Numerical modeling by Murphy and Marsh (1989) explicitly considered both of these issues
and demonstrated that the viscosity of conduit flow was, in effect, self-regulating through viscous
dissipation and crystallization. This interaction limited active-flow viscosity close to the liquidus
value (less than one order of magnitude). Magma more viscous than this value is stagnant and
"wallpapers" the conduit walls. Given these results and the unknown compositional variance in a
model Yucca Mountain magma, a mean of 100 Pa s was chosen with an upper and lower range of
one order of magnitude. In a more realistic simulation, the dynamics of this parameter would be
model-dependent.

6.3.3 Elastic Factor and Density Contrast

The scale of these factors is less controversial, although still not obvious. The elastic factor is
composed of the shear modulus (modulus of rigidity), lt, and Poisson's ratio, v, for the host rock,

M = _ (6.7)
(1 - v)

and m = E/2(1+v). These factors are reasonably well established for basaltic or granitic crust,
ex situ, (Clark 1966). The presence of fabric, fractures, and/or fluid, however, can produce wide
variations in elastic parameters (Jaeger and Cook 1976). A conservative estimate of 20 MPa was
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used by Lister and Kerr (1991). Using values from the SCP (DOE 1988), a range for the elastic
factor, in situ Topapah Springs Formation, is determined between 9.57 to 10.90 MPa and a mean
of 10 MPa with a normal distribution was selected for the model.

Under the assumptions of this model, the density gradient, Ap, represents the sole driving
force of the flow. By removing the eruptive vent from the problem, the significant complications
of a separate gas phase and transient density variation are avoided. Despite this simplification, the
density gradient may still be nonlinear or discontinuous if prior magmatic activity has selectively
injected high-density, deep-crustal material throughout. This does not appear to be the case at
Yucca Mountain. A value consistent with the difference in density between high-silica tuff 2400 to
2600 g/cm3, DOE (1988) and alkali basaltic magma 2700 to 3000 glcm3, (Maal0e 1985)) would be
close to the value used by Lister and Kerr (1991) of 300 g/cm3.

6.3.4 Source Depth

This parameter is of importance to the solution of Equations (6.2) and (6.3), and to several of
the assumptions used in this exercise. As indicated above, the steady-state, isothermal assumption
is dependent upon the vertical location of the repository/conduit intersection relative to the entire
length of the conduit, the entry length problem. While the depth of the potential repository or the
depth of a contaminant plume released from the potential repository can be specified or reasonably
estimated, the source for magma in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain is vastly more speculative.

Investigations in support of the SCP indicate that there is little evidence for shallow magma
chambers or long crustal residence times for magmas contributing to Quaternary basaltic volcanism
of the Yucca Mountain region (Crowe et al. 1983a, 1983b, 1986). Crowe et al. (1983b) used a
model depth of 35 km for the estimation of transport times, assuming petrogenesis at the
mantle/crust boundary. This may be the case, and further work on the crustal residence times and
depth of origin of the Quaternary basalts is planned (DOE 1988). Seismic reflection data from the
Death Valley region have suggested that Quaternary basaltic centers are fed from magma chambers
coincident to regional detachment, about 15 km deep (De Voogd et al. 1986). Similar,
geophysically revealed magma bodies are found in other extensional crust (Brown et al. 1979) and
a general theory has been advanced explaining the vertical coincidence of magma chambers,
detachment zones, and extended crust (De Voogd et al. 1988; Serpa et al. 1988). The location of
detachment zones associated with Basin and Range faulting in southwestern Nevada is an ongoing
SCP activity (DOE 1988). Current estimates suggest that this depth elsewhere in Nevada may be
slightly more than 10 km (Anderson et al. 1983).

For this first iteration of total system performance assessment modeling, a z of 10 km was
used. Future iterations should utilize new SCP data and several reasonable values for z.

6.3.5 Entrainment Factor

This parameter was not modeled stochastically. It is difficult to estimate this parameter with
any degree of confidence because of several profound problems. The parameter measures the
amount of incidental wall rock material entrained in the flowing magma during passive or active
construction of the conduit space. Studies (Taubeneck 1970, Walker 1987; Reches and Fink 1988)
show that dike walls are, in general, passively displaced by magma with only minor loss of total
mass. Nevertheless, accidental rock fragments are apparently eroded from the walls and
propagating tip of the dike. The dike tip may be a zone of vigorous hydrofracturing and stoping of
material (although still a minor proportion of the total mass of the dike) (Baer 1991). Under any
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modeling scheme, the degree of entrainment specifies the relative abundance of waste or
contaminated rock removed to the accessible environment. This parameter has a dominant effect
on any dose or consequence calculations. Unfortunately, this parameter is poorly known.

A cursory search of the literature about basaltic centers, Stombolian cones, and feeder dikes
worldwide reveals that accidental rock fragments are 1) ubiquitous, 2) rarely ever quantified during
routine petrographic examinations, and 3) highly dependent upon the dynamics of the eruption and
the stage of the eruption. Within small volcanic centers, similar in scale to the Crater Flats vents,
accidental inclusions (distinct from ultramafic, cognate, or cumulate inclusions) can be numerous
within the initial stages of an eruption but may rapidly drop off in abundance as the vent develops
and the eruptive episode evolves. For example, at Crater 160 in the San Francisco volcanic field,
xenoliths are "common" in the spatter associated with the initial stage and in palagonitic tuff, but
are less common elsewhere within the sequence (Cummings 1972). Within the 1943 deposits of
Paracutin, inclusions primarily occur within volcanic bombs (Wilcox 1954). Other volcanic
centers show a similar diversity (Ishizaka et al. 1977 or Shantser 1983). The evolution of
inclusion abundance may reflect the kind of stoping and tip-propagation mechanisms effective in
establishing or rejuvenating a conduit.

Basaltic dikes and sills demonstrate even wider variance and more spatial heterogeneity in
inclusion density. Intrusions such as the Chief Joseph dike swarm, Oregon, contain between 0
and 40% (Taubeneck 1970) with the suggestion that wider and more vigorous dikes are more
"inclusion free." Sills of the Karroo dolerite, South Africa, grade in inclusion density with a high
abundance close to the margins and less within the core (Frankel 1969). These examples suggest
that the incorporation of accidental clasts is dependent upon shear stress at the walls of a conduit or
other magmatic pathway. This would tend to be highest during a thermal or mechanical
perturbation (eruptive initiation) and would decline as the mechanical boundary layers, in effect,
isolated the flow from the walls. This exact situation has been modeled by Murphy and Marsh
(1989), among others, who indicated that the critical factor in establishing this stagnant margin is
the crystallization kinetics of the individual melt.

In any case, the entrainment systematics of any given eruption can not, in general, be
specified. SCP field studies at the Quaternary centers adjacent to Yucca Mountain have suggested
0.058 volume percent inclusions as a representative figure (Crowe et al. 1983b; Turrin et al.
1991), which is not unusual. There is no indication that this estimate is representative of the entire
eruptive episode. Detailed study of several systems analogous to the postulated magmatic scenario
could help advance this effort. For the purposes of this initial exercise, the entrainment factor was
adopted from the SCP field studies.

6.3.6 Volcanic Scenario Summary

In summary, a simple but plausible, mechanically-model based on a review of the literature
was used to generate a stochastically-derived set of dike lengths and widths. The model simulates
the steady-state intrusion of an isothermal, noneruptive, basaltic dike below the volatile-saturation
plane. Input parameters for the model are of highly variable reliability but were taken from
analogous systems or SCP data. The dike widths and lengths were combined with a wall rock
"entrainment factor" to simulate disruption of the potential repository or its release plume and
transport to the accessible near surface.
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6.4 Results of Basaltic Volcanism-Consequence Model

As a demonstration of our basic approach, a set of nominal consequence outputs was
incorporated into the CCDF code. This exercise produced a qualitative survey of the data and
theory required to perform a complex total system performance assessment that considers a basaltic
volcanism scenario.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulation of dike widths and lengths is presented as Figure
6.2. The approximate range in dike widths is between 0.25 and 1.5 m, with a mean of 0.5 m.
Dike lengths ranged between about 0.75 and 3.0 km, with a mean of 1.5 km. Table 6.2 compiles
a list of dike lengths and widths for a variety of examples. The mean volume emplaced would be
about 0.75 km2 per vertical km of material intersected, in this case wall rock contaminated with
released waste. Radionuclide distributions in the wall rock was simulated with he SUMO code.
Given 233 n zone of contamination, this results in a volume of affected dike of 1.75 x 10-4 km3.
However, with the entrainment factor only a fraction of the wall rock would enter the affected
volume, about 0.059 volume percent, and the total contaminated rock incorporated in the dike
would be about 100 m3 .

With closer examination, however, it is clear that dike lengths and widths produced without a
full physical and volcanological analysis are suspect. A dike is only plausible if it remains above
its solidification temperature (solids less than about 55% for basalt) for a time sufficient to allow it
to flow into place. As discussed at length by several papers (Lister and Kerr 1991; Murphy and
Marsh 1989; Hubbert and Sparks 1989), the cooling and solidification of magma, hence the mobil-
ity of a given dike or conduit, is a function of the heat given up to the walls through crystallization
relative to the heat advected with the flow, or

S = S(wA) (6.7)

where S is the time available for flow, w is the width of the dike and A is a function of both the
crystallization heat of the magma and the form of the thermal boundary layer. In this fashion, S is
also a function of the thermal entry length (see above). Simply stated, the width and cooling time
of a dike or conduit are coupled and can not be specified without a clear statement of the thermal
and mechanical scales and dynamics of the problem.

It appears that this approach to modeling basaltic volcanism can be successful. However, a
more complete treatment is required that includes the effects of volcanism. Future modeling efforts
should include models more specific to Yucca Mountain problems. The conduit/dike emplacement
part of the problem can be approached using the code TEMPEST (Trent and Eyler 1989) developed
at PNL and modified at the University of Washington's Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
to model magmatic heat and mass transport. Eruptive column dynamics and dispersion should be
developed in a fashion similar to Wilson and Head (1981) and Stothers et al. (1986).

6.5 Basaltic Volcanism-Occurrence Model

The scope of FY 1991 work did not include a quantitative mode for the occurrence probability
of any volcanic scenarios. The generic Strombolian eruption probability derived by Crowe e al.
(1986) was used. Work was begun on a literature search in support of a conceptual model for
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Figure 6.2. Volcanic Dike Dimensions

Table 6.2. Dimensions of Various Basaltic Dikes

Location
Quemado, NM
Kilauea E. Rift
Pu'u O'o model
Koolau, HI
Mdkhtesh, Ramon Israel

Dike Width (m) Dike Leng (m)
0.15 - 6.0 1.5 - 1.0

1- 5 1.0 - 5.0
3.5 1.14

0.65 5 (est)
3 -0.2 1.5 - 2.0

Reference
Baldridge et al. (1989)
Dvorak et al. (1986)
Wilson and Head (1981)
Walker (1987)
Reches and Fink (1988)

eruptive probabilities. Anticipation of continued work in FY 1991 justified this modest effort. This
work is highly dependent upon SCP activities and data. Future work should critically examine
assumptions and conditions necessary for probability models and attempt to provide more physical
and petrological constraint to the estimates.

Modeling the occurrence probability of an eruption depends upon an estimate of a recurrence
interval for a well-defined volcanic event. Within this context, very few studies have defined the
occurrence probability of a particular dormant volcano with any statistical or practical degree of
rigor. The few success have been dependent upon empirical relationships based upon intense
observation or large data basest for example, Swanson et al. (1983) or-Swanson and Kienle
(1988). The occurrence probability of a new vent at a previously unperturbed location, like Yucca
Mountain, is much more difficult.
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The situation must be placed in perspective with hydrologically-based occurrence modeling
(for example, the probability of a water table excursion, the 100-year flood, and so forth) in which
the physics, chemistry, and geology of the problem are much further advanced. Also, volcanic
events are apparently nonrandom events (Somette et al. 1991). This would support physical
intuition that eruptive vigor is controlled by the thermal and petrologic structure of the crust (Marsh
1981; Murphy 1991). Studies such as Crowe (1980) and Crowe et al. (1983b, 1986) have been
highly instructive in identifying the SCP data needs for increased rigor. Ho (1991) pointed out
several problems, primarily related to the inconsistent assumption of a constant magma flux term
and the noncorrelation of magma production rate with volcanic event rate. Although Ho (1991)
raises a number of interesting points, he still assumes a known probability of the volcanic event
(Strombolian eruption, sill emplacement, etc.) over time and space. This depends upon an
understanding of the thermal and mechanical dynamics implicit in the scenario and can not be
assumed a priori or extracted from field data. Sheridan (1990) has also developed a stochastic,
volcanic-hazard model for Yucca Mountain that has some capacity for spatial bias and is dependent
upon the existing Quaternary record.

Although all of these models are excellent tools for exploring the spatial aspects of the
Quaternary record, none is predictive. There is a fundamental problem in these approaches to
spatial bias in the rock record. It is necessary to make deterministic assumptions about the controls
for volcanism if the spatial bias is considered in the problem. In other words, there must be a
mechanical or thermal rationale for the grouping of events in space and in time and extending such
an assumption into the future. In a well-constrained system, such as the east rift zone of Kilauea,
Hawaii, such a rationale exists to a high degree of verification. Eruptions of the last 20 years have
been extremely restricted in space and correlate nicely with a well-studied "master" conduit (Ryan
et al. 1981). At dormant-to-extinct centers, it is common to find a loose spatial correlation between
vents and deep structural lineaments, for example the South Sister volcano, Oregon (Scott 1987).
This hypothesis was confirmed through deep-drilling at the Inyo crater chain in eastern California
(Eichelberger et al. 1988). In other cases, such as the Zuni-Bandera field of western New Mexico
(Laughlin et al. 1982) or the Pinacate Volcanic field of Sonora, Mexico (Lynch and Gutmann
1987), the spatial bias is weak to missing, and a causal phenomenon has not been tectonically
characterized. Without this geophysical basis, any quantitative projection of spatial variance in a
given volcanic field is unwarranted. The cited studies at Yucca Mountain are clearly illustrative;
given more SCP data and a better volcanological and physical foundation, such models may be
useful to performance assessment.

The causal relationship between the magmatic input rate and the rate of volcanism has been
discussed at length in a series of articles by Marsh (1984, 1981). The probability of eruption for a
given magma body hinges on two conditions: 1) the magma must be available (PM) and 2) the
magma must be physically capable of erupting, given an appropriate volcanic scenario (PE). The
probability of eruption (PE) is a product of the probability (PR) that a magma is Theologically
capable of flowing from the conduit or reservoir to the surface (or catastrophically disrupting in an
explosive eruption) and the probability (Pr) that the magma body is at a temperature above this
rheological barrier with respect over the time of interest In other words, PE (= PR PT) represents
the probability of an available melt erupting before it freezes.

The formal application of these ideas to occurrence probabilities has not been worked out;
however, certain physical implications are intuitive. The Theological probability depends upon the
shear stress and the strain rate of the given eruptive scenario through viscosity, the semi-solid
viscosity of the magma as it approaches stagnation. The viscosity is dependent on the
crystallization process and fluid dynamics of the system as outlined in Section 2.0. It is well
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established that the limit for fluid behavior is about 55% for basaltic lava on the surface (Shaw et
al. 1968; Marsh 1981; McBirney and Murase 1984), however, other studies demonstrate (Murphy
and Marsh 1987; Brandeis and Marsh 1989) that for conduit flow, convection and other particular
mechanisms, the rheological limit may be much lower (<20%). Furthermore, it is likely that the

K> converse of this theory can be applied in explosive volcanism; in this case, the Theological limit
defines a viscosity (and deformation rate) required for magma to be disrupted and expelled, or a
strain rate in excess of the tensile strength of the magma (Dingwell and Webb 1989). In summary,
the probability that a given magma batch will erupt as a dike or freeze in place is a direct function of
its petrological and physical systematics.

The rheological probability is also dependent upon the thermal history of the region.
Modeling of multiple intrusive events (Hardee 1982) indicates that individual magma bodies can
remain above the Theological limit longer if they traverse "warmed" crust. Thus, the initial magma
emplaced in a given region loses more heat to the crust and is less likely to erupt than subsequent
bodies, if the regional thermal perturbation is not dissipated. Furthermore, subsequent magmatic
episodes will require a lower total flux to stay viable. The upper crust becomes more insulating
over time due to the high thermal gradient and the naturally high thermal inertia of upper crustal
wall rock.

This has enormous bearing on Yucca Mountain volcanic risk assessments, for example, the
polycyclic volcanism question (Crowe et al. 1989; Wells et al. 1990). If individual cones are
composed of multiple, temporally discrete pulses of magma, then a nonrandom distribution is
strongly suggested and some precondition is limiting melts to existing surface features. In fact, if
this hypothesis is true, the 103 to 105 year probability of occurrence for the existing cones must
approach 1, and everything else, including Yucca Mountain, is essentially zero! The thermal
consequences of polycyclic volcanism are even more profound, requiring that each magma batch
must independently overcome the large thermal contrast with the cold crust to avoid solidifying at
depth.

If polycyclic behavior is demonstrated in the Yucca Mountain region, some geologic,
mechanical and/or thermal hypothesis is necessary in order to relate magmatic transport to the field
evidence. Without this information or a simplistic view of the problem, estimates for recurrence
probabilities or repose times at Crater Flats (Crowe et al. 1986) in the current study reduces these
results to a limiting case. In general, no quantitative occurrence probability is tenable without
establishing the relationship between petrologic, geomorphic, and structural data and geophysical
theory. Only in this fashion can predictive volcanology be inferred from the regional geologic
data.

6.6 Results

The analysis of the volcanic disruption scenario attempted to estimate the amount of each
radionuclide that reached the accessible environment (ground surface) as a function of the volcanic
event. Modeling links to the source-term model described in Section 3.0 and to the mass transport
models described in Section 4.0 were required to accomplish this goal. A new analysis code
named HUMAN was developed to automate the volcanism and human-intrusion analyses.
Documentation of this code is in preparation.
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6.6.1 Modeling Link for Volcanic Extrusions

Each volcanic dike intrusion was assumed to penetrate from deep below the potential
repository to the ground surface. Dimensions of the dike are taken from the random set of dike
widths and lengths described in Section 6.4. Releases to the surface for each dike depend on the
time of the occurrence, the mass transport in the mountain that has occurred prior to the dike
intrusion, and also on waste container inventory.

The dike is assumed to entrain rock at or below the potential repository horizon and transport
that rock to the ground surface. The amount of nuclides removed with the rock entrainment
depends on the amount of transport that has taken place from the potential repository at the time of
the intrusion, and the inventory of a waste container if a direct or near hit occurs. The computer
runs for far-field transport in the unsaturated zone described in Section 4.0 were used to estimate
radionuclide concentrations in the mountain as a function of time. Random dike intrusion times
were selected, and then an exhumed radionuclide inventory was calculated assuming the dike
vertically penetrates the unsaturated zone.

This modeling link leads to loosely coupled processes. Ihe concentration as a function of
time is coupled to the far-field mass transport. However, the far-field transport was not modified
to account for thermal or hydrological changes from the volcanic event. Thermal changes are
assumed to die away quickly and have little impact on mountain-scale water mass-balance
calculations. The impact of ignoring hydrological changes caused by the dike emplacement is
unknown. Quite likely the dike will become highly fractured as it cools. If that happens, it may
have hydrologic properties that are little different from some of the current rock layers in the
mountain.

6.6.2 Cumulative Complementary Distribution Function for the Volcanic
Scenario

The conditional CCDF for the basaltic dike intrusion scenario is given in Figure 6.3. Each
dike was assumed to entrain 0.058% of the host rock in the volume of the dike between the
potential repository level and the ground surface.

In addition to entraining contaminated rock, there were some combinations of model
parameters where the contents of one or more waste containers could be entrained in the magma
and expelled on the surface. The amount of waste entrained and released to the ground surface for
each individual dike, Ri, was calculated with the following formula:

Ri=l1(t) DiNcSdF(t) (6.7)

where 11(t) = the inventory of a single container as a function of time

D = a random indicator (0 or 1) denoting whether a waste emplacement drift is
intercepted by a dike

N = number of waste containers in the drift

Sd = scaling factor for N,, and

F(t) = failure factor for waste containers.
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Figure 6.3 Conditional Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function for Basaltic Dike
Intrusions

The container inventory was computed in the AREST code as a function of the time since the
waste was emplaced using the Bateman equations to model chain decay. The probability of a dike
intersecting a drift was set to 0.25. The number of waste containers in a drift was set to 40. The
spread factor, Sd, in the drift was modeled as a random uniform (0,1) value. The product of NC
and Sd modeled the number of waste containers that would physically be contacted by the basalt in
the dike. Finally, the failure factor was selected as the function that has the value 0 before 2000
years, the value 1 after 10,000 years and the linear slope 1/8000 between 0 and 1 for times
between 2000 and 10,000. This failure fraction indicates that the waste container has enough
structural integrity that waste is not entrained in the first 2000 years of repository performance.
Between 2000 and 10,000 years successively more containers are compromised to such a degree
that they offer no barrier to entrainment of waste by the volcanic dike.

The container inventory was computed in the AREST code as a function of the time since the
waste was emplaced using the Bateman equations to model chain decay. The probability of a dike
intersecting a drift was set to 0.25. The number of waste containers in a drift was set to 40. The
spread factor, Sd, in the drift was modeled as a random uniform (0,l) value. The product of Nc
and Sd modeled the number of waste containers that would physically be contacted by the basalt in
the dike. Finally, the failure factor was selected as the function that has the value 0 before 2000
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years, the value 1 after 10,000 years and the linear slope 1/8000 between 0 and 1 for times
between 2000 and 10,000. This failure fraction indicates that the waste container has enough
structural integrity that waste is not entrained in the first 2000 years of repository performance.
Between 2000 and 10,000 years successively more containers are compromised to such a degree
that they offer no barrier to entrainment of waste by the volcanic dike.

Given the above assumptions, the amount of material moved to the ground surface by a
volcanic intrusion can exceed the limits established by the EPA. This study addressed releases
from 10 nuclides that represent about 10% of the inventory of the potential repository (expressed in
terms of the EPA limit). If all of the nuclides in the potential repository were considered, the upper
tail of this plot would move up about another order of magnitude. Different curves could be
obtained by varying the form of the expression for Ri.
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7.0 Tectonic Disruption Model

The objective of the tectonics task was to develop a preliminary method to incorporate tectonic
process information into total-system models. The approach involved two steps. First, a brief
literature survey was conducted to identify tectonic processes potentially affecting the cumulative
release of radionuclides to the accessible environment at Yucca Mountain. Second, a representative
tectonic model was coupled with the total-system model to examine the impacts of the scenario.
Modeling on this disruptive scenario is not as advanced as the modeling for other disruptive
scenarios because PNL was not directed to include tectonic processes in this analysis until a
majority of the scheduled time for the analysis had already elapsed.

7.1 Identification of Several Initiating Events

The purpose of this task was not to develop a new description of potentially active tectonic
processes at Yucca Mountain; rather, it was to find ways to incorporate models of tectonic
processes into a total-systems analysis. To adequately assess the potential for tectonic activity to
adversely affect repository performance, an extensive knowledge is required of at least the
following topics:

* history of faulting in the area

* potential movement of primary and secondary faults

* shear stress and rock strengths

* extensional or compression stresses

* potential vibratory ground motion, and

* rock permeability and potential for induced groundwater movement.

Based on a quick review of published literature (McGuire et al. 1991; Kana et al. 1991;
Blume 1987; Dockery 1984), at least three tectonic processes were considered to have a potential
for perturbing the repository system enough to increase the cumulative release of radionuclides to
the accessible environment These processes are:

* early failure of waste containers due to primary or secondary faulting through the repository
horizon

* changes in rock permeability due to faulting sufficient to enhance movement of groundwater,
and

* rise in the water table caused by earthquake stresses.
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7.2 Choice of Representative Initiating Events

Because of the limited scope of this study, a single initiating event was chosen. As discussed
below, the authors considered several events and chose the event deemed most likely to have the
greatest adverse impact on repository performance.

The first process considered for modeling was that of early failure of waste containers due to
primary or secondary faulting through the repository horizon. This process was not chosen for
inclusion in this analysis. The waste containers in this analysis were already assumed to fail in the
range 300-1000 years. Some of the reasons for this exclusion are:

* Failure of waste containers earlier than 300 years would not add significant transport time in
the context of modeling 10,000 years of transport.

* Liquid-phase release of nuclides from the waste package are assumed to begin after the waste
container's surface temperature has cooled below the boiling point. The time when this
occurs is already in the range of 300 to 1000 years. One of the assumptions made in the
waste package analysis was that release could not occur until the package had cooled, even if
it was assumed to have failed earlier.

Potential impacts on the cumulative releases for this event appear limited to the potential for an
earlier start on gas-phase releases. This assessment is highly dependent on the assumption that
waste packages start failing after 300 years.

The second process considered for modeling was that of changes in rock permeability due to
faulting sufficient to enhance movement of groundwater. This process was not chosen for
inclusion in this analysis. Some of the reasons for this decision are:

* Some of the rock layers in the transport model are already considered to be highly fractured.

* The Ghost Dance fault was explicitly incorporated as an offset and a fracture zone in the
unsaturated zone conceptual model. It was not felt that including an additional fracture zone
in the model would yield qualitatively new information.

Potential impacts on the cumulative releases for this event appear limited with respect to the liquid-
phase movement of radionuclides. However, movement of gas-phase 14C could be significantly
altered if a high permeability fracture zone were to be opened between the repository horizon and
the ground surface.

The third initiating event considered was a rise in the water table due to earthquake stresses.
An earthquake caused by normal faulting relieves tensional stresses, leading to compression of the
rock pore space. The mechanism by which the occurrence of an earthquake may induce changes in
the water table are described in detail in McGuire et al. (1991). The following model is taken from
chapter three of McGuire et al. The increase in the elevation of the water table as the result of the
static stress drop associated with an earthquake can be expressed by the relationship

AW(m) =A(m) sin () cos (0) H(m) CRM l08 (7.1)

where
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WT(m) = change in the water table elevation for a magnitude m earthquake (m)

A(m) = static stress drop (bars)

0 = fault dip

H(m) = vertical extent of faulting (km)

CRm = compressibility of the gross rock mass including joints and faults (1/Pa)

The probability that coseismic water table changes will exceed a specified level, z, during a time
period T can be evaluated using the standard formulation for probabilistic seismic hazard analysis,
namely

P(AWT > z) = 1.0 - exp(-v(z) T) (7.2)

where v(z) is the rate at which the coseismic water table elevation exceeds z and is given by the
expression

V(z) = an(m) f (m) P(AWT > zmCRM) dm (7.3)
nX

where an(m 0) is the frequency of earthquakes on fault n with magnitudes greater than a minimum
magnitude of interest (mo) and f(m) is a density function describing the relative frequency of
various magnitude earthquakes. Equation (7.3) is based on data from Doser and Smith (1989),
who further assumed that the stress drop for a given magnitude earthquake is lognormally
distributed. This equation was used to compute the probability of various levels of coseismic
water table changes for several values of CRM. The results of these calculations are given in Figure
7.1.

7.3 Coupling of Tectonic and Transport Models

Analysis of the impact of tectonic disruptions was accomplished by modifying the hydrology
and mass-transport models of the unsaturated zone discussed in Section 4.2. The modification
was based on the assumption that the water table could rise as much as 100 m, as indicated in
Figure 7.1. Assumptions behind the model modifications included the following:

* Water table rise was assumed to occur immediately after repository closure.

* The water table rise was assumed to be permanent.
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7.4 Cumulative Release Consequences

Transport analyses for this scenario were carried out using the SUMO code (see Section 4.2).
The material properties for the analysis were the same as described in Section 4.0. The first
analysis performed assumed a water table rise of 100 m. This height of water table rise
corresponds to an exceedance probability on the order of 10-3. Based on the highest groundwater
infiltration rate run by PNL of 0.05 mm/yr (this low infiltration PNL staff was able to model in
two dimensions: refer to Section 4.2), no significant quantities of radionuclides reached the water
table in the first 10,000 years after repository closure. Therefore, this analysis, for recharge rates
less than 0.05 mm/yr, indicated no impact on performance from the coseismic water table rise.
This tectonic scenario is based on a compression of pore space, which is considered to lead to a
permanently elevated water table, though the model used actually addresses a transient rise in the
water table. The permanent rise was assumed because such a rise would have a greater adverse
impact on the performance of the potential repository.

This analysis does not prove that tectonic events would cause no impact on repository
performance in the first 10,000 years. However, it does demonstrate one method for coupling
information from a tectonic process model into a total-system analysis. Changes could be made to
the modeling assumptions that would lead to a significant impact from this scenario. For example,
a higher groundwater infiltration rate could shorten nuclide transit times in the unsaturated zone
enough that some release to the water table, and on to the accessible environment, would occur.
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Definitive analyses cannot be performed until site-specific data have been collected in the site-
characterization process.
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8.0 Human-Intrusion Model

The latest working draft of the EPA standard requires that analysis of the impacts of human
activities be included in performance estimates for a repository. Nonbinding guidance from the
EPA on the scope of analysis that should be considered for human-intrusion activities is given in
Appendix B of 40 CFR 191.

8.1 Assumptions

In this study, the analysis of human-intrusion examined possible consequences of drilling
through the repository horizon. All of the drilling cases analyzed considered exploratory drilling
for minerals or water. No excavation or mining operations were considered. AU drill holes were
assumed to have a 30-cm diameter and holes could extend as far as 760 m below the ground
surface. The drill holes were assumed to have no impact on the hydrology of the mountain. The
intrusion pathways considered are outlined in Table 8.1.

The occurrence of drilling events was modeled as a homogeneous Poisson process (Hoel et
al.' 1972, p. 96). The rate parameter for the Poisson process was'set to 3 holes per km2 per
10,000 years. This is the suggested maximum rate in 40 CFR 191, Appendix B, for a repository
located in rock formations that are not sedimentary in origin. 'This choice of rate parameter, when
coupled with the repository area of 5.6 km2, leads to an expected 17 holes (statistical expectation)
penetrating the repository horizon during the first 10,000 yr of repository performance. Also, the
probability of a single drilling event hitting a waste container is about 0.00185. This is based on a
geometry argument where the drill hole diameter is 30 cm and the vertically emplaced waste
container has a diameter of 66 cm. Waste container spacing was assumed to be uniform in the
5.6 km2 area of the potential repository.

A detailed analysis was not conducted to choose a drilling rate specific to Yucca Mountain.
The suggested drilling rate may be high if the purpose for drilling is to extract groundwater. The
ground surface at the repository location is much higher above the water table than many locations
within a few kilometers. Also, there are no known deposits of natural resources of economic
significance at Yucca Mountain.

Table 8.1. Human-Intrusion Pathways

Intrusion Mechanism Release Pathway
Drilling event misses all waste Release of contaminated drill cuttings to the surface
containers, intersects contaminated rock

Drilling event hits a single waste 1. Release of contaminated drill cuttings to the surface
container

2. Release of contaminated drill cuttings to the surface
and injection of waste into the tuff aquifer

3. Release of contaminated drill cuttings to the surface
and injection of waste into the carbonate aquifer
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For an exploratory drilling rate of 3 holes per km2 per 10,000 yr, simulations of the
repository performance for 10,000 yr should always consider multiple drilling events. Thus,
questions about modeling human-intrusion deal with drill hole size and location, and drilling
technology, instead of whether or not drilling is going to occur.

8.2 Link to Transport Modeling

The analysis of drilling events attempted to estimate the amount of each radionuclide that
reached the accessible environment as a function of the drilling event. Modeling links to the source
term model described in Section 3.0 and to the water and mass-transport models described in
Sections 4.0 and 5.0 were required to accomplish this goal.

A new analysis code named HUMAN was developed to automate the human-intrusion
analyses. Documentation on this code is in preparation. Many of the functions of this code are
described in this section.

8.2.1 Modeling Link for Exhumed Drill Cuttings

Each drilling event was assumed to penetrate from the ground surface to at least the repository
horizon and to exhume a rock column of diameter equal to the drill string diameter (30 cm). Some
holes were assumed to penetrate to the saturated tuff aquifer approximately 150 m below the
repository. Other holes were assumed to extend approximately another 500 m below the top of the
tuff aquifer and to intercept the carbonate aquifer.

The liquid-phase mass transport model described in Section 4.2 was used to output the
activity, expressed in Curies (Ci), of each radionuclide throughout the two-dimensional modeling
domain for many different times. The modeling domain for the liquid-phase mass transport
extended vertically from just above the repository horizon to the water table. Once a drilling time
and location were chosen, this field of radionuclide activities was used in HUMAN to estimate the
amount of contamination in the exhumed column of drill cuttings. A important assumption is made
in that the drilling event does not perturb the steady-state flow field used in the mass transport
simulations.

Drilling locations were chosen randomly along the horizontal dimension of the two-
dimensional domain of the liquid-phase model. Each location had an equal probability of being
chosen. Linear interpolation was used to calculate radionuclide inventories and activities for
drilling times between the archived times of source term inventories and radionuclide concentration
in vadose-zone water.

8.2.2 Modeling Link for Drilling Event Intercepting a Waste Container

Drilling events were assumed to occur where the drill string could intercept one or more waste
containers and transport the waste contained within the container. Three possible transport
pathways were assumed: 1) exhumation of the container waste to the surface, 2) injection of the
container waste into the tuff aquifer, and 3) injection of the container waste into the carbonate
aquifer.

For each of the container-interception cases the inventory of the waste container is required as
a function of time. The method for obtaining the inventory was to use the AREST code to compute
the inventory as a function of time for an intact waste container. The AREST code uses an
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implementation of the Bateman equations to track radionuclide decay chains as a function of time
resulting from the initial inventory of the waste container.

8.2.2.1 Exhumed Waste Container

The modeling link for exhumed container waste was to simply count the inventory of the
waste container in the cumulative release limit. The inventory released was calculated as the
product of the time-varying inventory of an intact waste container and a uniform random variable
on the interval [0,1]. The uniform multiplier was used to mimic the cases where a drill string
intercepted the waste container but did not mobilize the entire contents of the waste container. This
assumption on inventory would tend to overestimate the inventory of a waste container that had
already failed due to some corrosion or stress inducing process and subsequently had the inventory
reduced by the quantity of waste transported into the adjacent rock.

8.2.2.2 Injection Into an Aquifer

The modeling link for container waste injected into an aquifer was to include a radionuclide
source in the saturated ground water model at the point of injection. The strength of the source
term was set equal to the time-varying inventory of an intact waste container. Injection was
assumed to occur by a compromise of the container integrity during the drilling event without
extracting the contents to the surface, which would allow the contents of the container to fall to the
bottom of the evacuated hole after the drill string is withdrawn. Once at the bottom of the hole, the
waste form would be immediately exposed to flowing ground water in an aquifer. This case is an
unrealistically high bounding case for deep injection of waste by exploratory drilling.

8.3 Results

Results for the human-intrusion analysis are presented in Figures 8.1 through 8.3. The
figures contain conditional CCDFs, i.e., they contain the CCDF for releases based on the
assumption that the case has occurred. Combination of the conditional CCDFs into a system
performance estimate is addressed in Section 9.0.

Figure 8.1 contains the CCDF for releases to the surface due to exhuming a contaminated
rock column in a drilling event. The releases from this case are very low when compared to the
EPA limit. The quantities varied to obtain the curve include drilling time (random with an expected
17 drill holes in each value on the curve) and ground water infiltration rate (limited to less than
0.05 mm/yr as discussed in Section 4.2) which affected both the source term release rate and the
ground-water transport calculations.

Figure 8.2 contains the CCDF for releases to the surface due to exhuming a contaminated
rock column and obtaining a direct hit on a waste container. The quantities varied to obtain this
curve include the fraction of a waste container that is exhumed in addition to the values discussed
for Figure 8.1. The fraction of a waste container that was exhumed was arbitrarily assigned a
uniform probability between 0 and 1. Note that this curve extends out to 0.1 on the horizontal
axis. The contents of the nuclides considered in this study in one waste container yields about 0.1
of the EPA limit. If all nuclides in the repository were considered, and a waste container holds
about 2 MTU, the inventory is about 1.0 of the EPA limit. Alternate container designs are under
consideration which would contain significantly more inventory than the container assumptions
used in this study. If the alternate design is implemented, this conditional curve could extend well
above the EPA limit.
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Figure 8.3 contains the conditional CCDF for releases caused by injection of a single waste
container into the carbonate aquifer. The quantities varied to obtain this curve include the saturated
zone hydraulic gradient, spatially correlated hydraulic conductivity fields, and radionuclide
sorption in addition to the values discussed for Figure 8.1. The releases in this curve are lowerK> than the releases to the surface from a direct hit on a waste container. The lower releases are due to
transport times and retardation in transport (see Section 5.0). For example, 26Sn, 243Am, and
237Np did not arrive at the accessible environment in any appreciable quantities in the 10,000 year
transport analysis.

A conditional CCDF for injection of a waste container into the tuff aquifer is not given here.
The ground-water travel times in the tuff aquifer computed for this analysis were long enough
(refer to Section 5.0) that there were no releases to the accessible environment through this
pathway.
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9.0 Cumulative Releases for the Total System

9.1 Definition of Accessible Environment

The EPA has established upper limits for the release of radionuclides to the accessible
environment as a function of repository inventory (Table 1 of 40 CFR 191). For the purposes of
this analysis the accessible environment was the ground surface in the vertical direction and an
irregular-shaped boundary (corresponding to the irregular boundary of the potential repository) 5-
km from the edge of the repository in the horizontal direction. The accessible environment at the 5-
km boundary does not necessarily coincide with the ground surface under these definitions because
the ground surface is a physical boundary whereas the 5-km distance is defined by regulations, not
geology or topography.

9.2 Combination of Scenarios

Release results from each scenario have been computed and displayed as conditional CCDFs.
The conditional CCDFs show repository system performance assuming that the individual scenario
has occurred. These individual scenarios must then be combined to form a total system
performance estimate. The pathway modeling combination for scenario combination is illustrated
in Figure 9.1. The effect of tectonism is ignored in Figure 9.1 because it did not cause any
releases different from the base-scenario in this analysis. Note that human-intrusion and volcanism
calculations are nested within the particular base-scenario run for which they were calculated.

Because five base-scenario simulations were attempted, at infiltrations of 0.0, 0.01, 0.05,
0. 1, and 0.5 mm/yr, we chose the probability of each base scenario (PBi) to be 0.2 for each release
scenario. The probability of human intrusion was 1, i.e., human-intrusion always occurred. The
movement of contaminants within a human-intrusion scenario was divided into: 1) the probability
PHO of extracting only a contaminated rock column, set to 0.99815, 2) the probability PH. of
extracting a rock column and bringing a waste container to the surface, set to 1.7575 x 10-3, 3) the
probability PH2 of extracting a rock column and injecting a waste container into the tuff aquifer, set
to 0 for this demonstration because no nonzero releases were computed, and 4) the probability PH3
of extracting a rock column and injecting a waste container into the carbonate aquifer, set to
9.25 x 10-5. The probability of a single drilling event intercepting a waste container was chosen to
be 0.00185 using the geometry argument described in Section 8.1. The probability PHI was set to
95% of this value and PH3 was set to 5% of this value. The probability of volcanism occurring
(Pv) was set to 1.0 x 10-4. The value for Pv was chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but is in the range
of values suggested in the literature (see Section 6.5).

9.3 Total System Performance

Total system performance expressed as a CCDF of normalized releases is given in Figure 9.2.
The different shapes on the CCDF can be attributed to the different scenarios being modeled. The
first drop on the CCDF is from the human-intrusion scenario, which always occurs, but has low
consequence. The flat portion on the curve is from gas-phase release of 14C for one of the five
base-scenario infiltration rates. The next hump on the curve is from human-intrusion where
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Figure 9.1. Combination of Conditional Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions

exploratory drilling intersects a waste container. The final tail on the curve is from a volcanism
scenario which releases more material, but at a low probability. The EPA limits are shown as the
heavy lines and shaded region in the upper right corner of the plot.

The 10 nuclides run in this analysis only account for about 10% of the repository inventory
expressed in terms of the allowable release by the EPA. Consideration of all nuclides would
change this curve. First, the human-intrusion and volcanism portions of the curve would move
about one order of magnitude larger on the consequence axis. Second, the base-scenario portion
of the curve would not change. The base-scenario releases are all due to gas-phase movement of
14C, and the entire inventory of 14C was released in this analysis.

The scenarios modeled here are not exhaustive of all possible scenarios that will have to be
considered for licensing. However, they were selected because they are believed to contribute
among the largest releases of any scenarios to be considered. Definitive site data are still required
to reach conclusions on performance that will be valid in a licensing process. After considering the
analysis done for this report, the authors conclude that there is no reason to not continue site
characterization of Yucca Mountain as a potential site for a high-level nuclear waste repository.
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10.0 Dose Modeling Description and Results

Pacific Northwest Laboratory has produced dose estimates for several exposure scenarios
using both PNL and SNL estimates of radionuclide releases to the accessible environment. In light
of proposed changes to 40 CFR Part 191 in EPA's Working Draft 4 (February 3, 1992), it is
crucial for the DOE to be able to estimate doses for the potential repository at Yucca Mountain.

The careful, systematic choice of release and exposure scenarios is very important in a
definitive analysis of the risk of the potential repository. The dose scenarios modeled in this total-
systems exercise did not receive the careful consideration that a definitive assessment would
require. Instead, the dose scenarios chosen here analyze the output of transport models intended
primarily for assessing the cumulative release of radionuclides over a 10,000-year period. The
exposure scenarios run here are based on work done at the Hanford Site in Washington (Aaberg
and Kennedy 1990) and are not necessarily feasible in the dry environment of Yucca Mountain.

The release rates from the engineered barrier system for the PNL simulations were calculated
using the AREST code (Liebetrau et al. 1987). The runs performed by SNL were based on a
simple release rate model developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Pacific
Northwest Laboratory modeled transport through the geologic media using both the MSTS code
(White et al. 1991) and the transport module of the SUMO code (Eslinger et al. 1990). Sandia
National Laboratories modeled transport through the geologic media with the TOSPAC code
(Dudley et al. 1988). The results from these transport codes were summarized as a set of releases
(Ci/yr) at various times to define the release plume.

The exposure scenarios chosen for the dose calculations necessitated using two codes, SUMO
and GENII (Napier et al. 1988). SUMO's dose module was used to evaluate doses from
waterborne scenarios. GENII was used to evaluate doses that can be categorized as surface
contamination. The dose calculations estimate whole body doses expressed as effective dose
equivalent to a representative exposed individual. Doses are also reported by organ and nuclide. A

TV.-/ detailed listing of the components of the total dose calculated is provided by the codes for the 70-
year period that has the highest incremental dose.

The simple transport models used did not attempt to identify a maximum concentration and,
thereby, a maximum dose; rather, they addressed the cumulative amount of radionuclides released
to the accessible environment in 10,000 years. Therefore, the term "representative individual" is
used here instead of maximally exposed individual. For some of the cases, the exposure scenario
could end up being the scenario evaluated for a maximally exposed individual.

10.1 Regulatory Requirements for Dose Modeling

The dose modeling requirement for the 1985 version of 40 CFR Part 191 was limited to
consideration of individual doses during the first 1000 years of repository performance. In
addition, it applied to undisturbed repository performance only. Working Draft 4 of 40 CFR Part
191 considers implementing both individual and population dose limits. The individual dose limit
is again based on undisturbed performance of the repository system, but the time limit is extended
to 10,000 years after repository closure, with projection required to 100,000 years post-closure. A
limit of 25 mrem/yr is proposed, with a 4 mrem/yr limit on the drinking water pathway. The
population dose limit considers doses from disturbed repository performance in addition to releases
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from the undisturbed repository. The time period where doses must be computed extends for
10,000 years after repository closure, with projection required to 100,000 years post-closure. The
population dose limit is at or below 2.5 million person-rem at a 90% chance of occurrence, and at
or below 25 million person-rem at a 99.9% chance of occurrence.

The scenarios considered in this report fall into two classes: undisturbed performance (base )
scenario) and disruptive scenarios. The proposed individual protection values apply only to the
SNL releases discussed in Section 10.4.1.2. All other dose estimates apply only to computation of
the population dose criteria and should not be compared to the individual protection limit.

10.2 Description of the Dose Models

The dose models in SUMO and GENII are based on the approach given in ICRP 26 (1977)
and further modified through ICRP 30 and ICRP 40. Both SUMO and GENII calculate dose
increments for a 70-year period. The dose module of SUMO can handle sources of any duration.
Long-duration doses are calculated as the sum of consecutive 70-year doses. The GENII code
calculates dose for a single 70-year period. The 70-year period represents one human lifetime.
Both SUMO and GENII calculate internal dosimetry to a number of target organs. The whole
body dose is the sum of organ doses multiplied by organ weighting factors for the six whole body
organs defined in ICRP 26 (1977) and the five remaining organs (out of a set of 23 organs)
receiving the highest doses. The whole body organs and their weighting factors are given in Table
10. 1. The five remaining organs are weighted equally with factor 0.06. The models also calculate
external doses resulting from submersion in contaminated air and dermal contact with contaminated
soil. The doses reported here are lifetime effective dose equivalents computed as the sum of the
whole body internal dose and the external doses.

The dose module of SUMO currently handles only waterborne releases. Time-release pairs
are input from a hydrologic transport model in sets each spanning 10,010 years. The releases are
translated to a total number of curies released for each 70-year period in that 10,010-year segment.
From these total activity values, environmental concentrations are calculated. The first
concentration calculated is the population-weighted water concentration. This is used to calculate
soil and sediment concentrations. Further calculations are made to determine leaf concentrations,
concentrations in the edible part of plants, and animal product concentrations. The environmental
concentrations are combined with library parameters such as bioaccumulation factors and internal
dose factors, and doses are then estimated for the various exposure pathways.

10.3 Scenario Description

Scenarios for which doses were estimated include base-scenario (undisturbed repository
performance) and disruptive scenarios for both waterborne and surface contamination. The
waterborne scenarios include:

* failure of waste containers and subsequent dissolution and transport of the waste form under
undisturbed repository conditions

* injection of waste into a shallow aquifer from exploratory drilling

* injection of waste into a deep aquifer from exploratory drilling.

10.2
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Table 10.1. Whole Body Organ Weighting Factors

Organ Weighting Factor
Testes/Ovaries 0.25

K> 'Muscle 0.15
Blood Marrow 0.12
Lung and Lymph 0.12
Thyroid 0.03
Bone Surface 0.03

The surface contamination scenarios include:

* gaseous release of 14C to the ground surface

* exhumation of the contents of a waste container to the surface from exploratory drilling.

Doses are calculated for a representative exposed individual for each 70-year period. Several
exposure scenarios are assumed for the representative individual, depending on the transport
scenario considered.

10.3.1 Waterborne Exposure Scenarios

There are two exposure scenarios used for waterborne transport modeling. Both scenarios
place a receptor well 5 km down-gradient from the repository.

103.1.1 Farm Exposure Scenario

A farm scenario is used when there is enough ground water to support farming activities. The
individual is assumed to inhabit a 20,000 m2 farm on which contaminated irrigation water is used
to grow vegetables and water livestock. Assuming that irrigation is used for 6 months of the year
at a rate of 150 L/m2/mo, the farm scenario requires that at least 1.8 x 107 L/yr of water be
available to the well. The individual is assumed to consume 2 L of contaminated water per day
from the well. The farm also supports 100% of the individual's edible plant, beef, eggs, poultry
and milk intake. With the exception of meat intake, all values for consumption rates are taken from
the average individual column of Table F.6 of the Hanford Defense Waste Environmental Impact
Statement (DOE 1987). The consumption value for meat has been increased by 10 kg/yr to
estimate consumption of meats other than beef and pork. The consumption rates used for the
waterborne scenario farm exposure simulations are given in Table 10.2. The time spent outdoors
is assumed to be 4380 hours per year.

10.3.1.2 Drinking Water-Only Exposure Scenario

If there is no significant source of ground water, the exposure scenario is limited to drinking
2 liters of water per day. This scenario is denoted by "Drinking Water Only" in several tables in
this section.
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Table 10.2. Consumption Rates for Farm Products

Rate Unil

Leafy Vegetables 15 kg/yr
Other Vegetables 276 kg/yr
Eggs 20 kg/yr
Meat 80 kg/yr
Milk 230 L/yr
Poultry 8.5 kg/yr

10.3.2 Surface Contamination Exposure Scenarios

There are two types of exposure for surface contamination scenarios; release of gas-phase 14C
and exhumation of contaminated rock. For all surface contamination scenarios, the individual is
assumed to be located directly above the repository.

10.3.2.1 Driller Exposure Scenario

In the human-intrusion scenarios, a driller working at the site is exposed to inhalation of
drilling dust for 1 hour and to other external contamination for 40 hours. This individual has a 50-
year dose commitment (the continuing dose an individual receives for the remainder of their life
from residual radioactive materials in their body following a -yr exposure).

10.3.2.2 Garden Exposure Scenario

Another exposure scenario is for an individual who resides on contaminated soil for 70 years.
This individual is assumed to have a 2,500 m2 fruit and vegetable garden. The consumption rates
for this scenario are 25% of the maximum individual numbers from Table F.6 in the Hanford
Defense Waste Environmental Impact Statement (DOE 1987). The value for leafy vegetables is 7.4
kg/yr and the value for other vegetables is 160 kg/yr. No animal products are produced on the
contaminated homestead. The individual spends 2920 hours per year outdoors.

10.3.2.3 External-Only Exposure Scenario

The final surface-based exposure scenario is where the individual resides for 70 years on
contaminated soil, but the individual does not grow a garden. The individual is assumed to spend
2920 hours per year outdoors.

10.4 Results

The dose calculations were based on a source term consisting of release of ten nuclides. The
nuclides modeled were 14C, 79Se, 99Tc, 26Sn, 1291, 135Cs, 234U, 237Np, 239Pu, and 243Am.
The decay chains used by the dose model based on this set of parent nuclides is given in Table
10.3. The branching fraction for 26MSb to 126Sb is 0.14. All other branching fractions are 1.

The number of simulations run and the exposure scenarios used for each run are given by
transport scenario in Table 10.4. Results are presented for each of these runs. The waterborne
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Table 10.3. Radioactive Decay Chains and Half-Lives

Parent 1st Daughter 2nd Daughter
l26Sn (1.0 x 105 yr) 126Sb (19.0 min) 126Sb (12.4 d)

237Np (2.14 x 106 yr) 233Pa (27.0 d)
243Am (7.37 x 103 yr) 239Np (2.36 d) 239Pu (2.41 x 104 yr)

Table 10.4. Summary of Simulations for Which Doses Were Estimated

No. PNL Runs No. SNL Runs Exposure Scenario

Waterborne Base Scenario NR(a) 2 Drinking Water Only
I(b) - Tuff NR(a) 1 Drinking Water Only

HI(b) - Carbonate 12 1 Farm

Surface Base Scenario 3 6 Garden
HI(b) - Driller 20 0 External Only
HIb) - Post-Drilling 20 0 Garden

(a) NR - indicates that there was no release to the accessible environment for the scenario.
(b) HI - human-intrusion.

runs are presented first and the surface contamination runs follow. The waterborne runs expose an
individual to either drinking water only or to the farm scenario, depending on the volume of water
available to the well. The surface-based human-intrusion runs include exposure to a driller, a post-
drilling dweller with a garden, and a post-drilling dweller exposed only externally.

10.4.1 Waterborne Scenarios

For all of the waterborne transport scenarios run for these analyses, the flow rate in the
aquifer is a major contributor to the water concentration at the well. The water concentration is
inversely proportional to the volumetric flow in the aquifer. For both the tuff (denoted by TUF)
and carbonate (denoted by CAR) aquifers, a cross-sectional area 10000-m wide by 500-im deep
was used to calculate a mixing volume. Increasing the flow rate or mixing width or depth would
serve to dilute the radionuclide concentration in water, potentially by several orders of magnitude.
An assumption of a further dilution by a factor of 10 was made for withdrawal from a well. No
attempt was made to achieve consensus on appropriate values for the aquifer properties or
dimensions - this is an assumption that should be scrutinized carefully in future studies. The
values used for the flow parameters used by PNL and SNL for the two aquifers are given in Table
10.5.

10.4.1.1 Pacific Northwest Laboratory Results

The first waterborne scenario presented is a drilling-intrusion scenario modeled by PNL. The
scenario was assumed to inject a waste inventory equal to that of one waste container into the deep
carbonate aquifer. Pacific Northwest Laboratory ran ten stochastic simulations, a minimum
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Table 10.5. Aquifer Flow Parameters

TUF CAR
PNL SNL PNL SNL

Pore Velocity (m/yr) 0.0077 4.07 60.7 230
Porosity 0.24 0.175 0.05 0.05
Water Flux (m/yr) 0.00185 0.71 3.04 11.5

Table 10.6. Dose Summary for Pacific Northwest Laboratory Waterborne
Human-Intrusion Runs

Time of
Run ID Drill Time (yr) Maximum Dose (yr) Maximum Dose (mrem/yr)

RUN #1 2465.6 2940 1.09 x 10-4 to 1.09 x 10-l
RUN #2 146.8 4900 3.66 x 10-3 to 3.66 x 100
RUN#3 589.2 7140 1.09 x 10-2 to 1.09 x 10'
RUN #4 259.1 9870 3.66 x 10-3 to 3.66 x 100
RUN #5 1190.8 9940 1.14 x 10-5 to 1.14 x 10-2
RUN #6 8336.1 9870 3.20 x 10-3 to 3.20 x 100
RUN #7 3811.8 9870 1.31 x 10-3 to 1.31 x 100
RUN #8 128.5 9870 3.66 x 10-3 to 3.66 x 100
RUN #9 2615.6 9030 3.66 x 10-3 to 3.66 x 100
RUN #10 1308.0 8050 3.66 x 10-3 to 3.66 x 100
Min Flow 300.0 9940 0.00 x 100
Max Flow 300.0 4620 3.66 x 10-3 to 3.66 x 100

ground-water flow rate run, and a maximum ground-water flow rate run. Transport through the
hydrologic media and doses were modeled using the SUMO code. The simulations were run for
10,000 years. The time of the drilling event was varied randomly in the stochastic runs and was
set to 300 years for both the minimum and maximum flow rate runs. Table 10.6 summarizes the
results for the 12 human-intrusion runs. The dose is interpreted as the average dose rate (mrem/yr)
received by an individual during a 70-year period. The range in dose estimates is intended to
represent additional uncertainty in mixing volume and well-extraction dilution values.

For the ten stochastic runs and the maximum flow-rate run, the majority of the dose is
attributable to 237 Np. The primary exposure pathway was dose to the bone surface through
ingestion of terrestrial products. For the minimum flow-rate run, the dose was primarily from
99Tc and 1291 to the stomach through ingestion of contaminated drinking water. The ground-water
flow assumptions for the minimum flow-rate scenario reduced the capacity of the aquifer to a level
such that the exposure pathway was limited to drinking water only. Because the dose was
inconsequential for the minimum flow-rate run, detailed results are not presented here.

Detailed results by organ for the maximum flow-rate run (at the upper end of the dose estimate
range) are presented in Table 10.7. The organs that received the highest doses are the bone
surface, the red marrow, and the liver.
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Table 10.7. Dose by Organ for the Pacific Northwest Laboratory Maximum Flow-
Rate Drilling Intrusion

Organ Organ Dose (mrem/yr) Organ Weight Factor Dose After Weighting

Bone Surface 80.48 0.03 2.41
Red Marrow 6.896 0.12 0.827
Liver 3.621 0.06 0.217

Table 10.8. Dose by Pathway for the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory Maximum Flow-Rate Drilling Intrusion

Pathway Dose (rem/yr)

Other Vegetables 3.3634
Leafy Vegetables 0.1931
Meat 0.0680
Drinking Water 0.0223
Inhalation 0.0011

When the weighting factors for computing whole body dose were applied, 66% of the
3.66 mrem/yr dose was through the terrestrial ingestion pathway. For this reason, further runs
were made to determine the subpathway contributions more specifically. These results are
summarized in Table 10.8.

Summing over all organs, 92% of the 3.66 mrem/yr dose produced in this scenario is through
the vegetable ingestion pathway. This pathway has a consumption rate of 276 kg/yr, a yield of

e~/ 4 kg/m2, and a growing period of 90 days.

This scenario assumes that water in the aquifer is withdrawn to support the single farm. If
less water were available, then there would not be enough water to support the fanning
assumption, and doses would then have to be calculated on a drinking water-only scenario. In that
case, the doses would drop by about two orders of magnitude relative to the entries in Table 10.8.
It is the lower dose rate that would be compared to the drinking water standard applied by the EPA
in 40 CFR Part 191.

10.4.1.2 Sandia National Laboratories Results

Doses were computed for four SNL waterborne runs. Two of the runs were undisturbed
performance runs using different conceptual models to produce the release profile at the accessible
environment. The first run is referred to as TOS and was produced using the TOSPAC code. The
second is referred to as WEE and was produced using a Weeps model. The Weeps model assumes
ground-water flow in the unsaturated zone is predominantly through fractures which intercept a
small fraction of the repository's waste containers (and a small fraction of the repository
inventory).
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The remaining two SNL runs were human intrusion by drilling into the shallow aquifer in the
Calico Hills tuff and the deep carbonate aquifer. The shallow aquifer intrusion run is referred to as
TUF, and the deep aquifer intrusion run is referred to as CAR.

All SNL simulations were run for a 1-million-year time span. This time span is much longer
than required by EPA's regulations, but does examine the question whether there is a sudden large
risk from the repository just after the end of the 10,000-year regulatory period. Doses for the two
undisturbed performance runs and the tuff-intrusion run were calculated assuming SNL-provided
flow parameters for the tuff aquifer. The flow rates for this aquifer are low enough to restrict the
exposure scenario to drinking water only. Human intrusion into the deep carbonate aquifer was
calculated assuming SNL-provided flow parameters for the aquifer. The properties of this aquifer
allow all terrestrial pathways to be included in the simulation. Doses produced for the four SNL
runs are summarized in Table 10.9. The time of the maximum dose for the TOS and TUF runs is
well beyond the 10,000-year limit in the regulations. The maximum dose in the first 10,000 years
is near zero.

Detailed results for the upper end of the dose range are presented for the SNL waterborne case
referred to as TOS. The maximum dose occurred in the 70-year period beginning in year 53,410.
The individual residing in this time period would receive a dose rate of 0.43 mrem/yr over the
70 years. The nuclide 99Tc provided 74% of the dose, 25% was provided by 1291, and 1% was
provided in trace amounts of all the other nuclides. The organs that received the highest dose are
the thyroid, the upper and lower large intestines, and the stomach. Table 10.10 gives a breakdown
of dose to these organs by nuclide. Weighting factors for calculating whole body doses have not
been applied in Table 10.10. These factors are 0.03 for the thyroid, 0.06 for the upper and lower
large intestines, and 0.06 for the stomach.

The second SNL waterbome case is the WEE undisturbed performance scenario. The
maximum dose rate of 4.86 x 10-4 mrem/yr occurred in the 70-year period beginning at year
4,200. Nuclide and organ specific doses for this run are to the same organs from the same
nuclides as the TOS simulation. The difference in magnitude and time of maximum dose is due to
the difference in source between the two conceptual models. The radionuclide source term is much
smaller in this run than in the TOS run because only a small fraction of the waste containers were
assumed to encounter mobile ground water. Results for the WEE run are given in Table 10.11.

Over 90% of the dose in the two SNL drilling-intrusion simulations analyzed was contributed
by 237Np. The results for these two runs are presented in Table 10.12. As in the PNL drilling-
intrusion runs, the dominant organs are the bone surface, red marrow, and the liver. The organ
weighting factors have not been applied to the doses given in this table.

Recall that the TUF run provided only enough water for drinking water consumption, while
the water flow from the CAR run was sufficient to support a farm scenario. Typically, drinking
water contributes only a small fraction of the total dose for a farming scenario. Table 10.8 shows
that drinking water contributed less than 0.7% of the total dose for PNL's maximum flow-rate
human-intrusion case. The higher flow rate of the carbonate aquifer allowed rapid transport to the
accessible environment, with the maximum dose of 2.1 mrem/yr occurring in the 70-year period
beginning in year 700. The slower transport time in the tuff aquifer produced the maximum dose
of 8.0 x 10-3 mrem/yr in the 70-year period beginning in the year 24,360.
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Table 10.9. Dose Summary for Sandia National Laboratories Waterborne Runs

Time of
Run ID Maximum Dose (yr) Maximum Dose (mrem/yr) Exposure Scenario

TOS
WEE
TUF
CAR

53,410
4,200

24,360
700

4.3 x 10-4 to 4.3 x 10-1
4.9 x 10-7 to 4.9 x 10-4
8.0x 10-6 to 8.0x 10-3
2.1 x 10-3 to 2.1 x 100

Drinking Water Only
Drinking Water Only
Drinking Water Only

Faran

Table 10.10. Dose (mrem/yr) by Organ for Sandia National Laboratories TOS
Undisturbed Performance Run

Upper
Large Intestine

Lower
Large IntestineThyroid Stomach

99Tc 8.6 x 10-1
1291 3.7 x 100

2.2 x 10-1
2.2 x 10-4

5.7 x 10-1
2.1 x 10-4

1.8 x 100
3.4 x 10-4

Table 10.11. Dose (mrem/yr) by Organ for Sandia National Laboratories WEE
Undisturbed Performance Run

Thyroid

99Tc 9.7 x 10-4
1291 3.7 x 1(-3

Upper
Large Intestine

2.6 x 10-4
2.2 x 10-7

Lower
Large Intestine

6.9 x 10-4
2.1 x 10-7

Stomach

2.1 x 10-3
3.4 x 10-7

Table 10.12. 237Np Dose (mrem/yr) by Organ for Sandia National
Laboratories Human-Intrusion Runs

Bone Surface Red Marrow Liver

TUF
CAR

1.8 x 10-1
4.7 x 101

1.4 x 10-2
3.9 x 100

8.0 x 10-3
2.1 x 100

10.4.2 Surface Contamination Scenarios

The doses resulting from surface contamination were calculated by the GENTI code. The
GENII code calculates dose for a single 70-year lifetime. The 14C gas-phase releases to the
surface were calculated for both SNL and PNL. A garden exposure was used for this transport
scenario. The exposure scenario requires computation of an air concentration (CGm3) for 14C.
The calculation used the average annual wind speed at Yucca Mountain of 3.3 m/s (DOE 1988)
crossing the square root of the surface area of the repository (5.67 x 106 m2 [DOE 1988]) and a
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mixing depth. A total air volume (m 3/yr) was divided into the source (Ci/yr) to obtain the average
air concentration.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory also calculated doses for two human-intrusion-scenario cases.
Both cases are based on drilling resulting in a direct hit that brings the contents of one waste
container to the surface. Two fuel types, spent fuel and glass fuel, were considered. Exposure
scenarios are to a driller operating the equipment, which intrudes into the repository, and an
individual who establishes a homestead on the contaminated soil that remains after the drilling
intrusion.

10.4.2.1 Pacific Northwest Laboratory Results

Two dose runs were made for the 14C gas-phase scenario using PNL source-term
information. The MSTS code was used to generate a series of releases (C/yr) over time. Doses
were estimated for two 70-year periods: at 6500 years and at the maximum release rate observed in
the 10,000-year simulation. The average release was not estimated for these simulations.
Table 10.13 gives the source, dose, organ receiving maximum dose, and pathway of maximum
exposure for the PNL runs.

The ingestion pathways used for the garden scenario are vegetables and a small amount of
inadvertent soil ingestion. Because 14C is not retained in the soil, the soil ingestion dose is zero.
The pathways responsible for the dose in these simulations are vegetable and leafy vegetable
ingestion. If the exposed individual does not grow a garden, the doses for the two cases in the
table drop to 7.1 x 10-6 and 7.1 x 10-5 mrem/yr, respectively. Given the current arid climate, poor
soil, and small water supply, it is hard to visualize a scenario where an individual would grow a
garden on Yucca Mountain.

Ten runs were made for each of the two fuel types for each of the two exposure scenarios for
the PNL drilling intrusion, assuming a direct hit on a waste container. The stochastic variables
were drilling time and waste interception fraction. Table 10.14 summarizes the dose for both
exposure scenarios for ten stochastic runs for the spent fuel source.

The organ that received the maximum dose is the bone surface for all runs for both exposure
scenarios. The nuclide responsible for most of the dose is 243Am for the driller and 237Np for the
post-drilling dweller. The pathway of maximum exposure is soil ingestion for both the driller and
the post-drilling dweller. The driller has an exposure time of 40 hours, while the post-drilling
dweller has an exposure time of 70 years.

Table 10.15 gives the results for the drilling-intrusion case when the intercepted waste
container is assumed to contain a glass waste form. he difference in the doses to the driller and
the post-drilling dweller can be attributed to the difference in source for the two waste types.

The dose to an individual post-drilling dweller is very high, especially for the garden
scenario. The current proposed regulation does not impose a dose limit for an individual for this
scenario; rather the exposed individual contributes to the population dose limit. It is important to
better define the appropriate exposure scenarios to use in dose modeling for an arid site such as
Yucca Mountain. The high doses will only occur if it is feasible for an individual to be residing
and supporting a garden directly above or adjacent to the potential repository.
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Table 10.13. Pacific Northwest Laboratory 14C Gas-Phase Release Summary

Maximum
Organ Contribution

Maximum
Exposure PathwayTime (yr) Source (Ci/yr) Dose (nrenvyr)

6500.0 1.0 x 10-3
10000.0 1.0 x 10-2

Table 10.14. Pacifi
Sumn

8.5 x 10-5
8.5 x 10-4

Red Marrow
Red Marrow

Ingestion
Ingestion

ic Northwest Laboratory Direct-Hit Spent Fuel Drilling Intrusion
mary

Run No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Driller
Dose (nirem)

1.4 x 104
1.1 X 104
1.4 x 104
3.7 x 103
1.2 x 104
5.6 x 103
4.6 x 103
3.8 x 103
7.6 x 103
3.7 x 103

Post-Drilling Dose with
Garden (mreni/yr)

Post-Drilling External
Dose (mrem/yr)

2.71 x 105
2.71 x 105
2.57 x 105
8.29 x 104
2.57 x 105
1.29 x 105
7.71 x 104
6.86 x 104
1.20 x 105
9.71 x 104

3.29 x
2.86 x
3.14 x
9.14 x
3.00 x
1.40x
1.04x
8.86 x
1.71 x
8.80 x

104
104
104
103
104
104
104
104
104
103

Table 10.15. Pacific Northwest Laboratory Direct-Hit High-Level Waste Glass
Drilling Intrusion Summary

Run No.
Driller

Dose (mrem)
Post-Drilling Dose with

Garden (reni/yr)
Post-Drilling External

Dose (nren/yr)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3.5 x 102
6.8 x 102
1.7 x 102
6.6 x 102
8.0 x 102
3.9 x 102

2.2 x 102
3.3 x 102
3.1 x 102
3.8 x 102

1.71 x 104
3.43 x 104
9.86 x 103
2.71 x 104
3.71 x 104
1.57 x 104
1.06 104
1.43 x 104
1.71 x 104
2.00 x 104

3.29 x
6.43 x
1.33 x
7.43 x
8.00 x
4.43 x
2.14x
3.29 x
2.57 x
3.29 x

102
102
102
102
102
102
102

102
102
102
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10.4.2.2 Sandia National Laboratories Results

Gas-phase release of 14C was estimated by SNL for two conceptual models: the standard total
systems model and the Weeps model. Three times were chosen for estimating doses: the time of
first release, the time of maximum release, and the time that fell halfway between the two. Results
for the standard model are given in Table 10.16. The source term used, the organ receiving the
highest dose, and the dominant exposure pathway are included in the table.

Results for the Weeps model were also calculated for three times as described above. The
times of first release and maximum release are the same for the Weeps model as for the standard
model. Results for the Weeps model are given in Table 10.17. The affected organ and dominant
pathway are the same; the difference between the two models is the amount of 14C released to the
ground surface.

The garden exposure scenario was used for the six SNL 14C gas-phase release scenario runs.
Since 14C is not retained in the soil, soil ingestion is zero for the gas-phase runs. The pathways
that produced the doses for these runs are vegetable and leafy vegetable ingestion. If the exposed
individual does not grow a garden, the doses for the three times are reduced by about one order of
magnitude.

10.5 Comparision With The Waste Isolation Systems Panel Report

To benchmark the long-term dosimetry code used in the SUMO model, SUMO was used to
calculate doses comparable to the doses presented in the Waste Isolation Systems Panel (WISP)
report (NAS 1983). The scenario used in the WISP report included terrestrial and aquatic
ingestion. Not all of the terrestrial ingestion pathways used in the WISP report are available in
SUMO, but adjustments were made to simulate consumption quantities as nearly as possible. The
source used is 1 Ci/yr of each radionuclide released into a volumetric flow of I m3/yr. The results
of both the WISP report and SUMO are presented in Table 10.18.

The WISP doses were based on a PABLM run done by B. A. Napier at PNL PABLM
dosimetry is based on ICRP 2 (1959). The WISP report updated the dose factors for the nuclides
2lOPb, 226Ra, and 237Np to bring them up to ICRP 30 (1979) values. The WISP doses presented
in Table 10.18 were then calculated. The dosimetry incorporated in SUMO is based on ICRP 40
(1984). ICRP 30 dose factors for the WISP report were calculated using a 50-year integral and a
single intake. SUMO uses a 70-year integral and continuous intake.

The 14C model underwent major changes between the WISP and SUMO dose calculations.
Another modeling change is that SUMO incorporates a soil removal mechanism that is not included
in PABLM. This tends to lower the SUMO doses, especially for long-lived nuclides. The 99Tc
dose factor varies by approximately an order of magnitude between the two models.

The dose model prescribed in Working Draft 4 of 40 CFR Part 191 is based on ICRP 60
(1991). ICRP 60 has several changes from ICRP 40 although the major concepts of calculating
the effective dose equivalent have been retained. Therefore, the dose estimates presented here
would be altered slightly if the ICRP 60 model were applied.
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Table 10.16. Sandia National Laboratories 14C Gas-Phase Release Summary

Maximum
Time (yr) Source (Ci/yr) Dose (mremyr) Organ Contribution

Maximum
Exposure Pathway

350.0
1950.0
3550.0

2.11 x 10-4
6.15 x 10-1
1.42 x 100

1.8 x 10-5
5.20 x 10-2
1.20 x 10-1

Red Marrow
Red Marrow
Red Marrow

Ingestion
Ingestion
Ingestion

Table 10.17. Sandia National Laboratories 14C Gas-Phase Weeps Model Release Summary

Maximum
Time (r) Source (Ci/yr) Dose (mrem/yr) Organ Contribution

Maximum
Exposure Pathway

350.0
1950.0
3550.0

8.31 x 10-8
2.42 x 10-4
5.59 x 10-4

7.30 x 10-9
2.10 x 10-5
5.00 x 10-5

Red Marrow
Red Marrow
Red Marrow

Ingestion
Ingestion
Ingestion

Table 10.18. Comparison of SUMO and Waste Isolation Systems Panel Dose Results (Sv/yr
per unit Bq/m3)

Radionuclidt

14C
79Se
99Tc
1 26Sn
1291
135 Cs
234U
237Np
239PU
243Am

WLSPQDose

9.21 x 10-7
1.60 x 10-7

7.03 x 10-10
2.77 x 10-8
2.04 x 10-8
5.26 x 10-8
3.80 x 10-8
1.29 x 10-5
9.80 x 10-9
1.23 x 10-7

SUMO Dose

1.04 x 10-7
4.25 x 10-7
1.23 x 10-8
5.79 x 10-7
3.13 x 10-7
2.89 x 10-7
1.97 x 10-8
5.02 x 10-5
5.40 x 10-8
2.20 x 10-6

' 0.11
2.66
0.18
2.09
1.53
0.55
0.52
3.89
0.55
1.79

10.6 Discussion and Conclusions

One purpose of these calculations was to demonstration a dose modeling capability for DOE
YMPO. The current work demonstrates that capability. Further work is required to update the
current model to incorporate the changes in ICRP 60. These changes are minor and can be
accommodated within the structure of the current computer codes.

Doses can be calculated for the base-scenario releases and most disruptive scenarios using the
current models. Extensive work will be required to address dose calculations if a volcanism-
intrusion scenario is modeled that yields airborne particulates.
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A significant amount of work needs to be done to determine the feasibility of the scenarios for
which doses should be estimated, particularly the waterborne scenarios. It is questionable whether
enough ground water could be obtained at an arid site, such as Yucca Mountain, to support
habitation or farming activities. Also, pumping a significant portion of the aquifer's water from a
well or small number of wells would cause variations in regional ground-water flow that are not
addressed here.

A major issue in the proposed revisions to 40 CFR Part 191 is consideration of a dose-based
limit (based on the model in ICRP 60). Much work must go into an agreement on the parameters
required for dose calculations. Estimates have been made in these simulations for both disturbed
and undisturbed performance, while current (vacated) EPA regulations address dose modeling for
undisturbed performance only. Also, the scenarios for exposure to surface contamination modeled
here ignore any type of controlled zone around the repository. The waterbome scenarios provide
for releases at the currently defined 5-km boundary. Other dose modeling issues that should be
standardized are specific population and lifestyle questions including acceptable dietary parameters.

This preliminary analysis does not provide any strong evidence that the site will not be
suitable for storage of high-level nuclear waste. As expected, some dose estimates given here are
high enough to be of regulatory concern. However, these dose estimates are highly dependent
upon aquifer properties that have not yet been measured accurately.

The least desirable situation for computing individual doses from drinking water is a well that
provides just enough water for a garden or small farm, but its draw-down cone of depression
extends laterally by hundreds or thousands-of meters. In this case, much of the contaminated
water from the repository would be withdrawn from a single well, thereby yielding high doses.
Some pump tests in progress (as yet unpublished) indicate that the transmissivity of the tuff aquifer
may be several orders of magnitude higher than that assumed in the transport section of this report.
If this early result is substantiated, dose estimates will be on the low end of the ranges given here
because the contaminated water will be highly diluted.
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11.0 Summary

K> / 11.1 Review of the Study Objectives

The objectives determined at the initiation of this modeling task were to

* identify further conceptual and calculation model development needs

* refine and more fully prioritize identified data needs and help guide site characterization

* define relative sensitivities of total-system performance to the conceptual model, data
assumptions, and computational methods

* make a preliminary evaluation of the repository system performance.

All of the objectives were met. The detailed analysis descriptions given earlier and the
recommendations given in the following subsections outline several conceptual and computational
model development needs. In addition, the descriptions of the specific analyses in earlier sections
identify data that are still needed. Guidance to site characterization activities can be achieved in
those cases where the sensitivity of the model to missing or poorly defined data indicate a
potentially significant change in the performance of the repository. For example, gas permeability
in the rock layers above the potential repository horizon may have a large impact on the amount of
14C released to the ground surface. Tests for measuring this quantity are desired early in the site
characterization period.

The results presented here provide a crude early indication of repository performance. The
performance conclusion should properly be limited to the following kind of statement: "No reason
was found not to continue with site characterization activities." To achieve a baseline performanceK> J assessment making a definitive statement about repository performance, several additional things
must be done. First, a complete set of nuclides of regulatory interest must be analyzed. This study
analyzed 10 nuclides out of a set of several dozen of interest. Second, additional site-specific data
are needed to calibrate existing models, and other data are required to check the validity of the'
modeling assumptions. Finally, the computer codes used must be subjected to formal Quality
Assurance requirements.

11.2 Recommendations for Future Work

We have several general recommendations and several recommendations regarding modeling
of specific scenarios. The general recommendations will be addressed in this section.
Recommendations for modeling of specific scenarios are addressed in the following subsections.
General recommendations are as follows:

* Future modeling should be conducted using a full set of nuclides of interest in estimating both
cumulative release of nuclides and individual and population doses.

* Future modeling should be conducted under appropriate Quality Assurance controls to allow
definitive statements of performance based on existing models and data.
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* Considerations for dose modeling should form an integral part of the selection of scenarios,
and doses should be computed for each scenario.

* Future modeling should have at least one project (DOE/Yucca Mountain Project Office)
review midway through the analysis period that includes principal investigators from every
discipline represented in the models.

* All of the waste forms (spent fuel and glass) that will be placed in the repository should be
modeled.

11.2.1 Recommendations for the Choice of Scenarios

This iteration of performance assessment addressed a few scenarios judged in advance to
yield the most severe consequences. The next iteration of performance assessment should
probably consider only a few more scenarios than this analysis. The releases from the high
consequence disruptive scenarios do not appear at this time to violate the EPA standard
Examination of every scenario may not be necessary if this early indication of performance
continues to hold after more definitive site data become available. Specific recommendations for
the choice of scenarios include:

* The analysis should still be limited to the release mode in each scenario class expected to have
the highest release consequences. An upper bound on the releases can be obtained if the
modeling effort is concentrated on the few highest consequence scenarios.

* The choice of which scenarios to examine should still rest on the approach implemented in the
current SNL scenario tree analysis. SNL staff have made a concerted effort to identify and
document all the combinations of events and processes of possible modeling concern.

* Explicitly model a climate change scenario.

* Add scenario trees that specifically address individual and population doses.

11.2.2 Recommendations for Modeling the Engineered Barriers

The models used in the source term analysis were rather simplistic models based on analytic
solutions. At the same time, they were as sophisticated as any source term models currently in
use. Several changes could be made in the source term models that would provide a better
representation of the releases for scenarios considered in this analysis. Specific recommendations
for improvements in source-term modeling include the following:

* Implement chain decay in the transport processes of the engineered barriers system model.

* Implement a release model that can examine the effects of having three or more material
property zones around the waste container.

* Use a model that allows time transients in hydrologic processes to model climate change,
human-intrusion processes, or thermal redistribution of ground water.

* Implement a model that allows spatial variability of hydrologic, thermal, and geochemical
parameters.
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* Incorporate a tight link between thermal transient and geochemical information leading to a
temperature-dependent solubility coupling.

* Implement a dissolution model for glass waste forms consistent with the glass dissolution
data already available.

11.2.3 Recommendations for Modeling Gas-Phase Transport

Transport modeling of 14C within the vadose zone of Yucca Mountain requires accurate
predictions of two-phase matrix and fracture flow for highly non-isothermal systems; accurate
geochemical equilibrium descriptions of 14C partitioning between the solid, liquid, and gas phases;
and predictions of 14C release rates subject to transient ambient conditions surrounding the waste
containers. This analysis demonstrated the strong coupling and transient nature of the thermal and
hydrogeologic fields surrounding the repository. The dominant transport mode strongly depends
on the geochemical equilibrium, thermodynamic, and hydrogeologic states. Two specific
recommendations for future work are:

* This analysis used a geochemical equilibrium model that was solely dependent on temperature
and totally ignored solid phase sorption. Additional parameters need to be included in the
analysis to determine the geochemical equilibrium state, e.g., aqueous phase pH, mineral
phases, ion concentrations, mineral compositions, ion strengths, gas pressures, vapor partial
pressures, and temperature.

* A more detailed hydrogeologic conceptual model for the stratigraphy above the repository
horizon will be required to more accurately model 14C within the gas phase. Moreover,
features, such as the Ghost Dance Fault, should be included in the transport analysis because
of their potential as significant pathways for gas phase advection.

11.2.4 Recommendations for Modeling Liquid-Phase Transport

After analyzing the scenarios reported in this document, several enhancements to the liquid-
phase hydrology and mass transport model have been identified. Specific recommendations
include:

* Allow transient as well as steady-state hydrologic solutions to be used as the basis for mass
transport. This enhancement allows time-dependent modeling to be performed for a climate
change scenario, a drilling intrusion scenario using wet drilling technology, and transients in
the water table induced by tectonic events.

* Model several more properties as spatially random, e.g., porosity.

* Implement a more efficient solver in the SUMO code to reduce the amount of computer time
required to obtain a hydrologic steady-state solution.

* Model a more complex stratigraphy, and perform transport runs for undisturbed performance
that have been calibrated to measured saturation profiles in Yucca Mountain.

Several of these recommendations require additional data specific to the Yucca Mountain site.
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11.2.5 Recommendations for Modeling Tectonism

The water-table rise scenario modeled for tectonic disruption of the repository did not yield
any increase in releases to the accessible environment. Specific recommendations for future work
include:

v Estimate of the probability of occurrence of a water table rise coupled with a climate change
yielding a higher ground-water infiltration rate, and model the effects of such an occurrence.

* Estimate the probability of occurrence of a tectonic event that causes container failures early
after repository closure, and model the effects of such an occurrence.

The water table rise coupled with the climate change scenario would possibly lead to relatively fast
flow paths through the mountain. Early container failures could lead to greatly enhanced releases
of highly soluble radionuclides because of more rapid fuel oxidation rates and glass dissolution
rates under elevated container temperatures in the presence of atmospheric air.

11.2.6 Recommendations for Modeling Volcanism

Due to the limited scope of FY 1991 work, this first round of work on the basaltic volcanism
scenario has primarily resulted in recommendations. The few results presented above should only
be used for illustration and example. Nevertheless, important insight has been gained to direct
future work. These recommendations are:

* "Complex" physical modeling of volcanic consequence scenarios is entirely possible using a
combination of existing volcanological fluid mechanics, numerical heat transfer models, and
combined analytical investigations.

* Coordination of this effort to ongoing SCP (DOE 1988) field, analytical, and laboratory work
is crucial. Additional limited field work is necessary to investigate the entrainment factor in
analogous systems. Ongoing work on analogous volcanic fields and Strombolian cones
should continue with emphasis on the detailed eruptive chronology of individual cones.

* Occurrence probabilistic modeling of the Yucca Mountain region also requires a fuller
understanding of the volcanology and magma physics of Quaternary systems. The
development of eruptive probabilities dependent on the petrological and physical systematics
of disruptive scenarios should begin, relying on ongoing SCP activities and limited additional
study.

* "Abstracted" consequence modeling and idealized probability modeling of volcanic scenarios
should continue but requires a better understanding of the volcanology and physics of the
proposed scenarios.

11.2.7 Recommendations for Combining Consequences into a Complementary
Cumulative Distribution Function

The current methods and models are considered to be adequate for computation of a CCDF
from the release data. In the event that even more complex coupled-parameter models are
implemented for scenario analysis, the CCDF generation approach used in Helton et al. (1991) for
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WIPP may have to be adopted. In any case, the required techniques have already been developed
and demonstrated.

11.2.8 Recommendations for Dose Modeling

Several enhancements to the dose modeling were identified in the process of performing the
dose modeling reported here. These enhancements can be summarized as:

* Run transport analyses designed to estimate radionuclide concentrations rather than
cumulative release. The dose model could then use the concentrations in the environment
directly.

* Perform scenario screening analyses based on the concept of estimating doses rather than
cumulative release of radionuclides to the "accessible environment."

* Update the dose model to implement the model given in ICRP 60.

* Develop a set of standard consumption and lifestyle parameters for exposed individuals that is
specific to the Yucca Mountain environment.

* Perform a detailed analysis of the aquifer to more accurately determine the ground-water
dilution factors for radionuclide concentration estimates.
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Sandia National Laboratories
*..> Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Date: July 25, 1991

To: Distribution

From: Paul Kaplan, Gabriela Gainer, Holly Dockery, an Rally

Subject Distributions of Hydrogeologic Parameters for the TSA problem

INTRODUCQI

Included in this memo are the valued wg have compiled for use in the geohydrology, problem for tho

preliminary.total-system analyses. We have outlined ranges for the geohydrologic parameter values and

distributio'ns.for-those ranges. We have also provided a brief summary of the.sources of the data and the

methods. used to generate-thetistributions. - . ;

. .~~~~~~~~~vt

PROBLEM- DOMAIN . . -

The horizontal problem domain is defined as an E-W transect extending from approximately 500 m

eastof UE 25a#1 on Drillhole Wash) through USW G-4, to USW H-5 (at-the. crest), as shown in Figure 1.

The vertical problem domain will extend from the repository horizon to the water table. The projected

position of the repository is shown on Figure 2. Note that distances in Figure 2 are given along the path-

line of the transect. Therefore, from G-4 to UE-25a#1 the distances will differ from GTM coordinates for

those driliholes. The analyses will then be carried through the unsaturated and saturated zones to the

accessible environment (located 5 km from the repository). .The problem domain will contain the Ghost

Dance Fault The 2-D treatment of the fault will be modeled by a 4-meter offset and increased fracture

permeability (based on density and aperture).

OUND ARYCONDITION - -

--For the 2-Dasnalyses, thewestem vertical boundary of the problem (at USW H-5) will be no-flow. The.

eastemvertica boundary, which is also no-flow, is 500 m east of UE-25a This spacing distance is 

intended to prevent the no-flow condition from introducing modeling artifacts to the interpretation of flow

processes at UE-25a.

Problems will be run from initial saturation and flux conditions to the steady-state consistent with the

applied Infiltration. The values for Infiltration will range from 0.01 -20.0 mm/yr. Table 1 provides the values

provided for the Infiltration distribution. Discussion of the Beta distribution values is contained in a

following section entitled Methodology'.
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TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF INFILTRATION RATES

Mean 1.0
Coefficient of variation 1.0
Minimum 0.0
Maximum 39.00
ad -0.051282

Po - 35.051282

The stratigraphy is a simplified version of the PACE-90 hydrostratIgraphy, using up to five layers.

representing 5 different tuff types (depending on the location along the transect): Layer 1 a Tpt-TM

(welded), Layer 2 * Tpt-TV (vitrophyre). Layer 3 Tpt-TN (vitric), Layer 4 a Tcb-TN (zeolitic), and Layer S =

Tcpp-TP (partially welded). The details of the stratigraphy were determined by reviewing the USGS

lithologic logs for diliholes USW H-S, USW G-4 and UE25a 1 and the PACE-90 nominal-case

hydrostratigraphy.

Parameter values are derived from Peters at al. (1984). The PACE-90 hydrostratigraphy was used

for reference. Distributions of parameter values for Layers 1, 2 and 4 were obtained from the memo dated

4/1 5/91 from Kaplan, at a. establishing values used for the site-suitability calculations. Additional analysis

of the same data sets was used to obtain similar values for Layers 3 and 5.

MATRIX AND FRACTURE PROPERTY VALUES

Methodology

All of the data used to define the expected values for the matrix properties each layer were derived

from Peters of at. (1984). Some of these matrix values have been subsequently reported in the PACE-90

report however, an attempt was made to perform another review of the data to ensure the usage of the

most reasonable properties. Also, the Peters, et al data have undergone many reinterpretations for

various reports and calculations. We did not want to inadvertently Incorporate other modeling

assumptions into our data set, so we decided to only use the original source of the data. In order to.

construct the ranges, other information was included in each data set All of the data for the values for the

fractures are from Carsel and Parish (1988) except for the information on fracture density (Spengler, at a/.,

1984) and effective fracture aperture (immerman and Vollendorf, 1982). The specific assumptions made

for each parameter are discussed in the appropriate sections below.
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A general methodology was used to construct the distributions and ranges for both the matrix and

fracture properties. First, as previously stated, the expected value was taken from the appropriate

lithology reported in Peters, et at. Next, a maximum range for the values was defined either by using a

X literature search of values for the particular rock type, or by using the physical limits of the given property.

For instance, porosity can only range from 0 to i, therefore those numbers define a maximum range. The

next step was to try to decrease the range of values using additional Yucca Mountain data and, where

available, analog data. In some cases, there were no additional data that could be used to decrease the

ranges, so only the maximum range was used. A Beta distribution was generated using the expected

value, the coefficient of variation, and the maximum and minimum values. An'exponential distribution was

used for properties where only an expected value could be identified (larr, 1987). Because the

exponential distribution can be very closely approximated by the Beta distribution, a variation of the Beta

distribution was used to generate the random samples given In Appendix l.

In Tables 2-6, we provide the mean, maximum, minimum, coefficient of variation, and the a and p

parameters of the Beta distribution for the following matrix parameters: hydraulic conductivity, porosity,

and van Genuchten coefficients a, p and Sr. In this memo, we will call the Beta distribution parameters ap

and p to differentiate them from the van Genuchten a and p parameters, which will be designated hv and

Pv. 
Tables 7-10 give information on fracture properties, including fracture density, effective fracture

aperture, and the following parameters: hydraulic conductivity, saturated moisture content, residual

moisture content, and van Genuchten coefficients; av and Pv.

Matrix Hydrogeologic Properties

Hydraulic Conductivity

Values of hydraulic conductivity for the matrix are shown in Table 2. For hydraulic conductivity, the

exponential distribution was used in all cases because the only known' was the expected value. The

coefficient of variation is 1, from the relationship between the mean and standard deviation in an

exponential distribution. The possible range in values (1-10-14 mIs, Freeze and Cherry, 1979, Table 2.3)

is-so large, that a distribution constructed using the ranges would be meaningless. The expected values

for the matrix are from Peters etat., 1984, Table A2. An exponential distribution was generated, then the

EXPONENT program (after Harr, 1987) was then used to get the Beta distribution parameters: ap. P,

maximum and minimum.
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TABLE 2

HYDRAUUC CONDUCTIVITY

(m/s)

Layer # Mean Coef.

Var.

Min. Max Alphap Betap

Layer I 2.00x10- 11 1.00 0.0000 7.93x10-10 -0.0526 34.078

Layer2 3.01x10-12 1.00 0.0000 1.27xl0O10 -0.0473 38.298

Layer3 7.99x10-1 I 1.00 0.0000 3.11xIo-9 -0.0515 34.894

Layer 4 3.01x101 2 1.00 0.0000 1.27x10-10 -0.0473 38.298

Layer5 1.4x10 8 1.00 0.0000 5.43x1IO 7 -0.0515 34.869

Van Genuchten Alpha (avI

Values of av for the matrix for the five layers are shown in Table 3. Expected values for av are from

Peters et al. (1984, Table A-2). The range, .0004-137 mm, is based on physical constraints. A pore .0004

mm in diameter is the smallest pore through which a water molecule can travel. This value is equal to 3x

the diameter of a water molecule. The high value is related to maximum pore size that can maintain

capillary force. The coefficient of variation comes from data on Apache Leap tuff (Rasmussen t aL., 1990.

Table 8).

TABLE 3

VAN GENUCHTEN PARAMETER ALPHA

Mean Coet Min. Max - Alphap
- Var.

BetasLayer #

Layer 1 0.0057 0.37 0.0004 137.00 5.310 164029.4
Layer 2 0.0033 0.37 0.0004 137.00 4.631 267879.3
Layer3 0.0265 0.37 0.0004 137.00 6.084 37177.12
Layer 4 0.0220 0.37 0.0004 137.00 6.040 44644.5
Layer 5 0.0140 0.37 0.0004 137.00 5.892 69422.45
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Van Genuchten Beta (Ov-

Values of pv for the matrix for the five layers are shown In Table 4. Expected for values for pv are from

Peters et al (1984, Table A-2). The range, 1.05-10. is based on physical constraints (Kaplan, 991). The

coefficient of variation of 0.20 comes from Carsel and Parish.

TABLE 4

VAN GENUCHTEN PARAMETER BETA

Layer # Mean - Coef.
Var.

Min. Max Alphap Betap

Layer 1 1.798 0.20 1.050 10.00 2.881 41.56
Layer2, 1.798 0.20 1.0$0 10.00 2.364 41.39
Layer 3 2.223 0.20 1.050 10.00 4.917 38.23-
Layer 4 1.236 0.20 1.050 10.00 -0.4664 24.14
Layer 5 2.640 0.20 1;050 10.00 6.279 32.70

Residual Saturation Sr

Values of Sr for the matrix for the five layers are shown in Table S. Expected for values for Sr are from

Peters et aL (1984, Table A-2). The parameter Sr is defined as the ratio of the liquid-filled porosity to the

total fluid porosity and ranges from 0.0 - 1.0. The coefficient of variation, 0.20, is from Apache Leap tuft

data (Rasmussen et al., 1990, Table 8).

TABLE 5

VAN GENUCHTEN PARAMETER Sr

Layer # Mean Coef. Min.
Var.

Max Alphag Betas

Layer 1 0.080 0.20 0.000 1.000 - 21.92 262.2
Layer 2 0.052 0.20 0.000 1.000 22.66 432.9
Layer3 0.164 0.20 -0.000 1.000 19.74 104.9
Layer 4 0.010 0.20 '0.000 1.000 23.74 328.5
Layer5 0.066 0.20 0.000 1.000 22.28 179.2

,yer 5 0.6 0.2

r.. .. . d. I.,
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PorosNt

Values of porosity for the matrix of the five layers are shown in Table 8. Expected for values are from

Peters, et al. (1984, Table A-2). The maximum range for the value for porosity in all rocks is from 0.0-1.0.

The value of 0.20 for the coefficient of variation came from the Apache Leap data.

TABLE 5

POROSITY

Layer # Mean Coef.
Var.

Min. Max Alphap setap

Layer 0.11 0.20 0.000 1.000 21.14 178.13
Layer2 0.09 0.20 0.000 1.000 21.66 228.12
Layer3 0.21 0.20 0.000 1.000 18.54 72.51
Layer 4 0.41 0.20 0.000 1.000 13.34 19.64
Layer 5 0.24 0.20 0.000 1.000 17.76 58.41

interconnected Fracture Proper?, Values

Mdrgeolggic Parameters

The porous-media equivalent of the fractures will be represented in the equivalent and cmnoit

models by sand. These values for the hydrogeologic parameters for the fractures in the two models from

above are shown in Table 7 and are derived from Carsel and Parish (1988). An effecti aeru value is

provided for those who will be modeling discrete fractures. The data for this value of effective aperture

come from an average value derived from data from tests conducted in G-Tunnel in a welded section of

the Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted Range Tuff (Zimmerman and Vollendorf, at aL, 1982).

Although the Grouse Canyon is described as welded at the test location, t is not clear how representative

the derived values are for Yucca Mountain tuffs.

TABLE 7
FRACTURE HYDROGEOLOGIC PROPERTIES

av 14.5/m

TV 2.68

or 0.045

porosity 0.43

ksat 8.25x1 05 m/s

aperture 21 Oltm

effective aperture 99pm

KI'
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The parameter er Is defined as the ratio of liquid-filled porosity to the total volume of-the rock. For

the composite models, the fracture aperture is related to the alpha parameter In the water retention model,

sometimes referred to as the 'air entry scaling factor. Thus, it Is related to a measure of the largest

connected pore size (rae) that will start to drain when suction is applied (Wang and Narasimhan, in review).

The relationship between the alpha parameter and rae, I the flow channels are represented by an ideal

capillary tube is given by the capillary equation:

rae - 2(sirg)ctv

where s is surface tension, r is fluid density,.and g Is gravitational acceleration. If the concept of largest

drainable pore size is applied, and the fracture is assumed to be as wide as the diameter of the pore size of

the media representing the fracture, then an estimate of the fracture aperture is given by the following:

rae 2[(0.07183 kg/s2)/(1000 kgfm3)(9.80665 m/s2)] (14.5/m)

Using an av value of 14.5 (Carsel and Parish, 1988) gives raez 210 mm.

Zimmerman and Vollendort, et al. (1982) used the following equation to calculate saturated hydraulic

conductivity:

Ksat= gwe2 /12m .

where gW is the weight per unit volume, m is viscosity, and e is the effective fracture aperture.

Fracture density data for each of the layers are shown in Table 8. The values were derived from

Spengler, et aL,1984.

TABLE 8

FRACTURE DENSITIES FOR LAYERS 1-5

Layer Frre Density-

Nunber -- (fractureslmeter :.

1
2

. 3
4. 5 .

1. t,

28.3
35.6

. 2.0 . . .
1.6
4.4 . ...

-

q I . .> . .
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For the distribution Information, an exponential distribution was run on discrete values for fracture

density to get the Beta distribution parameters. Hydrogeologic properties for fractures are shown in Table

9. Means and coefficients of variation came from Carsel and Parrish,198&

TABLE 9

FRACTURE HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES

Parameter Mean Coef. Min. Max Alphap Betap

Var.

Ks (Is) 8.25x10 5 0.524 0.000 0.001 2.259 32.24

CV (m-i) 14.5 0.203 0.001 137.0 20.589 181.41

ov 2.68 0.203 1.050 10.0 6.160 31.15

er 0.045 0.223 0.000 1.00 18.159 405.60

Additional Fracture Information (not used in this exercise)

Information on fracture fill is also available in Spengler, et at. (1984) for G-4. Within the Topopah

Spring Member, approximately 20% of the observed fractures were filled, primarily with silica. These data

were derived from 251 fractures in the measured intervaL AN of the fractures in the Calico Hills unit in G-4

were filled with manganese and iron oxides. These data were derived from only three fractures. As few as

20% have been observed to be filled in other driliholes.

Although not included in this letter, information on variation in aperture along the length of individual

fractures is also available, as well as information on the nature of fracture coatings. No one has expressed

a need for this type of data for these calculations. However, if there is an interest in obtaining this

information for future calculations, it could be provided.

Fault Property Vales

The region containing the fault will be set at one meter in width P. Carr, pers. comm.; A. Geldon.

pers. comm). The fault properties will be determined by the layer containing each segment of the plane.

In general, the fault region should contain fracture densities one order of magnitude greater than the

matrix fracture density (W. Carr, pers. comm, 1991). Therefore, the data from Spengler, at al. (1984) for

fracture density at G-4 wil be multiplied by 10 for each Layer. The resulting values are shown in Table 10.

All other properties for the fault region are the same as are given in Table 9.

'`>
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TABLE 10

FRACTURE DENSITIES WITHIN THE 1-METER FAULT ZONE

Layer Fracture Density

Number (fractures/meter)

1 283
2 356
3 20
4 16
5 44

The fault in Figure 2 is depicted with an offset of 14 m, based on data from the Ghost Dance fault in

this area
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UMITED VALUE INFORMATION

Date: 10/2/91

To: R. Barnard, J. Gauthier, M. Wilson (SNL)
P. Eslinger,.t Nichols (NLY

From: Holly Dockery

Subject: ddtonai'M Information from A. Meijer (9/26/91)

This Information was obtained from A. Meijer concerning details and
assumptions regarding sorption data he provided for the carbonate aquifer at
Yucca Mountain. It should be appended to the data table he FAXed to SNL and
PNL on 9/26/91.

1. The data set was obtained from a report (Lappin, et al., 1991) that
included sorption data on the Culebra Formation at the WIPP site.

2. The data table includes values for the matrix rock only, although
information for fractures is also available. The fractures at the WIPP site have a
relatively high percentage of clays present We have no information to indicate
the presence or absence of excessive clay in fractures at Yucca Mountain.

3. The water chemistry of the indigenous water in the Culebra Formation
is assumed, i.e., oxidizing conditions are present. This is a conservative
assumption. If the water under Yucca Mountain is in a reducing state,
retardation would be greater.

4. The data in the table is for Pu, Am, U, and Np. Al other nuclides are
assumed to have a value of zero for retardation. However; a caveat should be
added. In carbonate rocks, much of the carbon will probably be precipitated out
due to chemical interactions. There is no data available that we know about
that tests this assumption.,. However, if the retardation of carbon in the
carbonate aquifer is a sensitive parameter, lab studies may be necessary to
resolve the issue.

5. Chlorides are present in the Culebra Formation that almost certainly
are not present in the carbonate aquifer at Yucca Mountain. Information that is
available in the literature indicates that chlorides are probably not important in
complexing actinides. Thus, this aspect of water chemistry dissimilarity
between the WIPP site and Yucca Mountain are not currently expected to be of
importance.
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Appendix C

TSA Problem Outline Consensus



Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Date: July 26, 1991

To: Distribution 1 2

From: R Dockery

Subject: TSA Problem Outline Consensus

Based on meetings held at SNL on July 11. and at LBLon July 16, the following consensus plan has

been developed for the proposed total-system analyses.

Geohydrology Problem

Problem Domain and Boundary Conditions

The horizontal problem domain is defined as an E-W transect extending from approximately 500 m

east of UE-25a#1 In Drillhole Wash) through USW G-4, to USW H-5 (at the crest), as shown In Figure 1..,

PNL will perform a series of 2-D calculations along this line using SUMO. SNL will do a series of 1-D

problems using TOSPAC, choosing several individual stratigraphic columns along the transect to describe

the domain.

The vertical problem domain will extend from the repository horizon to the water table. The projected

position of the repository is shown on Figure 2. Note that distances in Figure 2 are given along the path-

fine of the transect. Therefore, from G-4 to UE-25a the distances will differ from GTM coordinates for those

drillholes. The analyses will then be carried through the unsaturated and saturated zones to the accessible

environment (located 5 km from the repository).

The problem domain will contain the Ghost Dance Faukl The 2-D treatment of the fault will be

modeled by a 14-meter offset and Increased fracture permeability (based on density and aperture).

Because of the inability of a 1-1 analysis to property handle lateral diversion, etc., the fault will not be

considered in those analyses.

For the 2-D analyses, the western vertical boundary of the problem (at USW H-) will be no-flow. The

eastern vertical boundary, which Is also no-flow, Is 500 m east of UE-2Sa. This spacing distance will prevent

the no-flow condition from Introducing modeling artifacts to the Interpretation of flow processes at UE-2Sa

Problems will be run from nitial saturation and flDC corditions to the steady-state consistent with the

applied Infiltration.
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Geohydrologic Stratigraphy and Parameter Values

The stratigraphy will be a simplified version of the PACE-90 hydrostratigraphy, using up to five layers

(depending on the location along the transect): Tpt-TM (welded). Tpt-TV (vitrophyre), Tpt-TN itric), Tcb-'

TN (zeolitic), Tcpp-TP (partially welded). The details of the stratigraphy will be determined by reviewing the 4

USGS lithologic logs and the PACE-90 nominal-case hydrostratigraphy.

The 2-D problem will treat the stratigraphic layers either as uniform and homogeneous, or as

heterogeneous with randomly distributed, correlated properties. The same homogeneous layers used in

the 2-D problem will be used in the appropriate rock columns of the 1-D problem.

Parameter values will be derived from Klavetter and Peters, 1984, and the PACE-90 hydrostratigraphy

wil be used for reference. Distributions of parameter values will be obtained from the memo dated 4/1 3V/91

from Kaplan, et aL establishing values used for site-suitability work. Uncertainties and variabilities in

materials parameters will be treated by sampling from distributions of probabilities of occurrence using an

LHS scheme.

Modeling Techniques

The 2-D analysis will use only the composite model contained in SUMO. The 1-D analysis will use sh

the composite model in TOSPAC and the weeps" model for fracture-dominated flow. Infiltration rates a I'r

be varied from about 0.01 mm/yr up to values that produce saturation. For a certain range of material

properties, steady-state problems using infiltrations of <3 mm/yr will work in the composite-model codes.

The probabilities of higher infiltrations will reflect the likelihood that they are localized in time and space.

Groundwater infiltration rates will be distributed with exponential uncertainty, using an expected value of

1.0 mm/yr (see Figure 3).

Currently, the weeps model in the TSArandomly assigns values to two factors that influence the

effect of the infiltration rate specified: the amount of water diverted by layers above the repository and the

percentage of radionuclides sorbed by the matrix during transport by fracture flow. To improve the

credibility of the weeps model, these two randomly assigned factors will be replaced with factors whose

values are based on prior work (such as PACE and HYDROCOIN for the diversion of water, and SNL's

discrete-fracture analyses for the sorption (Martinez, 1991).
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Source Term and Sorption for all Problems

Introduction

As a result of a meeting held at LBL on July 16, 1991, the following aspects of the source term for the

total-system analyses have been agreed upon.

The radionucfide source term will use -10 selected radionuclides, which will represent various.

Oclasses' of the inventory - high mobility, high Inventory, etc. Both radionuclides that produce large

releases and those that have large dose effects will be Included.

Constituents

For geohydrologic analyses, we will use a source term of selected radionuclides. These source term

will involve a imited number of radionuclides characteristic of the nuclear waste. The mobilization

processes from the waste packages will be consistent with far-field flow and transport assumptions. For

gas-transport problems, only 14C will be included. For human-intrusion and possibly volcanic-intrusion

surface-release problems, the a large fraction (-99%, by activity) of Inventory will be Included. The choice

of which radionuclides to include among the selected few will be based on both amounts released and

biological impacts.

The selected radionuclides are: 14C, 7 9 Se, 9 9Tc, 1 2 6Sn 1291, 13 5Cs, 2 3 4U, 237 Np. 2 39 pu, and
24 3Am. Source terms for transmutation and actinide burning will not be included in the TSA. SNL will only

use spent fuel as radionuclide inventory, while PNL will perform a spent-fuel problem, and, if time allows,

they will also include glassified defense waste.

Geohydrology Source-Term Parameters-

For all source terms not involvng mechanical releases, the parameters of the release profiles consist

of a delay time, a ramp-upw time, the duration of release, the slope of the main release, and the peak

release rate. For the TSA, releases will be simplified to be in the shape of a square wave-, with

instantaneous ramp-up, a constant release rate, and instantaneous termination. Thus, TSA release

profiles will be characterized by delay time, duration, and peak rate. Source terms will be provided with

expected values and ranges for all parameters and will be expressed analytically (rather than as tables of

values).

Since the geohydrologic analyses are isothermal, analyses will not model processes occurring before

the repository returns to the point where the region can be modeled isothermally. According to work by

Pruess and Tsang, after 1,000 years the repository-average temperature is about 75C (still well above

ambient, but below the boiling point). Consequently, the source-term releases will not be defined before

1000 years.
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The flow processes will be divided into matrix-dominated and fracture-dominated flow. For matrix-

dominated flow, the diffusive and wet-drip water-contact modes will be combined to produce the release

mechanism. The source term will be parameterized by infiltration rate only. The source term will reflect local

variations in infiltration rates, but will maintain an average value equal to the infiltration rate. For fracture-

dominated flow, only the wet-drip water-contact mode will be used. The source term will be parameter1zed r

by fracture aperture and density and by infiltration through the fractures only (i.e., excluding that portion of

the total infiltration that is imbibed into the matrix. Flow will be treated as episodic for 1/10th of the year.

LLNL will provide an analytical expression for the source term to SNL, while PNL will use the AREST code

to calculate their source term (however, they will coordinate with LLNL to use the same proportions for the

diffusive and wet-drip components, and to use the same input parameters).

Gas-Flow Source Term

The gas-flow source term will also start after 1,000 years. To simplify the source for the TSA, releases

will be considered to occur instantaneously to the tar field once the container is breached. Both a fast-

release fraction, which is released at failure, and a matrix-release fraction, which continues at the alteration

rate, will be included. The duration for failure of all of the waste packages in the repository will be a random

variable ranging from 9.000 to 99,000 years. A constant number of waste package failures per year will be

used. In contrast to the geohydrology problem where the water-contact processes affect a limited

numbers of containers, this failure distribution assumes that every waste package in the repository fails in

the same way.

Human-intrusion Source Term

The source term for the human-intrusion direct surface releases will be partitioned according to

amount of burnup and decay time since discharge from the reactors. Source terms for near misses' of

waste packages (i.e., exhumation of contaminated rock) will assume that the radionuclide distribution is

given by the diffusive portion of the transport calculated in PACE-90, nominal case. For releases directly

into the saturated zone, the selected radionuclides for groundwater transport will be used; however, they

will be assumed to be completely dissolved. The source term will be parameterized by the saturated-zone

water flow rate.

Sorption

Sorption data will be obtained from LANL work and from the PACE-90 compilation. These data will be

used in both the unsaturated and saturated zones.
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Schedule

The geohydrology source terms will be prepared by LLNL, using far-field hydrologic and Infiltration

parameters provided by SNL The gas-flow source term will be provided by LBL W. Lee). The direct-

;le release source terms for human Intrusion will be prepared by SNL (R. Barnard). The volcanic source term

will be provided by LBL (W. Lee). Source terms are to be available by August 15, 1991, if possible. An

absolute deadline of August 31, 1991 was set for final submission of the source term.

Distribution:

LANL J. A. Canepa
LANL G. A. Valentine
LBL W. W.-L Lee
LBL T. H. Pigford
LLNL W. G. Halsey
LLNL W. J. O'Connell
LLNL J. Ueng
PNL C. K Hastings
PNL D. Engle
PNL P. Eslinger
PNL W. Nichols
PNL P. Whitney
YMPO J. M. Boak
YMPO J. R. Dyer

K> 1511 J. S. Rottler
1511 R.R.Eaton
1511 M J. Martinez
6310 T. E. Blejwas
631 GA L. E. Shephard
6312 F. W. Bingham
6312 R. W. Barnard
6312 W. F. Chambers
6312 H. A. Dockery
6312 J. H. Gauthier
6312 P. G. Kaplan
6312 F. C. Lauffer
6312 T. H. Robey
6312 M. LWllson

^, 6313 LS.Costin
6317 S. Sinnock
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